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Abstract
Modeling and Experimental Approaches for Investigating Lipid Bilayer Heterogeneity
Kevin Bradley Towles
Nily Dan, Ph.D.
The idea of lateral heterogeneity in native cell membranes is not a new one; however, the research in
this field over the last several decades has uncovered the complexity of lipid and protein interactions
which govern many cellular processes. Research in this area is increasingly motivated by the concept
of the “lipid raft,” membrane domains enriched in cholesterol and sphingomyelin, as a functional
component of the membrane. Their involvement in processes including signal transduction, molecu-
lar trafficking, membrane fussion/fision, signaling, and others has been proposed through exhaustive
studies. While the existence and importance of lipid rafts is now generally accepted, their charac-
terization is exceedingly difficult. Many experimental methods point to the size of rafts being on
the order of tens of nanometers, but there is a lack of experimental and theoretical understand-
ing of these structures at such small length scales. With recent evidence suggesting the exquisite
sensitivity of these systems to perturbation by “impurities,” the need for non-perturbing methods
of characterization and fundamental models describing the membrane thermodynamics is becoming
more pronounced.
This work presents a new method of characterization of small membrane domains (about 50 nm
or less) based on the theory of fluorescence resonance energy transfer (RET). Comparing model
predictions with simulated Monte Carlo data, this work demonstrates that time-resolved RET mea-
surements can provide detailed size information of nanoscale membrane domains with error of about
50% or less. Moreover, these measurements use fluorophore-labeled lipids in low concentration (typ-
ically much less that 1 mol %) that preferentially partition between coexisting lipid phases, which
should minimally perturb the membrane. Future experiments to confirm this model and its potential
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are suggested.
A membrane model is also developed to describe fluid-fluid heterogeneity as a function of the
lipid properties in each phase. This model provides useful insight about small membrane domains by
suggesting critical domain dimensions, below which domains should be highly unstable entities. The
model also shows that previous estimates of line tension in model membranes may be a lower limit
and that higher line tensions and the balance between the properties of each phase could drastically
alter the kinetics of domain growth. Improvements to the model to include domain budding are also
suggested.

1Chapter 1: Thesis Overview
1.1 Motivation
The idea of lateral heterogeneity in native cell membranes is not a new one; however, the research in
this field over the last several decades has uncovered the complexity of lipid and protein interactions
which govern many cellular processes. Research in this area is increasingly motivated by the concept
of the “lipid raft,” membrane domains enriched in cholesterol and sphingomyelin, as a functional
component of the membrane. Their involvement in processes including signal transduction, molecu-
lar trafficking, membrane fussion/fision, signaling, and others has been proposed through exhaustive
studies (for reviews, see (5–9)). While the existence and importance of lipid rafts is now generally
accepted, their characterization is exceedingly difficult. Many experimental methods point to the
size of rafts being on the order of tens of nanometers (10–14), but there is a lack of experimental and
theoretical understanding of these structures at such small length scales. With recent evidence sug-
gesting the exquisite sensitivity of these systems to perturbation by “impurities” (15, 16), the need
for non-perturbing methods of characterization and fundamental models describing the membrane
thermodynamics is becoming more pronounced.
1.2 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 of this thesis presents relevant background information related to lipid organization in
membranes, the effect of cholesterol in membranes, and a summary of the history of lipid rafts
and relevant research. The idea of phase separation in membranes is introduced as well as the
use of model membranes systems as mimics of plasma membranes. Chapter 3 presents a new
method of characterization of small membrane domains (about 50 nm or less) based on the theory
of fluorescence resonance energy transfer (RET). This method is an adaptation of past formulations
for resonance energy transfer in homogeneous bilayers. Its applicability is critically assessed and some
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preliminary results are presented. Chapter 4 summarizes extensive comparisons of model predictions
and simulated Monte Carlo data. The Monte Carlo data is used to validate the model in place of
experiments due to the lack of experimental tools for such purposes. Chapter 5 presents a membrane
perturbation model to describe fluid-fluid heterogeneity as a function of the lipid properties in each
phase. This model is based on previous efforts to describe membrane-induced interaction between
proteins, and it provides useful insights about critical domain sizes and domain growth kinetics.
Chapter 6 proposes continuations of the presented efforts: future experiments are suggested to
confirm the proposed RET model and its potential, and improvements to the perturbation model
are suggested to include domain budding.
1.3 Research Goals
The expanding interest in the area of membrane heterogeneity and its suggested role in so many
vital biological processes has set the stage for important theoretical work. Not only is there a need
for quantitative methods for characterization of nanoscale structure in membranes, but there is also
a clear need for fundamental understanding of lipid and protein interactions in bilayer systems. The
goals of this thesis are as follows:
• To develop a new method of characterization of small membrane domains (namely, below
100 nm) to offer researchers a robust method of characterization in lipid bilayers containing
heterogeneity.
• To test this model with established theories for fluorescence resonance energy transfer using
Monte Carlo calculations. These tests should also offer insight into the error associated with
domain size measurements using the mentioned method.
• To develop a simple model based on prior perturbation models that describes fluid-fluid het-
erogeneity in lipid bilayers. This model, developed initially for flat membrane domains, should
be easily extendable to membrane domains that bud out of the plane of the membrane.
3Chapter 2: Background
2.1 Introduction
Many important cellular processes owe their function to the cell membrane. The cell membrane,
also called the plasma membrane, is a semi-permeable structure surrounding the cell, separating it
from the extracellular fluid. Cell structures (ribosomes, endoplasmic reticulum, nucleus, etc.) and
vesicles must also be packaged in a similar container. The lipid bilayer is the single element that
manages to suit the needs of all such structures, all with similar chemical composition, electrical
capacitance, and other physical properties (17).
The bilayer is a self-assembled structure (Fig. 2.1), composed of a mixture of amphiphilic lipids
and proteins that arrange themselves to minimize costly hydrophobic exposure to water. Only
about 4 nm thick, this delicate structure can be a billion square nanometers or more (17). Its
many functions include protein sorting, signal transduction, fusion/fission, uptake or expulsion of
ions, endo- and exo-cytocis, etc. Spanning the entire membrane and often projecting beyond it,
integral proteins include pumps and channels that act as traffic signals for ions and other molecules.
In addition, surface and peripheral proteins often reversibly attach to the membrane acting as
cell signals and subunits important for the operation of many integral proteins. For years, the
organization of the membrane was thought to be a random mix of proteins and lipids, often referred
to as the fluid-mosaic model (18); however, thanks to the original observations of stable lipid domains
(19, 20), our understanding of the organization of the plasma membrane has evolved to include
nanoscale lateral structure. Even with the intensive research efforts of late in the area of membrane
organization, Robert Gennis identified four main categories of lateral heterogeneity in membranes
almost 20 years ago that still ring true today (21): macroscopic domains are large, morphologically
distinct areas of the membrane surface separated by barriers (for example, apical and basolateral
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domains of polarized epithelial cells); protein aggregation within the membrane plane are patches of
aggregate protein and whatever lipids that may preferentially associate with that microenvironment;
cytoskeleton defined domains are formed by interactions from proteins within the cell; and lipid
microdomains may be thermodynamically or kinetically stable domains, much like those in model
membrane systems.
2.2 Membrane Composition
Membranes are composed of a wide variety of molecules with the majority being proteins and lipids.
The relative amount of protein to lipid in native membranes varies from 20% (myelin) to 80%
(mitochondria) by dry weight (21). The variety of lipids found in membranes is also staggering; a
single membrane can contain 100 or more distinct lipid species (21, 22) (for common examples, see
Fig. 2.2).
The most common class of lipids is glycerophospholipids including phosphatidylcholine (animal
cell membranes) and phosphatidylethanolamine (bacterial membranes) among others (21). Most
membrane lipids have two acyl chains with 14 to 22 carbons per chain. These chains can be com-
pletely saturated (for example, dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine), mono- or polyunsaturated (see Fig.
2.2). The packing of lipid species in the membrane is closely related to the chain saturation; carbon-
carbon cis double bonds in the chain act as a kink in the chain, preventing tight lipid packing.
The increase in cross-sectional area in the presence of such kinks is a minimum of about 19 A˚2; for
comparison, the minimum cross-sectional area of diacyl lipids is about 38 A˚2 (21).
Sterols are another major lipid class of great importance in membranes. Cholesterol is by far
the most common of the sterols found in animal cell plasma membranes, and it typically constitutes
about 30% of the membrane by mass (21). Its compact, flat, rigid, hydrophobic structure (see Fig.
2.2) contributes a well-known condensation effect to the membrane (23). This effect of cholesterol
has been shown in simple model membranes to cause phase separation in the bilayer (see Membrane
Phase Behavior). Compositionally distinct regions of the membrane form either enriched or depleted
in cholesterol, and the packing in the cholesterol-rich phase can be up to about 30% tighter (24).
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A combination of experiment, theory, and molecular simulation have shown that cholesterol acts to
rigidify long acyl chains of sphingomyelin or similar phospholipids, resulting in a more dense packing
(see Cholesterol Condensation Effect).
Other lipid classes include phosphosphingolipids, including sphingomyelin, and glycoglycerolipids.
All phosphosphingolipids have a ceramide hydrophobic group and similar polar groups as most glyc-
erophospholipids. The percentage of sphingomyelin in membranes ranges from about 10% (myelin)
to 20% (erythrocytes) in humans (21). Glycoglycerolipids are more commonly found in bacteria and
plant membranes; among them, monogalactosyldiacylglycerol is believed to be the most abundant
polar lipid found in nature (21).
2.3 Cholesterol Condensation Effect
Numerous theories about how cholesterol interacts with other lipids in the bilayer exist in the
literature (for an excellent summary, see (9)). A series of studies by McConnell et al. suggest that
cholesterol forms a “complex” with a stoichiometric ratio of cholesterol to phospholipids (25–28);
these complexes then cause the condensation effect of cholesterol on the lipids in the complex. The
ideas presented in this model are largely based on the conclusion that membranes can be considered
as fluids; therefore, similar ideas developed for monolayers should apply to bilayers as well.
A contrary theory to that of McConnell and coworkers is that of Huang and Feigenson (29). They
argue that phospholipid headgroups act to shield the highly hydrophobic cholesterol from interaction
with the aqueous phase surrounding the bilayer. As the concentration of cholesterol is increased, the
number of phospholipids per cholesterol is decreased; therefore, the phospholipid-cholesterol mixture
must be more tightly packed in order to achieve the same level of shielding. When the headgroups
can no longer effectively shield all the cholesterol, cholesterol monohydrate crystals precipitate from
the bilayer (30). The proposed limit for cholesterol solubility is about 66%.
Cholesterol interactions with the acyl chains of lipids in bilayers have also been extensively
studied. Studies of this effect in monolayers at an air-water interface provide a simple quantitative
measure of cholesterol condensation; one study shows a decrease in area per lipid ranging from
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about 10 to 30 % for POPC, DPPC, spingomyelin, and egg sphingomyelin (31). A recent study
also demonstrated that the cholesterol condensation effect in DPPC/cholesterol monolayers can be
described in terms of conformational and orientational order of the acyl chains of DPPC (32).
Molecular simulation of cholesterol in membranes have also confirmed the condensation effect.
One very recent molecular dynamics study of SOPC/cholesterol/sphingomyelin bilayer, both sym-
metric and asymmetric, clearly shows the condensation effect of cholesterol; however, when compar-
ing the relative condensation of pure SOPC versus sphingomyelin, they reported that the conden-
sation effect in pure SOPC was much higher with the addition of the same amount of cholesterol
(33). While cholesterol does indeed act to condense many lipid species, its preference for sphin-
gomyelin has been clearly demonstrated (7, 34). This preference is easily explained in terms of
typical lipid structures. Sphingomyelin typically projects a fully saturated all-trans aliphatic chain,
and when there is a cis double bond, it is located deep in the membrane near the bilayer midplane
(9). Phosphatidylcholines, on the other hand, typically display a cis double bond in the middle of
the chain where its interactions with cholesterol become less favorable (9). The hydrogen bonding
potential of sphingomyelin is also much greater than that of phosphatidylcholines (9). The evi-
dence for the ideal compatibility between sphingomyelin and cholesterol has reinforced the idea that
they can form platforms, or rafts, in native cell membranes that segregate from the surrounding,
less-ordered phase of mostly unsaturated phospholipids.
2.4 Lipid Rafts: History and Progress
Lipid microdomains are thought to act as important platforms in many biological processes including
signal transduction, vesicle fission/fusion, cholesterol trafficking, and cell polarity (9). The evidence
for lateral heterogeneity and the concept of the “lipid raft” (see Fig. 2.3) emerged from the realization
that epithelial cells can polarize their surface into domains of different protein and lipid compositions
(35). The investigative methods included detergent extraction of proteins, and researchers noted that
the cholesterol- and sphingolipid-enriched rafts seemed to survive this process (36, 37). Additionally,
the depletion of cholesterol from the membrane using cyclodextrins seemed to reverse this detergent
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resistance (38). A wealth of research followed; however, it was not until the last decade that
the consequences of non-random organization (lipid rafts) were postulated into the raft hypothesis
(5, 6, 9, 39).
Rafts have been proposed as structures within the bilayer that form from distinct molecular
species (namely, cholesterol and sphingomyelin) and act as platforms for membrane functions. The
composition of rafts has been suggested by compilation of data from various methods. “Raft”
fractions isolated from animal cell membranes have been found by numerous studies to be rich in
cholesterol (37, 40). Also, the depletion of cholesterol from membranes has been shown to disrupt
organization within them (38). The size and dynamics of lipid rafts are not well understood; however,
estimates of their size and function abound in the literature. Most researchers agree that rafts are
small (on the order of tens of nanometers), but that they may coalesce into larger structures;
numerous estimates of the size of rafts exist using a variety of methods—most range from a few
nanometers up to about 100 nm (11, 12, 14, 41), but a few estimate sizes in the hundreds of
nanometers (10, 42). Based on estimates of their size, composition, and typical membrane area, the
number of lipid rafts in a typical cell membrane has been estimated to be on the order of 105 to 106
(8).
While much of the evidence is based on extrapolation of behaviors from systems that show re-
markable similarity, it is important to remember the dynamic nature of cell membranes. The plasma
membrane is in a constant state of exchange with the surrounding medium and is consequently a
non-equilibrium system (9); cholesterol, identified as a critical component of membrane phase behav-
ior, is constantly being added and removed by the body’s transport system (namely, lipoproteins).
Also, although various opinions about the coupling between the inner and outer leaflet of the plasma
membrane exist (see, for example (43)), there is no consensus among researchers on this topic. The
characteristic time-scale of lipid rafts is also not well understood. Obviously there is much to learn
about these systems, and the field is constantly evolving to incorporate new ideas. In the following
sections we present some key details that are useful for understanding these complex systems.
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2.4.1 Membrane Phase Behavior
The phase behavior in any membrane system is governed by the properties and relative amounts of
lipid species and the interactions between them. Each membrane has a characteristic temperature
at which the lipids melt from a two-dimensional crystal-like state to a fluid-like state (9). This
temperature, called the main transition or chain-melting temperature (often denoted Tm), is a
dividing line between the crystal-like solid-ordered (so) phase and the fluid, liquid-disordered (ld)
phase. The membrane can also exist in an intermediate phase between the ld and so phases called
the liquid-ordered (lo) phase; the existence of a lo phase in membranes is dependent on the presence
and concentration of cholesterol. The presence of cholesterol in membranes above a certain critical
concentration (dependent on the other lipid species present) favors the creation of coexisting fluid
ld and lo phases; above a second critical cholesterol concentration, only lo phase exists (44). While
the lo phase is characterized by an increased translational order of the lipids, it is still quite fluid;
the lateral diffusion is estimated to be only a factor of 2 to 3 lower in the lo phase than the ld phase
(45). While quantifying phase boundaries is certainly non-trivial, especially in systems of three or
more components, phase diagrams are essential tools for understanding membrane organization.
The coexistence region of the two fluid phases (ld and lo) is temperature dependent, and the
fraction of the membrane in the lo phase is set by the inverse lever rule. For a binary system, the phase
diagram is fairly straightforward; the phase behavior is plotted as a function of temperature and
cholesterol composition (see Fig. 2.4). Since there are only two components, the bilayer composition
is fully determined for any given value of the cholesterol mole fraction, xchol. The tie-lines, or lines of
constant phase composition, within the coexistence region are simply lines at constant temperature
connecting the phase boundaries. As stated previously, the phase fraction of the lo phase is set by
the inverse lever rule given as
Xlo =
x− x1
x2 − x1 , (2.1)
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where x − x1 represents the distance from the first phase boundary, and x2 − x1 is the distance
between the phase boundaries. The applicability of the lever rule in these model systems has been
at least partially confirmed in a recent study using Raman spectroscopy (46) although it should be
applicable for any coexistence between true thermodynamic phases.
The phase diagrams of ternary systems are much more complicated. Fig. 2.5 shows a typical
ternary phase diagram plotted at a fixed temperature as a function of the membrane composition
(the relative amounts of the three components). The diagram appears as a triangle with each vertex
representing a pure lipid species. Similarly, each side of the triangle represents the mole fraction of
a single lipid species. The criss-crossed, lighter lines represent 10% increments in mole fraction for
all lipid species. While identifying tie-lines in binary membranes is relatively simple, the equivalent
procedure in ternary membranes is far more complicated. However, with the development of sophis-
ticated techniques utilizing nuclear magnetic resonance (15) and electron spin resonance (47, 48),
these limitations of ternary systems are being overcome. More simple methods have also been devel-
oped utilizing steady-state fluorescence resonance energy transfer that show promise as a technique
requiring very little resources (only a steady-state fluorometer) for identifying complex ternary phase
boundaries and tie-lines (49, 50). Also of notable interest, studies based on a microscopic model
predict phase diagrams for binary and ternary systems that show promise for understanding the re-
lationship between interactions of individual lipid species and macroscopic properties of the system
(51, 52).
2.4.2 Model Membranes
Due to the inherent complexity in native membranes, researchers have found model membranes,
membranes typically composed of only two or three lipid components, quite useful for studying basic
membrane phenomenon. Despite the simplicity of model membranes, they exhibit a beautiful array of
complex phase behavior. For example, recent fluorescent microscopy and nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) studies have shown complex phase behavior and exquisite sensitivity to the presence of
“impurities” (15, 53–55). Another attractive feature of model systems is that they can be produced
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in various sizes with over large composition ranges with relative ease.
Vesicles can be produced in a range of sizes from tens of microns down to about 50 nm in diameter.
This large variation in size has prompted their division into classes, most of which include small
unilamellar vesicles (SUVs), large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs), giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs),
and multi-lamellar vesicles (MLVs) (for a summary of these classes, see Fig. 2.6). GUVs are perhaps
the most attractive and consequently widely used vesicles for model membrane studies. GUVs, on the
order of 10 - 60 µm in diameter, are commonly produced by electrostatic swelling, or electroformation
(56–58), and the preparation takes only a few hours to complete. Their size is similar to that of native
plasma membranes and makes them suitable to observation with microscopy techniques. While most
GUV studies consider the effects of lipid–lipid, lipid–protein, lipid–DNA, and other interactions in
systems of typically three to four components, recent studies show that GUVs can be produced
from natural lipid extracts (59, 60) and even native membranes (61). As the the number of these
studies grows, a more clear picture may emerge to relate model membrane systems to native plasma
membranes.
While two-component model membranes have been characterized as having phase separated
regions of both lo and ld by techniques such as fluorescence resonance energy transfer among others
(49, 50, 62, 63), no evidence exists for their coexistence on the micron scale. In fact, there is
currently a debate as to whether binary model membranes exhibit phase coexistence, in the true
thermodynamic sense, at all (15). Most model systems are ternary, or three-component, model
membranes composed of cholesterol, a high main transition temperature, Tm, lipid, and a low Tm
lipid.
So what can model membranes teach us about real cell membranes? First and foremost, model
membrane systems have clearly demonstrated the concept of liquid-liquid immiscibility in membranes
with compositions that mimic those of the outer leaflet in plasma membranes (9). Fluorescent mi-
croscopy studies of these model systems have proven the coexistence of fluid lipid phases on the
micron scale and have hinted at the underlying complexity that likely exists in native plasma mem-
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branes (53–55, 62, 64, 65). Model systems have also demonstrated the preference of sphingomyelin
and cholesterol for the liquid-ordered phase. The size of these lo domains has been shown to vary
by orders of magnitude from many microns down to tens of nanometers (53, 55, 62, 66). While
model membranes have certainly not solved the mystery that is lipid rafts, they have added some
valuable insight into a complex network of lipid and protein interactions. The research involving
model membranes has set up a framework within which researchers can extrapolate understanding
of native membranes (9). The incredible diversity of lipids and proteins in native membranes will
surely promote the interest in studying these more simple systems for many years to come.
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Extracellular Fluid
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Cholesterol Integral protein
(Globular protein)
Peripherial protein
Glycoprotein
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Glycolipid
Phospholipid bilayer
Alpha-Helix protein
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Figure 2.1: The lipid bilayer representative of the fluid-mosaic model. The bilayer is composed of a
mixture of amphiphiles, mostly lipids and proteins. These amphiphiles adopt a mostly planar geometry to
minimize hydrophobic interactions with water; the hydrophobic portion of the amphiphiles (the tail in the
case of membrane lipid) form a core layer that is shielded by hydrophilic headgroups. Proteins also arrange
themselves within the bilayer in various ways to minimize unfavorable interactions. Transmembrane, or
integral, proteins span the entire bilayer while peripheral proteins only partially penetrate the structure
(photo courtesy of (1)).
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DPPC
(Di-Palmitoyl [16:0/16:0]-PC)
POPC
(Palmitoyl/Oleoyl [16:0/18:1]-PC)
Kink
(isolated cis-bond)
Sphingomyelin Cholesterol
Fully saturated
(all-trans configuration)
Figure 2.2: Typical model membrane lipids: cholesterol, sphingomyelin, dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine
(DPPC), and palmitoyl-oleyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC). Most phospholipid species in natural membranes
have 14 - 22 carbon per chain which range from being completely saturated to mono- or poly-unsaturated.
The packing of lipids is directly related to their saturation level. Cholesterol’s unique structure, being a
mostly flat, rigid, hydrophobic molecule, allows it to pack tightly with long saturated chains in the all-trans
configuration.
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Lipid raft
Integral Proteins
Height 
Mismatch
Figure 2.3: The lipid bilayer representative of the lipid raft hypothesis. The raft is a morphologically
distinct region in the bilayer enriched in cholesterol and sphingolipids that floats freely within the bilayer
structure. The condensation effect of cholesterol rigidifies the acyl chains of nearby sphingomyelin. The
resulting platform, or raft, has a thickness greater than that of the surrounding medium. These platforms
are proposed for an incredible variety of membrane functions including signaling, molecular trafficking,
sorting, etc. Shown here, transmembrane proteins preferentially partition within the membrane (photo
courtesy of (2)).
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Figure 2.4: Binary membrane phase diagram. Tie-lines in binary systems are constant temperature lines
connecting the phase boundaries. At a fixed temperature above the main transition temperature of the lipid
mixture, Tm with increasing cholesterol mole fraction, xchol, the membrane passes through a pure liquid-
disordered (ld) phase, coexisting liquid-disordered and -ordered (lo) phases, and finally a pure lo phase.
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Figure 2.5: Ternary membrane phase diagram. A sample ternary phase diagram is shown for a mixture
of cholesterol and a high and low main transition temperature, Tm, lipid. The vertices of the triangle
represent pure lipid components and the light dividing lines represent increments of 10 mol % in each of the
lipid species. Several areas of liquid-disorder (ld), liquid-ordered (lo), and solid-ordered (so) coexistence are
shown. The dashed line at high cholesterol mole fractions is the proposed solubilization limit of cholesterol
in membranes (about 66%). Tie-lines represent lines of constant phase composition, and their trajectory is
not completely obvious in most ternary systems.
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Figure 2.6: Types of vesicles used for model membrane studies. Of the vesicles shown here, giant unilamellar
vesicles (GUVs) represent the most widely utilized vesicles for model membrane research. Their large sizes
(above about 10 microns) makes them suitable for direct observation with many microscopy techniques. Of
the other types of vesicles, multi-lamellar vesicles are the only type that spontaneously self-assemble. The
other vesicle types are prepared with a variety of methods including electroswelling and extrusion.
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Chapter 3: Resonance Energy Transfer
3.1 Introduction
Membrane structures, referred to as lipid rafts, are thought to play a role in cellular processes
such as signal transduction, protein stabilization, protein and lipid sorting, and membrane fusion
(6). Systematic studies of complex native membranes are difficult (6, 9), leading to interest in the
study of relevant model systems constructed of binary or ternary mixtures of cholesterol, saturated
sphingolipid, and/or unsaturated sphingolipid (9). Techniques used to detect membrane domains,
such as fluorescent microscopy (55), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) (67), nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) (68), fluorescent correlation spectroscopy (FCS) (69), small-angle neutron scatter-
ing (SANS) (70), and fluorescent resonance energy transfer (RET) (63) provide evidence for lateral
organization on two distinct length scales−microns and nanometers (53, 55, 62, 70). Yet, despite
intensive efforts little is known regarding the presence and properties of nanoscale domains in either
cellular (9, 36, 62) or model (9, 15, 55) membranes. Thus, there is a critical need for quantitative
tools that can resolve lipid organization on nanometer length scales.
RET has been used for decades to probe atomic length scales (71) by measuring difference
between donor fluorophore decays in the presence and absence of an acceptor fluorophore. The
sensitivity of RET to distances that range from 1 to 10 nm in bulk, and slightly extended values
in a planar geometry such as a bilayer (62, 72), has been exploited to study protein conformational
changes (73), protein complexation (74, 75), and structural transitions in membranes (76) (for
additional applications, see, for example, (77, 78)).
Preferential sequestering of one probe, of a donor-acceptor pair, into bilayer structures or do-
mains should lead to a reduction in energy transfer, whose magnitude reflects the degree of probe
partitioning and the domain size. Recent studies have demonstrated this effect in model mem-
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branes (62, 79, 80). However, while analytical expressions exist for populations of homogeneously
distributed fluorophores (71, 81) and distributions with excluded volume (82), there are currently
no analytical models that can be used to correlate the fluorescence decay profile to the size of finite
membrane domains.
One very recent study by Kiskowski and Kenworthy proposes uses for RET as a quantitative tool
for domain size estimation in fluid bilayers (83); however, the analysis is quite system specific and
uses only RET efficiencies, effectively averaging the wealth of information in the decay profile into
a single parameter. Here a quantitative model is developed to enable the analysis of time-resolved
fluorescence decay profiles within lipid bilayers that display two-phase coexistence, with the goal of
determining characteristic domain size. The model accounts for the random distribution of donor
and acceptor molecules (subject to probe partition coefficients) both inside and outside domains.
Using the classic approach developed by Wobler and Hudson (81) and expanding upon previous work
(62, 81, 82, 84) using the so-called “infinite phase separation” limit, an analytical approximation
is obtained for the case of finite domains. Combining our approximation with numerical fits of
simulated acceptor distributions, a powerful tool for the analysis of time-resolved RET data is
developed that is theoretically applicable to any donor-acceptor pair.
Evaluation of the model applicability requires testing on data from membranes with well-characterized
domains. Since direct, non-invasive techniques for measuring domain size are, as yet, unavailable,
the model is applied to data from off-lattice Monte Carlo calculations. These Monte Carlo calcu-
lations, which have been widely used to produce RET data (63, 71) and have even been able to
reproduce experimental data (see, for example, (85)), are of a static lipid bilayer and should not be
confused with Monte Carlo simulations used to estimate membrane thermodynamic properties (see,
for example, (51)). The parameters chosen for the Monte Carlo calculations are representative of
model membranes that displays coexistence between liquid-disordered (ld) and liquid-ordered (lo)
domains (see Fig. 3.1).
The Monte Carlo calculated RET efficiencies clearly show high sensitivity to domain sizes in the
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range of 5 to 50 nm. Applying our analytical model to the data obtained from the Monte Carlo
calculation yields values for the domain diameter that are within ∼ 20% of the input value for
domains of diameter < 4 times the Fo¨rster radius of the donor-acceptor pair (which typically ranges
between 1 and 10 nm). Thus, analysis of RET data using our model can provide an accurate method
for determining the size of membrane domains of order < 40 nm, which could not be probed, in situ,
by other techniques.
3.2 Background
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (RET or FRET) is a non-radiative decay of an excited flu-
orophore to a nearby fluorophore via a dipole-dipole interaction (4). Since the process of RET
does not result in the emission of a photon, the term “fluorescence” preceding RET can be some-
what misleading. The extent of transfer depends on the overlap of the “donor” (originally excited
fluorophore) emission and “acceptor” absorption spectra among other things (Fig. 3.2). Actually,
the theory of energy transfer was developed by treating a fluorophore as an oscillating dipole that
can interact with other nearby oscillating dipoles with similar resonance frequencies (77). A clas-
sic metaphor for RET is two pendulums attached by a spring. For example, when the frequencies
(spectral properties) of the two pendulums are similar, the energy transfer between the two is more
efficient; however, when they differ greatly, the energy transfer is inefficient.
3.2.1 Basic Theory
The nature of the interaction (dipole-dipole) makes the rate of energy transfer scale as r−6, or more
accurately (4)
kT (r) =
1
τD
(
R0
r
)6
, (3.1)
where τD is the donor (D) lifetime, r is the donor-acceptor (A) distance, and R0 is the so-called
Fo¨rster distance (named for the theory’s pioneer, Theodor Fo¨rster). The efficiency of energy transfer
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(Fig. 3.3) is
E =
1
1 + (r/R0)6
, (3.2)
where Fo¨rster distance is defined as the distance at which the efficiency of energy transfer is 50%.
Typically, the value of R0 is calculated from
R0 = 0.211
[
κ2 n−4QD J(λ)
]1/6
(in A˚), (3.3)
where κ2 is the orientation factor, n is the refractive index of the medium, QD is the donor quantum
yield, and J(λ) is the overlap integral (Fig. 3.2) in units of M−1 cm−1 nm4 with the wavelength, λ, in
nm (4). The value of κ2 ranges from 0 to 4 depending on the orientation of donor and acceptor, and
it is typically assumed to be 23 , the value corresponding to dynamic random averaging (4). Typical
values of R0 range from 1 to 10 nm for most RET pairs (4).
Clearly, the sensitivity of RET to nanometer distance scales makes it attractive for studying
order at those same scales; consequently, it has earned the nickname of “spectroscopic ruler” (71).
However, the theory of RET quickly becomes complex and depends strongly on the specific geometry
of the RET pair. The dimensional freedom of the RET pair changes the scaling of the rates of energy
transfer; for example, covalently linked RET fluorophores are described by a different theory than
freely diffusable RET fluorophores (4). Even still, if the geometry of the RET pair is known, RET
becomes a powerful quantitative tool for understanding nanometer structure.
Numerous studies (for examples, see (4, 78)) have proven the usefulness of RET in many areas of
biochemistry where the characteristic length scales are on the order of a few nanometers (membrane
thickness, protein size, etc). One of the more common uses of RET is to study conformational
changes in protein structures; by selectively labeling certain residues of the protein, RET gives
precise estimates of the separation distance between those fluorophores in response to external
stimuli. Another common RET usage is to determine when two molecules are in close contact with
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one another—for example, a receptor and a ligand. Most useful is the fact that RET is a through-
space interaction, and effectively has little dependence on what lies between the two fluorophores
(4).
3.2.2 Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC)
Typical experiments in RET involve time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC). While steady-
state fluorescent measurements are much easier and faster, time-resolved measurements (i.e., TC-
SPC) contain much more information about the fluorophore decays and their local environment. A
single steady-state measurement is an averaging of all this information; consequently, steady-state
measurements lose a lot of information related to the local structure. Moreover, the equipment
used for time-resolved measurements is becoming simpler to operate and much cheaper with the
introduction of laser diodes and light-emitting diodes (LEDs).
Typical experimental setups are a pulsed laser source (for a list, see (4, 78)) with adjustable
frequency from up to 40 MHz. Diode lasers readily produce pulses of sub 100 femptoseconds, allowing
resolution of decay constants on the order of one-tenth of a nanosecond. A typical experiment consists
of a pulsed light source reflected through a one milliliter cuvette. The emitted light is collect at the
so-called “magic angle” and amplified by a photomultiplier tube (PMT) which essential creates a
cascading effect of electrons along a channel thus converting a mechanical stimulus (arriving photon)
into an electrical signal. The arrival time of a single photon is measured by a constant-fraction
discriminator (CFD), which, along with other electronics, has minimum criteria for an incoming
signal and uses an efficient algorithm to precisely identify the arrival time of each photon. The
arrival time of each photon is then recorded relative to the initial laser pulse, and a histogram of
photon counts as a function of time is generated. This histogram (Fig. 3.4) is the time-resolved
decay of the sample. The instrument response function (IRF) is the combination of the light source,
PMT, CFD, and other electronic components and is typically measured using a scattering solution
(a colloidal suspension of latex microspheres or milk are common scattering solutions).
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3.3 Resonance Energy Transfer in Bilayers
In this section a model is presented for RET in a phase-separated lipid bilayer system containing
finite domains. Two types of RET probes, one donor and one acceptor, partition in an unequal
manner between the bilayer domains, as has been shown experimentally (63, 79). Due to its inherent
complexity, the model is presented in two subsections. The first subsection briefly outlines the tenets
of the model and describes the general flow of how one might use it to determine the intensity decay
of donors in the presence of a heterogeneous acceptor distribution and ultimately obtain information
regarding the size of domains. For those interested in the complete details, the second subsection
provides a step-by-step derivation.
3.3.1 Overview
The major contribution of this study is to provide a method for estimating donor decays in the
presence of heterogeneous acceptor distributions. To do so, two essential key steps forward are
made: first, new analytical expressions for donor decay to heterogeneously distributed acceptors
are derived, and, second, heterogeneous acceptor populations for donors inside/outside domains of
different sizes are approximated.
Analytical expressions exist for estimating the donor decay with an exclusion zone of radius
Re (when Re is of the same order as R0) within which acceptors are not found (62, 81, 82). We
modified existing expressions in order to estimate the contribution of acceptors confined to a shell,
or annulus. Assuming the density of acceptors in that shell is constant, the contribution to the decay
from acceptors within that shell at a given density can be estimated. Summing up the contributions
from shells over all space (from both inter- and intra-planar acceptors), an expression is obtained
for the intensity decay for a donor with a known acceptor density profile.
The first step in estimating acceptor distributions was to obtain an expression for the probability
of finding a domain at some distance, r. We make use of a mean-field approximation to numerically
estimate the average probability of finding a domain at some distance r from a random point of
origin. While the probability of finding domains at large distances from the origin should converge
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to the bulk surface coverage of domains, the behavior near the point of origin depends strongly on
whether the origin lies inside or outside a domain and its proximity to nearby domains. Therefore,
independent approximations for points (donors) originating inside or outside domains are made.
Numerically obtained profiles are fit with a decaying exponential as a function of the dimensionless
distance r/Dd for each surface coverage. The result is an approximation for the mean-field probability
of finding a domain as a function of distance, 〈σ(r)〉, for any domain size and surface coverage. Since
the acceptor density both inside and outside domains can be calculated from the partition coefficients,
estimating the mean-field acceptor distribution is a simple weighting of acceptor densities in each
phase by the probability of finding a domain at any particular distance.
Finally, the weighted contributions (as set by the donor partition coefficient) of donors both
inside and outside domains are summed to obtain a final expression for the intensity decay as a
function of the surface coverage and domain diameter. Once an expression for the intensity decay is
obtained, the efficiency of energy transfer can be estimated or fits of existing decay profiles can be
made to obtain an estimate of the domain diameter.
3.3.2 Derivation
The model presented here is applicable assuming the following can all be estimated: the phase
boundaries and compositions in each phase (for binary systems this is relatively simple; however,
estimating compositions in ternary systems is more complex), the area per lipid in each phase, the
position of the donor/acceptor chromophore relative to the lipid-water interface, and the Fo¨rster
radius, R0. The implications of these assumptions and a discussion of error related to them are
expanded upon in the Discussion and Conclusions section.
The RET related function for in-plane decay (see Fig. 3.5) of the donor species in the presence of
acceptors with an excluded radius for acceptors, Re in an infinite, homogeneous planar bilayer where
all components are randomly distributed in both leaflets has been previously derived (62, 81, 82) as
ρcis(t) = exp
{
−piR20nγ
[
2
3
,
(
R0
Re
)6
(t/τ¯)
]
(t/τ¯)1/3 + piR2en
(
1− exp
[
−
(
R0
Re
)6
(t/τ¯)
])}
, (3.4)
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where R0 is the Fo¨rster radius, n is the surface density of acceptors, τ¯ is the lifetime-weighted
quantum yield given as (77)
τ¯ =
∑
i
αiτi , (3.5)
and the incomplete Gamma function is defined:
γ(x, y) =
∫ y
0
zx−1 exp(−z) dz. (3.6)
The donor decay to the opposite leaflet (see Fig. 3.5) in the presence of acceptors is given by
(62, 81, 82)
ρtrans(t) = exp
− 2cΓ(2/3)b
∫ w/(w2+R2e)1/2
0
[
1− exp (−tb3α6)]α−3 dα
 , (3.7)
where b = (R0/w)2/τ¯1/3, Γ is the complete Gamma function, w is the interplanar donor-acceptor
distance, and
c = Γ(2/3)npiR20τ¯
−1/3. (3.8)
Eqs. 3.4 and 3.7 assume that the Fo¨rster radius is invariant; in fact, the value of R0 may vary among
donor and acceptor pairs in the membrane due to its dependence on several factors including the
rotational freedom of the fluorophores, the refractive index of the medium, spectral overlap, and the
quantum yield of the donors. However, as will be discussed later, variations in the value of R0, and
consequently error in the model itself, can be minimized through thoughtful experimental design.
In the case of a single phase the donor decay in the presence of acceptors becomes
iDA(t) = iD(t)ρcis(t)ρtrans(t) , (3.9)
where the donor decay in the absence of acceptors is given by a single exponential decay as iD(t) =
exp(−t/τ). In the case of no domains, the distance of closest approach, Re, is defined as the sum
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of the van der Waals radii of the acceptor-donor pair. Therefore, estimating the decay of a donor
in the ld phase is a straightforward application of Eqs. 3.4−3.9. However, if the membrane consists
of two coexisting phases (e.g., lo and ld), then the donor decay function can be estimated in the
presence and absence of acceptors as a weighted average of the contributions of each phase as
iDA(t) =
∑
l
Pl iDl(t)ρcis,l(t)ρtrans,l(t)iD(t) =
∑
l
Pl iDl(t) , (3.10)
where Pl is the mole fraction of donors in phase l, iDl(t) is the decay of the donor in the absence
of acceptor in phase l, and both ρcis,l(t) and ρtrans,l(t) are calculated as a single phase situation
(with appropriate parameters specific to each phase). Eq. 3.10 is the “infinite phase separation”
approximation which essentially treats the two donor populations (one in each phase) as independent,
isolated populations. For a two-phase, lo and ld bilayer, two partition coefficients are defined, kA
and kD for the acceptor and donor respectively as
kA(D) =
Plo/Xlo
Pld/(1−Xlo) , (3.11)
where Plo and Pld are the fractions of the probe in the lo and ld phases respectively, such that
Plo + Pld = 1, and Xlo is the mole fraction of the membrane that is in the lo phase. The area
fraction of the membrane in the liquid-ordered phase is written as
σ∞ =
Alo ·Xlo
Alo ·Xlo +Ald(1−Xlo) , (3.12)
where Alo and Ald are the area per lipid of the liquid-ordered and -disordered phases respectively.
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The density of acceptors in the bulk, and the relative densities in each phase are:
n∞ =
xA
Alo ·Xlo +Ald(1−Xlo) (3.13)
nlo =
xA · kA
Alo (1−Xlo (1− kA)) (3.14)
nld =
xA
Ald(1−Xlo) +Ald ·Xlo · kA , (3.15)
where xA is the mole fraction of acceptors in the system.
Here the model is revised to account for the formation of monodisperse domains of diameter Dd
as one of the two phases. In the case of domain formation, the bilayer contains two separate phases
with different probe partitioning that exist simultaneously; consequently, two different populations
of acceptors must be considered to determine the decay of a donor in such a domain accurately. A
donor existing within a domain has a distance of closest approach for an acceptor in the same phase
equivalent to that of the single phase case; however, the distance of closest approach to an acceptor
in the phase outside that domain is dependent on the location of the donor relative to the domain.
One way of taking these boundary effects into account is to describe the system in terms of ensemble
average behavior and look at discrete distances from an average donor within that system.
We modify the approach of Loura et al. (62, 63) to calculate the contribution to the donor decay
of acceptors populating a shell of thickness δ at any distance r− δ/2 ≤ r ≤ r+ δ/2 from the donor.
Recall that the contributions of the acceptors in both leaflets are calculated as the product of the
two individually. In the same manner, the donor decay in the presence of acceptors confined to that
shell can be estimated as
iDA(t)shell = iD(t)
[ρcis(t)ρtrans(t)]Re=r−δ/2
[ρcis(t)ρtrans(t)]Re=r+δ/2
, (3.16)
where the density, n, is now the density of acceptors within that shell, nshell. The donor decay for
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an infinite series of such shells becomes
iDA(t) = iD(t)
∞∏
i=1
[ρcis(t)ρtrans(t)]Re=δ·i
[ρcis(t)ρtrans(t)]Re=δ (i+1)
, (3.17)
where the concentration in each shell is given by ni. Now that an expression for the donor decay is
available, that is effectively dependent on the concentration of acceptors as a function of distance
from the donor, expressions for the distribution of acceptors at any distance, ni(r) for donors inside
or outside domains need to be developed.
First, approximation of the radial distribution function (RDF) are made, which is related to
the probability of finding a domain at some distance, of an average donor for a system containing
monodisperse domains of diameter, Dd. Analytical expressions for the average RDF of a donor
placed randomly either inside or outside one of these domains are not available, and their derivation is
certainly nontrivial. Therefore, the RDFs for donors in a planar geometry containing non-overlapping
randomly placed monodisperse domains of diameter, Dd were obtained numerically (for details of
the RDF simulations and subsequent fits, see Supplemental Text). The ensemble averaged RDF for
donors inside and outside domains, 〈gin(r)〉 and 〈gout(r)〉, are related to the average surface coverage
as
〈σin(r)〉 = 1− (1− σ∞) · 〈gin(r)〉 (3.18)
〈σout(r)〉 = σ∞ · 〈gout(r)〉, (3.19)
where the average surface coverage, σ(r), corresponds to the probability of finding a domain at some
distance r from a donor located either inside or outside a domain. Now that expressions for the
ensemble averaged surface coverage as a function of distance from donors either inside or outside
domains exist, the acceptor density as function of distance from a donor can be estimated as
〈n(r)〉 = nlo · 〈σ(r)〉+ nld (1− 〈σ(r)〉) , (3.20)
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which can be applied for either donors inside or outside domains as long as the corresponding average
surface coverage is used. The above formula is used to estimate the acceptor density within the shell
as the acceptor density at the center of that shell. This formula is general for any value of probe
partitioning; the acceptor partitioning is accounted for through the definitions of nlo and nld as in
Eqs. 3.14-3.15, and the donor partitioning sets the relative amounts of donor in each phase (see Eq.
3.10). Therefore, combination of Eqs. 1-10, and 12-18 provides a closed set of equations for the decay
function of donors in the presence and absence of acceptors in a bilayer containing finite domains
for any probe partitioning. The efficiency of energy transfer can then be calculated as
E = 1−
(∫ ∞
0
iDA(t)dt
)
/
∫ ∞
0
iD(t)dt. (3.21)
3.4 Monte Carlo Calculations
Off-lattice calculations using a Monte Carlo method are conducted on a system modeled after mix-
tures of phospholipid and cholesterol, which are proposed to exhibit coexistence between liquid-
disordered and liquid-ordered domains (see Fig. 3.1). The model system contains four membrane
components: cholesterol, phospholipid, donor, and acceptor; however, since the donor and acceptor
are the only interacting components and each of these represents a relatively small portion of the
membrane (less than ∼1 mol %), both cholesterol and phospholipid are considered as inert species
with only volume-packing and mass-balancing properties. Therefore, the calculations consider an
effective two component system comprised of only donor and acceptor probes.
Lattice models have been used to describe lateral distribution of membrane components (63,
80); however, the restricted geometry of a lattice system precludes the existence of truly circular
domains and makes approximations regarding the size of individual components. Therefore, an off-
lattice approach is applied to model a square section of a bilayer assuming planar geometry and
periodic boundary conditions (although it seems likely that the planar geometry may not apply to
small vesicles, it has been shown that even highly curved bilayers produce nearly identical transfer
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efficiencies to their planar counterparts (86)). The system is illustrated in Fig. 3.6, where the inner
box represents the actual box size. The box size is calculated for each acceptor density and domain
radius pair. In keeping with the periodic boundary conditions, all acceptors within 4 times the
Fo¨rster radius of the donor-acceptor pair (a distance at which 99.98% of all decay occurs) of the box
perimeter were kept in order to ensure proper interactions for donors within the box area. Calculation
results were identical for cases where this distance was increased severalfold. The relative number
of donors and acceptors in each phase is set by the partition coefficient (Eq. 3.11). The placement
of lo domains, donors, and acceptors were all completely random subject to only two constraints:
non-overlap of domains and non-overlap of probes. Domains are assumed symmetric and vertically
coupled in the two leaflets of the bilayer. All calculations contain at least 103 probes of each type
in the bilayer, and time-resolved data are then averaged over tens of runs.
Since the locations of all donors and acceptors are known, calculating the time-resolved decay
data is trivial, as detailed in the series of equations below (87). The fluorescence decay function for
a single donor, j, located in phase i in the presence of multiple acceptors is given as
ρijDA(t) = exp
(−t
τi
) NA∏
k=1
exp
[(−t
τi
)(
R0i
Rjk
)6]
, (3.22)
where τi is the fluorescence lifetime of the unquenched donor in phase i, NA is the total number of
acceptors, R0i is the Fo¨rster radius for the donor-acceptor pair in phase i, Rjk is the pair distance
from donor j to acceptor k, and t is time. We assume that the Fo¨rster radius is independent of
phase and no homo-transfer occurs among donors, implying that no significant spectral shift occurs
for probes between phases, the probes are in the dynamic averaging limit, and the Stoke’s shift of
the donor is large enough to avoid overlap of the donor absorption and emission spectra (additional
discussion regarding these assumptions can be found in the Discussion and Conclusions section).
Summing over all of the donors, the average donor decay function in the presence of acceptors
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becomes
iDA(t) =
1
ND
∑
i
NDi∑
j=1
ρijDA(t), (3.23)
where NDi is the number of donors in phase i and the ND is the total number of donors defined
as
∑
iNDi. The average fluorescent decay function for a single donor in the complete absence of
acceptors is an average of the decay functions in each phase written as
iD(t) =
1
ND
∑
i
NDi exp
(−t
τi
)
. (3.24)
The efficiency of energy transfer is then calculated by integrating the ratio of the donor decay
function in the presence and absence of acceptors over all time as previously defined in Eq. 3.21.
3.5 Radial Distribution Function
RDF calculations were run at ten different domain diameters from 2 - 20 nm, and each curve
collapsed onto a single dimensionless curve as as a function of the dimensionless distance, R = r/Dd.
Therefore, only one variable is of interest in these calculations−the bulk surface coverage, σ∞. The
bulk surface coverage was varied from 5 to 50% in increments of 5% and the probability of finding
a domain was averaged over 104 trials for donors both inside and outside domains. To obtain the
probability of finding a domain at any distance, a random sampling of 104 points was carried out over
a sampling region of dimensionless radius R = 2.5, and a histogram was created with a dimensionless
step size of 2.5×10−2. Beyond this distance, all trials converged to the average bulk coverage value,
σ∞. The results were then converted to the RDF as explained in the article text (see Model section)
and fit to a decaying exponential of the form
g(R) = 1− exp
(
a ·Rb) cos(c ·R+ d)
cos(d)
, (3.25)
where a, b, c, and d are the fitting parameters, R is the dimensionless distance, and g(R) is the
ensemble average RDF for donors either inside or outside domains. While the fits are only obtained
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at increments of 5%, it is possible to estimate the RDF at intermediate values as a linear combination
of the two nearest surface coverage values.
Fig. 3.7 shows the results for two bulk surface coverage values, σ∞ = 14 and
1
2 . As discussed
earlier, these functions are found to be insensitive to domain size, when plotted as a function of the
dimensionless distance r/Dd. As may be expected, the surface density and RDF values are different
for donors inside the domain and outside for distances smaller than the domain size (r/Dd ≤ 1).
Also as expected, at large distances σ(r) and the RDF are both converge to the the same respective
values for donors inside and outside the domains, since at large distances both types of donors
interact with, on average, the same population (bulk values). However, it is interesting to note that
the differences between the two types of donors persist for distances larger than the domain size. In
every simulated case it is also apparent that the donors within the domain initially converge more
quickly to the bulk value; however, they also exhibit a larger initial “overshoot.”
We perform fits of the RDF according to Eq. 3.25 for 0.05 ≤ σ∞ ≤ 0.50 in increments of 0.05 for
donors both inside and outside (for actual fitting parameters, see Table 3.1). One such fit is shown
in Fig. 3.8 for both the surface coverage and RDF as a function of dimensionless distance. The fit
function captures the essential qualitative features of the RDF over the entire range of simulated
values of the bulk surface coverage.
3.6 Results
One of the goals of this study is to develop a quantitative model that relates domain size to RET
in heterogeneous planar bilayers (Eq. 3.17). However, it must be first determined whether RET in
heterogeneous membranes can distinguish between different domain sizes, and, if that is indeed the
case, determine the range of domain sizes that RET can assess within reasonable accuracy. Note
that these issues are not specific to the analytical model presented here but are general features of
time resolved RET experiments. Once it is clear that RET is sensitive to membrane domain sizes,
this analytical model must be tested by application to RET data where the domain size is known
by some other means.
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Optimally, testing the model should be carried out on RET data obtained experimentally from a
system with known domain size. However, although several studies find a reduction in RET efficiency
in the two phase region (62, 63), there seem to be no studies where the domain size was determined,
independently, using some other technique. Indeed, the main driving force for this current work is
the difficulty in measuring domains whose size is of order 100 nm or less. Thus, to test RET as a tool
for measuring domain size and the validity and limits of the analytical model, data from off-lattice
Monte Carlo calculations is used. These calculations, which have been previously applied to such
systems with great success (81), produce time-resolved decay data for donors both in the presence
and absence of acceptors. To ensure that the parameters used in the calculations are consistent and
applicable to model membranes, a typical phase diagram is chosen based on DMPC and cholesterol
mixtures, as shown in Fig. 3.1 (3). It should be noted that there is currently a debate whether a
two-component membrane can truly exhibit phase coexistence (see, for example, (15)). However,
since the goal of these calculations is to provide RET data that is representative of bilayers composed
of two types of domains, this issue is not relevant to these calculations.
The area/lipid of the two phases in the DMPC/cholesterol system were taken from previous
estimates to be 0.488 and 0.601 nm2 (30◦C) for the lo and ld phases respectively (63). Due to the
lack of experimental data relating the thickness of the bilayer to cholesterol content, the thickness
was set at 3.9 nm in both phases (63). All of the calculations are carried out at a fixed system
temperature of 30◦C; according to the phase diagram for the DMPC/cholesterol system shown in
Fig. 3.1, at 30◦C the cholesterol mole fractions are 0.08 and 0.28 in the ld and lo phases respectively.
The fraction of the system that is in the lo phase is determined by the inverse lever rule (e.g. an
overall cholesterol mole fraction of 0.13 corresponds to a lo fraction of Xlo = 14 ). It should be noted
that throughout this study the lo phase is assumed to be the domain phase; however, it is likely that
at large fractions of Xlo, an inverted scenario dominates, where the ld phase becomes the minority,
domain phase. Calculations were carried out for domain diameters ranging from 5 to 50 nm for ten
different cholesterol loadings.
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We assume typical values for the Fo¨rster radius, 5.0 nm for both phases (77, 78), and lifetime-
weighted quantum yields in the fluid and gel phases, 0.8 and 1.32 ns respectively (82), for all studies
discussed here. The acceptor partition coefficient was held constant at kA = 14 to represent a typical
membrane probe that prefers the ld phase (63). The donor partition coefficient was varied from 32 to
4 to represent a probe that favors the lo phase; for comparison, according to the phase diagram in
Fig. 3.1, cholesterol’s partition coefficient is 72 for the DMPC/cholesterol system at 30
◦C. A summary
of simulated input parameters appears in Table 3.2.
To examine whether RET data can distinguish between different domain sizes, the efficiency of
energy transfer is plotted in Fig. 3.9 as calculated from the Monte Carlo data, as a function of the
mole fraction of the liquid-ordered domain phase (equivalent to the cholesterol content). We see that
at any of the examined values of Xlo, the efficiency decreases significantly with increasing domain
size. For example, at Xlo = 0.291 (σ∞ = 0.25) the efficiency of energy transfer is approximately
0.45 for the largest possible domain, and 0.65 for 5 nm ones. As may be expected, the sensitivity to
domain size is small when the fraction of the minority phase is small (e.g., Xlo < 0.1), since in such
systems most probes are in the continuous majority phase. For a given domain size, the efficiency
of energy transfer if found to display a minimum as a function of the minority phase fraction (Fig.
3.9A). This behavior may be explained by recalling the definition of the partition coefficient given in
Eq. 3.11: the ratio of probe fraction in each phase, Plo/Pld, scales as Xlo/ (1−Xlo). Therefore, as
Xlo increases, the balance between the increase in domain density and the increasing probe fraction
in the lo phase (for both probes) can lead to a minimum in the transfer efficiency. Indeed, such
minima were observed experimentally for several different probes and acceptor concentrations (62).
It may seem reasonable that the size of membrane domains may be determined from fits to plots
of E as a function of Xlo, since the depth of the minimum seems to be correlated to the domains
size (see, for example, Fig. 3.9A). While this appears feasible, in many cases the domain size may
vary as a function of membrane composition. For example, consider a trajectory whereby at low
liquid order phase fraction (e.g., Xlo = 0.1) the domains are of order 5 nm and increase in size
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with increasing Xlo (e.g., 15 nm at Xlo = 0.3). Since such a trajectory (see Fig. 3.9B) yields one
that is qualitatively similar to the one obtained in the case of constant domains size (Fig. 3.9A),
obtaining domain size from E vs Xlo plots is unreliable unless additional information regarding the
system is available. Thus, while the Monte Carlo calculations clearly indicate that RET data is
indeed sensitive to domain sizes in the range of 5 to 50 nm, a specific model is required to obtain
the domain size.
To examine the accuracy and applicability of the analytical model, the RET efficiency as pre-
dicted by the model is compared to the Monte Carlo calculations (Fig. 3.9). We see that the
efficiency predicted by the analytical model is nearly identical to that of the Monte carlo calcula-
tions for smaller domains (< 20 nm) but overpredicts the efficiency in systems with larger domains,
thus suggesting that the model will be a useful analysis tool for smaller domains, but may yield less
reliable values for larger domains.
By definition, the RET efficiency is an average over decays of donors in both the presence and
absence of donors, and, consequently, contains less information than the time-resolved decay profile.
Therefore, estimating the domain diameter by fitting the time-resolved data is a fundamentally better
method. In Fig. 3.10, the time-resolved fluorescence intensity is plotted, comparing the analytical
model (lines) to the Monte Carlo data (points). The qualitative agreement between the model and
simulated data is apparent for both cases of donors in the presence and absence of acceptors. As in
the case of E, the quantitative agreement is strong for the smaller domains, and decreases for larger
domain diameters. It should be noted that many such tests to verify the applicability of Eq. 3.17
were conducted, with similar success.
So far it has been shown (Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10) that the analytical model, Eq. 3.17, yields
results that are similar to the Monte Carlo data. However, the goal is to use the analytical model to
extract membrane domain size from RET data. Thus, the analytical model needs to be applied to
the measured decay profile, extract the model-determined domain size, and compare it to the true
value as set in the Monte Carlo calculation. Determining the domain size, using the model, from
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time-resolved RET data can be conducted in two ways; in systems where the probe parameters are
known, the fit can be conducted with a single variable−the domain size. However, in most cases,
parameters related to the probe photophysics (e.g., donor lifetimes) are unknown, thereby requiring
a multi-parameter fit. Here the single parameter fit is focused on to evaluate the model potential,
since if the single parameter fit is not successful the model is not usable.
We performed a least-squares fit of the analytical model to the Monte Carlo data using software
based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (88). The values of Xlo and xA are assumed to
be known (fixed at their Monte Carlo calculation value), since those are indeed known in most
experiments. All model parameters (kA, kD, τ¯lo, τ¯ld) are set at their known Monte Carlo values,
except for one−the domain diameter. In all fits the shell thickness, δ, is assumed to be half the
average diameter of the two lipid species, a value that corresponds to the largest thickness found to
not affect the fitting results.
Table 3.3 reports the model-predicted domain size for fits to several Monte Carlo input param-
eters, where σ∞ = 0.25, 0.50. We present only a representative fraction of the cases studied, that
capture the basic qualitative and quantitative features of the results. We find that the single param-
eter fit provides domain sizes that are within ∼ 20% of the calculation value for domain diameters
up to ∼ 15 nm, with an average error of ∼ 10%. This error steadily increases with domain diameter
≥ 4R0. However, since the model overestimates the domain diameter in every case for the larger
domain sizes, model-extracted values may be used as an upper bound in these cases.
There are three possible causes leading to error in model determination of the domain size. First,
error in the fitting of the RDF was found to be a significant factor for larger domain sizes. The RDF
is cast in terms of the dimensionless distance, r/Dd, and is therefore independent of domain size;
however, most of the decay occurs within 2R0 which, for large domains, corresponds to the steepest
portion of the RDF (r/Dd < 1). The second possible source of error could be in the calculation
of acceptor concentration at finite intervals; this was investigated using a smaller shell thickness
and was found to be insignificant (results not shown). Finally, the finite size of the Monte Carlo
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sample could be another possible source of error. We found that in cases where the number of
simulated domains greatly exceeds ∼ 103, the single parameter fits were consistently better than in
systems with a smaller number of larger domains. This discrepancy is likely due to the fact that
the analytical model is based on an overall average of the system. Practically, while the sample size
of the Monte Carlo calculation is limited by computational time, such limitations on sample size
are unlikely to arise is any experimental system, thereby eliminating this contribution to the model
error.
While the results in Table 3.3 are given in absolute dimensions, the important underlying scale
in the system is the Fo¨rster distance, R0. In the case presented here, R0 = 5 nm, but R0 is known
to vary from 1 to 10 nm for typical probe pairs (77). Thus, it is concluded that the single parameter
fit is relatively accurate for domains up to ∼ 4R0.
It seems reasonable to assume that the size of membrane domains can be determined with
greater accuracy when the decay profiles, and simlarly the RET efficiency, are most sensitive to
domain size. Although changing probe characteristics such as the Fo¨rster distance is difficult, their
concentration is easily controlled. In the case of donors that do not undergo homo-transfer, intensity
measurements, and consequently the efficiency of transfer, are theoretically independent of donor
concentration. However, the concentration of acceptor molecules may affect the efficiency of transfer,
and thus measurement accuracy.
In Fig. 3.11 the effect of acceptor concentration on RET sensitivity to domain size is examined,
defined by the difference, or drop in efficiency between very small domains (5 nm) and the “infinite
phase separation” limit; the larger the difference, the more sensitive the measurement should be
to domain size. The three lines represent model prediction at different values of Xlo. We find an
obvious maximum in ∆E for each Xlo which occurs at xA ∼ 0.0055− 0.0075. This trend was found
for a wide range of kD, kA, τ¯lo, and τ¯ld (results not shown); while the magnitude of ∆E varied
for each case, the optimal value of xA seems independent of all of these parameters. We therefore
conclude that there is indeed an optimal range of xA which would yield the highest resolution of fit
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parameters. An approximate optimal range is shown as the shaded region in Fig. 3.11.
Our model also allows us to reevaluate the limitations of the so-called “infinite phase separation
limit”, which assumes that the relative number of probes at the interface is insignificant compared to
those within the domain. The maximum achievable domain size in any given vesicle is limited by the
vesicle diameter, Vd, and scales as Vd · σ1/2∞ . Fig. 3.12A plots the maximum domain diameter within
a vesicles of size Vd = 100, 200, or 500 nm; Fig. 3.12B plots the corresponding model efficiency as a
function of Xlo for each vesicle size. These results indicate that the infinite phase separation limit
for RET in bilayers is applicable only in vesicles on the order of microns. In vesicles of order < 1µm,
the finite size of the maximal single domain must be taken into account.
The single parameter fit is obviously an idealized case. Although a detailed analysis of the multi-
parameter fit is outside the scope of this study, preliminary results from the multi-parameter fit
suggest that the accuracy of the single parameter fit can be reproduced even in cases where the
probe characteristics are not known a priori. An essential feature of the multi-parameter fit is global
analysis of donor decay data both in the presence and absence of acceptors. Global analysis is the
simultaneous analysis of both donor signals, effectively confining three of the common parameters:
kD, τ¯lo, and τ¯ld. Generally, global analysis makes convergence to a single global minimum more likely.
In order to more accurately represent real experimental data, the intensity decays were convoluted
with a hypothetical instrument response function (IRF) and added Poisson noise. Fig. 3.13A shows
one such convolution for the donor in both the absence and presence of acceptors, iD and iDA
respectively. A practical application of global analysis of RET signals was done previously by Loura
et al. (89); here results are briefly presented for one such fit to prove the practical applicability of
the model.
A global fit was performed on the simulated “experimental” data assuming known partition
coefficients, but leaving all other variables as free fit parameters (τ¯lo, τ¯ld, Dd, and the amplitude
of each signal). The fit is shown as the solid lines in Fig. 3.13A and the corresponding weighted
residuals, a measure of the deviation at each data point, are shown in Fig. 3.13B and C for iD and
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iDA respectively. A complete statistical analysis of the results of hundreds of such fits appears in
Chapter 4, but the best practical method for obtaining domain size estimates and their appropriate
confidence levels for real experimental data is not, as yet, obvious. However, it seems clear that even
poor estimates of the probe partitioning yield similar sensitivity to the domain diameter, and the
resulting predictions are distributed about the true domain diameter. Also, to encourage further
study the Mathematica (Wolfram Research, Champaign, IL) code used for fitting such data will be
provided freely to any interested researchers upon request.
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3.7 Discussion and Conclusions
The ability to accurately determine the presence and dimensions of nanoscale membrane domains is
of significant interest for understanding biological membranes. Although several studies indicate the
occurance of nanoscale domains in multi-component model and cellular membranes (see, for example,
(12, 62, 69, 70)), due to experimental limitations little is known regarding the characteristic size of
membrane domains or their dependence on system parameters (e.g., temperature or composition).
The sensitivity of RET to the distance between probes and the tendency of fluorescent probes
to partition heterogeneously between different membrane phases suggest that this technique may
yield a measure of domain size in situ. Indeed, several studies utilized RET to detect nanoscale
membrane domains (62, 63, 74, 75, 80), while Loura and coworkers (63) used RET to estimate
domain dimensions based on the “infinite phase separation” approximation. Unfortunately, due to
the limitations of this approximation their analysis cannot yield a robust quantitative measure of
domain size.
The goal of this study is twofold: to establish the sensitivity of time-resolved RET to the presence
and size of membrane domains, and to develop a quantitative model that can be used to extract
domain size from such data for bilayers containing multiple acceptor populations.
Using off-lattice Monte Carlo calculations of heterogeneous membranes containing monodisperse,
disk-like domains it is established that RET is sensitive to the presence of nanoscale domains with
characteristic dimensions ranging from 5 to 50 nm; the efficiency of energy transfer decreases (a
consequence of probe partitioning) with domain size at any given liquid-ordered mole fraction,
as shown in Fig. 3.9A. Although RET is most sensitive when the domains are relatively small,
significant differences in the efficiency of energy transfer are found in larger domains (for example,
the difference in efficiency at Xlo = 0.291 and σ = 0.25 for domains of 50 and 500 nm is 3%). This
is quite surprising, since such large domains correspond to diameters of ≥ 10R0, where the effect
of the domain size may be expected to be negligible. The sensitivity of RET to such large domains
must therefore be taken into account in smaller vesicles, where such dimensions may correspond to
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the maximal size of a (single) domain, namely, “infinite phase separation.”
The use of RET to measure membrane domain size requires a model that accounts for heteroge-
neous acceptor populations in membranes. Here a theoretical model is developed that quantitatively
determines the size of membrane domains from RET data, based on the one developed by Davenport
et al. (84). We find that the model enables determination of the size of domains with diameter of
< 4R0 with a high degree of accuracy (approximately < 20% error). In the case of larger domains,
the model-extracted values consistently overestimate domains diameters (approximately < 50% er-
ror), thereby providing an upper bound for the domain size. Although the work presented here
focused on determining the domain size by assuming that other parameters (i.e., partition coef-
ficients, donor decay time) are known, preliminary results suggest that the domain size may be
determined with similar accuracy also in cases where the multi-parameter fit is utilized.
Although several simplifying assumptions were made in this work, it is expected their effect
on the model applicability to be minor. Although non-circular domains are known to form at
high temperatures near the critical point (53), the assumption of disk-like domains should hold at
biologically-relevant temperatures where the line tension between the membrane phases is signifi-
cant. Moreover, in highly asymmetric domains such as 2D ribbons, the transfer efficiency would
be dominated by the smaller dimension (width), for which the analysis can be easily modified. Ne-
glecting bilayer curvature is reasonable, since RET has been shown to be insensitive to membrane
curvature even in highly curved bilayers (86). Polydispersity may affect the accuracy of results, as
in any measurement; however, preliminary data indicate that, at least in moderately polydisperse
systems, RET could yield a reasonable measure of domain size.
The nature of the RET measurement raises other questions regarding the nature of the probed
domains. The typical decay time for RET probes (nanoseconds (77)) is rapid when compared to
the diffusion rate of lipids in the bilayer (order 10−8 cm2/s (21)). Thus, RET captures a snapshot
of membrane organization. It may be argued that 5 nm scale domains observed over such short
timescales are due to temporary compositional fluctuations rather than to thermodynamic phase
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separation. However, distinguishing between these should be simple, since, unlike phase-separated
domains, compositional fluctuations are random in size and composition. Also, it is not clear whether
the lever rule applies to such small domains, a question that relates to the (as yet unknown) mecha-
nism of domain formation: If domains form through a classical (albeit 2D) “nucleation and growth”
mechanism, the composition of the domain should remain constant with time, fixed at the optimal
thermodynamic value even when the domain is the size of the critical cluster (order 5 nm or less)
(90). If the domains form through spinodal decomposition, the composition of both domains and
the surrounding media will continuously change with time until reaching the thermodynamic value,
regardless of the domain size (see, for example, (91, 92)). It should be noted that, since the RET
signal is an ensemble measurement obtained from a volume containing numerous vesicles, small local
fluctuations in composition would not significantly affect the measurement results. Consequently,
conservation of mass will ensure that, on average, the lever rule will apply.
Both the Monte Carlo calculations and the model analysis show that RET experiments must
be planned carefully to enable quantitative measurement of domain size; this topic has also been
discussed in a recent review by Loura et al. (72). A number of assumptions, outlined in the model
section, necessitate estimates of important membrane parameters. One governing parameter that
should be discussed is the estimate of the Fo¨rster radius as any error will inevitably effect the scaling
of the domain diameter prediction. Typically, the value of R0 is calculated from
R0 = 0.211
[
κ2 n−4QD J(λ)
]1/6
(in A˚), (3.26)
where κ2 is the orientation factor, n is the refractive index of the medium, QD is the donor quantum
yield, and J(λ) is the overlap integral in units of M−1 cm−1 nm4 with the wavelength, λ, in nm (77).
The value of κ2 ranges from 0 to 4 depending on the orientation of donor and acceptor, and it is
typically assumed to be 23 , the value corresponding to dynamic random averaging (77). Estimating
κ2 is notoriously difficult; however, under typical conditions, error in the estimation of κ2 leads to
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less than 10% error in R0 for many RET pairs (for an excellent discussion of the orientation factor,
see Lakowicz (77)). The possibility that R0 is different for each phase could also introduce error.
Previous calculations (63) suggest that the change in the overlap integral alone results in differences
of only a few angstoms; however, changes in the rotational freedom could potentially cause more
significant deviations. It is difficult to definitively state how rotational changes in one phase would
affect transfer to probes in the opposite phase; however, considering that changes in κ2 can result
in a maximum of 35% error in R0 when assuming dynamic random averaging (77), it is expected
that only severe changes in the rotational freedom would lead to large error in the estimated R0,
and even then, only the probes in or near domains would be affected. Therefore, in the limit of low
surface coverage, such deviations should be relatively small. On the other hand, large deviations in
rotational freedom may invalidate the model in the limit of high surface coverage. In fact, any error
in the estimation of R0 may dominate the analysis of domain sizes; while this effect is not explicitly
examined here, there is most certainly a nonlinear dependence of error in the estimation of R0 on
model error. Preliminary results indicate that estimations of R0 with as little as 5% error yield
absolute size estimations with error approaching 100%; however, these results also indicate that the
sensitivity to changes in size is comparable to cases where R0 is known exactly. Thus, important
information regarding the evolution of domain size as a function of domain coverage remains intact.
Errors in the estimation of R0 of > 10% may completely invalidate the model; therefore, great care
should be taken when obtaining experimental estimates of R0.
Researchers interested in absolute determinations of domain size should be aware of such issues
related to the estimation of the Fo¨rster distance. Appropriate choice of fluorophore-labeled probes
should minimize the influence of many of these factors. Choosing probes with head-labeled lipids
linked with one single or double bond would likely minimize many issues relating to Fo¨rster distance
estimation (avoid probes with multiple linkage sites between fluorophore and lipid). For example,
probes that are head-labeled with one single bond linkage will inherently be more free to rotate than
those buried in the lipid bilayer, and they will also likely exhibit larger Stoke’s shifts thereby reducing
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the influence of homo-transfer. Researchers should always investigate the steady-state absorption
and emission spectra of the chosen probes to verify the impact of homo-transfer. Another way to
minimize homo-transfer, apart from wise choice of donor probes, is to use acceptor concentrations
that are a few fold larger than that of the donor (e.g., a donor concentration of 0.1 mol % and
acceptor concentration of 0.5 mol % (63, 72)). Even in cases where small amounts of homo-transfer
are unavoidable, the effect could be taken into account through the model by including a second
“acceptor” population with R0 equal to that calculated from the donor emission/absorption spectra.
Also, it seems that donors and acceptors with fundamental anisotropies below 0.4, due to overlapping
electronic transitions, further constrain the error in the estimation of Fo¨rster distances (77, 93).
Even so, methods for estimating the maximum and minimum κ2 exist and may be used to better
understand the implications for a specific systems (77, 94, 95). Caution must also be taken in
choosing appropriate RET pairs; recent experimental evidence indicates that lipid analogues can
exhibit inverse partitioning preference to that of the lipid they mimic (96). Consequently, probe
partitioning should be estimated before detailed analysis is carried out. Moreover, the random
distribution/aggregation behaviors of the chosen RET pair should be investigated, although it seems
that such effects can be minimized by keeping acceptor and donor concentrations sufficiently below
∼ 1.0% (72). This observation is concurrent with recent discussions of impurities by Veatch et al.
(55), which indicate addition of even small amounts (1 to 3 mol %) of impurities (in the form of
proteins, peptides, fluorophores, etc.) can drastically alter membrane properties.
Another important issue is the need, when applying the model, for a priori knowledge of the phase
diagram and tie lines. This requirement becomes more complicated as the number of membrane
components is increased, although a recent study by Veatch et al. (15) demonstrated the use of
NMR to estimate both tie-lines and phase compositions in a highly quantitative manner. The area
per lipid in each phase is also important for estimating the surface coverage of domains and hence
the acceptor distribution.
In conclusion, it has been shown that resonance energy transfer may theoretically be used to
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accurately determine the size of extremely small membrane domains, of order 1 to 4 R0 (typically
< 40 nm), an observation that has been postulated for some time (81, 97), but has never been
quantitatively exploited as done here. Larger domains (up to ∼ 10 R0) may also be investigated
using this technique, although with a somewhat reduced degree of accuracy. While the model is
developed for membrane domains, it may also be applied to any type of membrane heterogeneity−for
example, the distribution of membrane components near embedded proteins.
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Figure 3.1: Phase diagram for the DMPC/cholesterol system plotted as a function of the overall cholesterol
mol fraction, xchol (3). The shaded area is the two-phase, lo + ld, coexistence region, and the dashed line
within this region is the tie-line (30◦C) on which all calculations in this study were conducted.
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Figure 3.4: Time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC). The instrument response function (IRF) is
shown as a sharp peak in counts. The measured decay is a convolution of the IRF and the actual decay and
is a histogram of the number of photon counts at each time interval. Typical donor lifetimes are on the order
of nanoseconds (4). Fitting parameters, in addition to those of the decay law, for a TCSPC data analysis
may include the color shift (a result of wavelength dependence of the experimental setup), IRF background
counts, and measured decay background counts.
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Figure 3.5: Cross-sectional cartoon of a phospholipid and cholesterol lipid bilayer containing liquid-ordered,
lo, lateral heterogeneity. Resonance energy transfer from the donor to an in-plane acceptor is denoted by
cis, and transfer to an acceptor in the opposite leaflet is denoted trans.
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30 nm
Domains
Figure 3.6: This is a top-down view of the simulated bilayer with Xlo = 0.25, and the actual calcualtion
box is the area within the inner square outline. All acceptors within the cutoff range of the box edge (4R0)
are retained. Domains appear as the large light gray circles (Dd = 30 nm), acceptors the small, light gray
circles, and donors the small, darkest circles. Probes in both leaflets of the bilayer are shown so there may
appear to be overlap, but within each leaflet there is none (scale bar = 30 nm).
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Figure 3.7: RDF calculation results. (A) The surface coverage is plotted as a function of dimensionless
distance for two bulk surface coverages, σ∞ = 0.25, 0.50, and (B) the corresponding RDFs. Circle points
represent donors located within domains and squares, donors outside domains. Calculations were carried
out for 10 different domain diameters, and all of the curves collapse onto a single, dimensionless curve shown
here.
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Figure 3.8: RDF calculation results and corresponding fits. (A) The surface coverage is plotted as a
function of dimensionless distance for σ∞ = 0.50, and (B) the corresponding RDFs. Solid lines represent
the best fit according to Eq. 3.25. The fits capture both the qualitative and quantitative features of the
simulated data.
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Figure 3.9: (A) Simulated efficiency of energy transfer is plotted as a function of liquid-ordered fraction,
Xlo for domain diameters ranging from 5 to 40 nm. As domain diameter increases, the efficiency of energy
transfer decreases at each value of Xlo. The thick solid line represents the “infinite phase separation” limit
(see Eq. 3.10). Data points with error bars represent the simulated efficiency with the associated standard
deviation at each point, and the dashed lines are splines of the model predictions for the same set of domain
diameters. (B) The thick dashed line is a hypothetical trajectory for the same system shown in (A); following
the line from left to right illustrates that, as the liquid-ordered fractional coverage increases, the domain size
may also be increasing, moving from a vesicle with many small domains to one with fewer, larger domains
(kD = 4, kA = 0.25, τ¯lo = 1.32 ns, τ¯ld = 0.8 ns).
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Figure 3.10: Time-resolved fluorescence intensity data is shown for both calculation (points) and model
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graph which clearly shows the good fit achieved by the model.
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τ¯lo = 1.32 ns, τ¯ld = 0.8 ns).
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Figure 3.13: Global analysis fit of the intensity decay of donors in the presence and absence of acceptors,
iD and iDA respectively, after convolution with an instrument response function (IRF) and the addition of
Poisson noise. The data were produced assuming a peak count of 30,000 and channel width of 0.025 ns. (A)
The fit appears as the solid lines, and the corresponding (B) weighted residuals for iD and (C) iDA. The
data shown are for a system with σ = 0.1 for monodisperse domains of size 5.0 nm (kD = 4, kA = 0.25,
τ¯lo = 1.32 ns, τ¯ld = 0.8 ns).
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Table 3.1: RDF fitting parameters.
σ∞
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
gin(R)
a b c d
-1.435 0.9042 2.008 -0.2833
-1.305 0.9262 1.888 -0.1045
-1.424 0.8891 2.137 -0.1991
-1.397 0.9012 2.123 -0.1037
-1.418 0.9046 2.232 -0.0825
-1.521 0.8885 2.521 -0.1543
-1.526 0.8864 2.552 -0.0774
-1.590 0.8625 2.751 -0.0755
-1.532 0.8773 2.603 0.1053
-1.666 0.8566 2.728 0.1272
gout(R)
a b c d
-1.015 1.024 1.464 0.1582
-1.411 0.9116 1.932 -0.2397
-1.429 0.9262 1.953 -0.2120
-1.359 0.8967 2.011 -0.1923
-1.191 0.9545 1.775 0.0695
-1.500 0.8556 2.2912 -0.2159
-1.470 0.8685 2.206 -0.1237
-1.494 0.9202 2.229 -0.0389
-1.512 0.9047 2.226 0.0433
-1.755 0.8607 2.435 0.0165
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Table 3.2: Range of simulated RET parameters.
Dd 5.0, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50
σ∞ 0.05− 0.5 (every 0.05)
kD 1.5, 2, 4
kA 0.25
xA 0.005
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Table 3.3: Best fit domain diameters.
σ∞ = 0.25
Dd (nm) Best Fit D∗d (nm)
kD = 1.5 kD = 2 kD = 4
5.0 4.64 3.90 4.14
7.5 7.03 7.77 7.33
10. 9.89 10.5 10.5
15. 16.5 17.6 15.9
20. 24.3 23.4 22.2
30. 41.4 35.1 32.7
40. 46.3 44.7 48.8
50. 67.1 63.8 57.0
σ∞ = 0.5
Dd (nm) Best Fit D∗d (nm)
kD = 1.5 kD = 2 kD = 4
5.0 5.20 5.11 4.53
7.5 7.40 7.78 7.94
10. 10.9 11.3 10.6
15. 17.7 20.0 17.7
20. 29.1 28.8 26.1
30. 41.9 38.8 40.0
40. 61.7 55.2 51.9
50. 63.3 76.6 87.8.
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Chapter 4: Testing the RET Model
4.1 Introduction
The role of membrane domains in cellular processes has focused interest on the study of membrane
heterogeneity (9). However, to date few methodologies can determine the size of membrane domains
below ∼ 100 nm (12, 13, 70). Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (RET), which measures the
energy transfer between two fluorescent probes, is a promising technique for the detection of small
domains (62, 79), but it requires a model to relate the degree of energy transfer to domain diame-
ter. A theoretical model was developed in Chapter 3 that extracts the size of membrane domains
from time-resolved RET data. Applying the model to Monte Carlo calculation data of membranes
containing randomly placed, monodisperse domains, it is shown that the method can accurately
determine the size of domains that are of order ∼ 4 times the Fo¨rster distance 1 or smaller (98).
The high sensitivity of RET to nanoscale distances suggests that polydispersity (PD) and/or the
degree of domain order may affect the energy transfer significantly, and thus the accuracy of do-
main size determination. Indeed, recent fluorescence microscopy studies of giant unilamellar vesicles
(GUVs) show that membrane domains may be polydisperse and/or favor hexagonal arrangements
(15, 53, 55). In this Chapter the effect of domain arrangement and degree of polydispersity is shown
by fitting this model to Monte Carlo calculated RET data of polydisperse domains, whose size fol-
lows the normal distribution around a mean domain size, D¯d, comparing random, polydisperse and
hexagonally ordered (HD) domain placement (see Figure 1).
1The Fo¨rster distance, R0, of a donor-acceptor RET pair defines the distance at which the transfer of energy is
50% efficient, and its value ranges from 1− 10 nm for typical RET pairs (77).
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4.2 Results and Discussion
The results of this study are presented in Figure 4.2 for mean domain sizes D¯d of 5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20,
30, 40, and 50 nm. D∗d is the value of the domain size as determined by fitting the Monte Carlo
calculation data to the theoretical model (98). The solid line represents 100% accuracy, namely,
D∗d = D¯d, and the darker and lighter shaded regions represent 20% and 50% deviations from the
true value, D¯d, respectively. For each domain size, data was calculated for three probe partitioning
schemes, three domain surface coverages, three values of PD, and a single trial of hexagonally ordered
domains (36 variations for each of the 8 domain sizes), for a total of 288 domain size prediction
trials. The system parameters are summarized in Table 1, where the standard deviation (SD) of
the distribution is defined as PD x D¯d , and the acceptor and donor probe partition coefficients, kA
and kD respectively, are defined: kA(D) = Pd(1−Xd)/(1−Pd)(Xd), where Pd is the mol fraction of
probes in the domain phase, and Xd is the mol fraction of lipids in the domain phase.
The use of time-resolved RET for determination of membrane domain size requires the confidence
interval as a function of the calculated, or predicted, domain size, D∗d, regardless of the degree of PD
or the type of domain ordering. Considering a priori knowledge of the degree of domain polydispersity
and ordering is rare, the data is analyzed as a whole rather than at each polydispersity; however,
there is one systematic trend in the data worth mentioning, namely, as the degree of polydispersity
increases, the average predicted domain size decreases. This trend is almost assuredly due to the
decrease in sensitivity of RET to larger domain sizes as previously shown (98). Therefore, the
predicted domain diameter will be slightly biased toward smaller domain sizes.
Again, while one could examine each data set for each PD separately, it seems more appropriate
to estimate confidence intervals that are more generally applicable for any polydispersity or ordering.
In Figure 3 the SD of the data is plotted as a function of the mean predicted diameter, D∗d, for the
Monte Carlo calculation data plotted in Figure 2. We see two distinct regions: for small domain
sizes, SD is low and nearly insensitive to domain diameter; whereas, for larger domains, SD increases
sharply with D∗d, indicating that the spread of the prediction around the mean is much larger, or
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that the value of D∗d is inaccurate. The transition between the two regimes is sharp and takes place
at ∼ 4 R0, where R0 is the Fo¨rster distance, defined as the distance within which exactly 50% of
the energy transfer occurs. The location of this transition may or may not be a coincidence; 99.8%
of the energy transfer occurs within 4R0. Therefore, probes almost completely lose their ability to
directly sense other probes beyond this distance.
When the SD of a population is known, confidence intervals can be estimated based on the
normal distribution (99). Based on the fits of the SD as a function of predicted domain diameter,
confidence intervals were calculated for a single estimate of the predicted domain diameter (normality
of the data was also checked). Figure 4 plots the calculated confidence intervals where the solid line
represents the linear fit of the mean dimensionless predicted domain diameter, given by (D¯d/R0) =
0.915 (D∗d/R0). The plot is essentially an inverted version of Figure 2, where the raw data have been
replaced with normalized confidence intervals based on the standard deviation of the predictions as
a function of predicted domain size. The slope of < 1 represents the average over-prediction of the
model. The more narrow, darker shaded region is the 80% confidence region, and the more broad,
light region is the 95% confidence region.
The accuracy of the confidence intervals were checked for each of the 288 Monte Carlo systems;
a confidence interval was produced for each prediction and checked to see if it contained the original
input domain diameter (see Figure 4). Only 23 out of 288, or ∼ 8%, were outside the calculated
confidence intervals for the 95% confidence region and 64 out of 288, or ∼ 22%, for the 80% confidence
region. Since both confidence intervals refer to a confidence in either the positive or negative direction
from the data, the 95% confidence interval would be expected to describe only 90% of the data
accurately; similarly, the 80% confidence region would capture 60% (99). Based on the results of
the check described above, the confidence interval estimations seem like a conservative method for
estimating a range of true domain diameters.
While both confidence intervals provide a narrow range of confidence for values of D∗d less than 4
R0, the spread of estimations dramatically increases for larger predicted domain diameters. Notice
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the incredibly shallow slope of the lower bound of the 95% confidence interval shown in Figure 4;
consequently, domain diameter predictions of > 4R0 have nearly the same lower bound for diameter
predictions ranging from 4 − 10R0. Clearly, the use of RET for domain size measurement is more
reliable for smaller domains that are in the Low SD region; however, it may yield some estimates,
albeit less quantitatively, for larger domain sizes. It should be noted that all values of R0 discussed
in this study refer to an average value of the two phases; practically, this assumptions should have
very little effect on the domain size prediction because variations in R0 are typically only a few
angstoms between the two phases (63).
4.3 Conclusions
We find that fitting time-resolved RET data using a theoretical model (98) yields accurate estimates
for small domain sizes (less than 4 R0, where R0 can be up to ∼ 10 nm), even when the domains
are polydisperse. Moreover, the degree of domain ordering (hexagonal or randomly placed) does not
affect accuracy in this limit. While the practical application of this technique may seem limited to a
narrow size range, it is precisely this range that has been suggested for lipid rafts (12). Furthermore,
this technique will enable quantitative identification of small heterogeneities in membranes, thereby
shedding light on the processes of initial phase separation and domain nucleation and growth. These
initial stages are quantitatively undectable using other techniques including fluorescent microscopy
(15), fluorescent correlation spectroscopy (69), or single particle tracking (100, 101), since these
techniques are generally limited to domains that are larger than ∼ 50 nm.
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A B
Figure 4.1: Top-down view of the Monte Carlo calculation system (kA:kD = 0.25 : 4.0, Surface Coverage
= 25%, and D¯d = 10 nm). The domains appear as the large, green disks, and the donors and acceptors are
the small red and blue dots respectively. The two schemes shown are for (A) 20% polydispersity (PD = 0.2)
and (B) hexagonal ordering (HD).
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Figure 4.2: Model predicted domain diameters, D∗d, plotted as a function of the actual, mean Monte Carlo
calculation diameters, D¯d, for three polydispersities and both hexagonal and random packing of domains
(all values are in nm).
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Figure 4.3: Standard deviation (SD) of the predicted domain diameter plotted as a function of the di-
mensionless predicted domain diameter, D∗d/R0, shows two distinct regions of SD (Low SD, High SD) for
a wide variety of Monte Carlo calculation parameters (Note: R0 ∼ 1 − 10 nm for typical RET pairs, and
SD has units of nm). Linear fits of the SD, shown by dashed lines, give a slope 0.325(2.06) and intercept of
8.03(-64.9) for the Low(High) SD regions. The transition between the two regimes occurs at ∼ 4.2 (D∗d/R0).
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Figure 4.4: Confidence interval estimation for dimensionless predicted domain diameter, D∗d/R0, based on
a single estimate of domain size and the standard deviation as shown in Figure 3 (Note: R0 ∼ 1 − 10 nm
for typical RET pairs).
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Table 4.1: Monte Carlo calculation input parameters showing schemes of probe partitioning, surface cover-
age, and polydispersity (PD) or hexagonal ordering (HD). All 36 possible combinations of these values were
used for input. Domain sizes at each PD are chosen randomly according to the probability density function
of the normal distribution with mean, D¯d, and standard deviation, PD x D¯d.
kA : kD Surface Coverage (%) PD
0.25 : 1.5 10 0.0 (+HD)
0.25 : 2.0 25 0.1
0.25 : 4.0 50 0.2
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Chapter 5: Heterogeneous Membranes: Line Tension and Coalescence
5.1 Introduction
Cellular membranes are known to contain nanoscale domains, so called lipid rafts (101), which
are enriched in cholesterol and sphingolipids. The study of these domains, which are thought to
function in activities such as protein and lipid sorting, signal transduction, and membrane fusion
(9), is complicated by the multi-component nature of cell membranes. Intensive studies of the
phase behavior in simple model membranes composed of cholesterol, saturated and unsaturated
phospholipids suggest some similarities with cellular membrane organization (9, 53, 55).
Fluorescent microscopy studies of model membranes reveal images of phase-separated membrane
domains on the micron scale (53, 55). However, other techniques, such as small angle neutron
scattering (SANS) (70), fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) (62), and fluorescence cor-
relation spectroscopy (FCS) (69) detect lateral organization on the nanoscale in many of the same
model systems. Since current microscopy techniques cannot detect nanoscale domains, while the
other methods such as FRET are insensitive to micron scale structures, it is unclear whether both
domain scales coexist, or if there are specific system conditions that favor one or the other.
Both the kinetics of domain growth and equilibrium domain size in phase-separated membranes
are largely set by the line tension between the domains and the continuous phase (102), a one-
dimensional equivalent of surface tension in bulk phase separated systems (103). In cases where the
composition of the domain and continuous phases differs significantly, and/or the domains are large
when compared to the characteristic length-scales of the bilayer, the line tension may be taken to
be a constant set by the chemical potential difference between the two phases. An example of such
a membrane system is that of vesicle budding (104). However, in systems where the composition of
the two phases is similar and the domains are relatively small, the line tension is dominated by the
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perturbation energy of the lipids at the interface between the phases. As a result, the line tension
may vary as a function of both the domain diameter and the domain spacing (density). Calculations
of such perturbations have been applied to investigate the aggregation of membrane proteins (see, for
example, (105, 106)), the predictions of which have been recently validated by molecular simulations
(107) and experiment (108). It should be emphasized that the two approaches are compatible rather
than contradictory: The line tension calculated from the membrane deformation model, in the limit
of large domains, yields a constant that may be used in the more macroscopic models.
Recently, the phase behavior of fluid-fluid phase coexistence in bilayers was examined, taking
the line tension to be a fixed value independent of domain size and spacing (102, 109, 110). These
provide in-depth analysis of the various processes that may contribute to domain growth in phase-
separated bilayers including nucleation and growth, independent growth, Ostwald ripening, and
domain fission/fusion (102). Briefly, these studies conclude that bilayers can follow one of three
scenarios: in the limit of low line tension (about 0.2 pN or less), nanometer domains are preferable
due to their high entropic contributions to the free energy; for moderate line tensions (between
about 0.2 and 0.4 pN), nanometer domains would coexist with a single large domain; finally, in the
limit of large line tension (greater than about 0.4 pN), a single large domain is the preferred energy
state. However, by assuming a fixed value of line tension these approaches cannot account for the
possible correlation between the dimensions of nanoscale domains and the line tension, a correlation
that has been clearly demonstrated for the surface tension of nano-crystals (see, for example, (111)).
The studies also limit their analyses to low line tensions at or below about 1 pN, or about 0.25
kT nm−1. This value is in agreement with the single experimental estimate for the line tension in
such phase-separated bilayer systems (53). However, it seems likely that larger line tensions may
occur in some systems: Indeed, a recent coarse-grained molecular dynamics study estimated the line
tension for DPPC/DPPE bilayer in the liquid-gel coexistence region at about 2.5 kT nm−1 (112),
which corresponds to roughly 10 pN. This liquid-gel domain coexistence system is similar in many
characteristics to membranes containing fluid-fluid domains, suggesting that the latter may exhibit
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similar values for the line tension. It should be noted that pores in the bilayer may form for large
enough line tensions; one rough estimate for SOPC vesicles suggests this line tension may be about
10 pN (113) based on a calculation that approximates the pore as a semi-cylindrical rim (114).
While pore formation may serve as an upper bound for line tension values in any membrane, this
rough calculation should not prevent the investigation of line tension effects on membrane domain
interactions near this proposed limit.
In this Chapter a membrane perturbation model is used to calculate the energetic penalty asso-
ciated with the formation of an interface between a membrane domain and a continuous phase, as
a function of the domain size and spacing. Both membrane phases are taken to be fluid, and the
domains are assumed to be height-mismatched with the continuous phase. We include the effects of
inter- and intra-domain interactions in the limit of both small, nanoscale domains, and large, micron-
sized domains. We show that the line tension and domain-domain repulsion are strongly affected by
the domain size and by the membrane characteristics, as given by the bending and area stretch mod-
uli. Using typical values for the membrane properties yields a line tension ranging from 1 to 20 pN,
suggesting that the experimentally measured value (53) may be a lower limit. The line tension due
to membrane deformation remains constant for domain spacings larger than approximately 20 nm.
However, when the domain spacing decreases below this value, the line tension increases. Once the
spacing is lower than about 5 nm the line tension decreases rapidly, corresponding to highly unstable
domains. Quite surprisingly, it is found that the typical time scale for domain collision/coalescence
is maximal when the domain and continuous phases have similar bending and area stretch moduli
but can be orders of magnitude lower for systems where one phase is significantly more stiff than
the other.
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5.2 Membrane Model
Mean-field thermodynamic membrane models have been used with great success to describe protein-
like membrane inclusions (105–108) and have been recently used to describe large fluid-like domains
between separate phases of unequal height (102, 109, 110). Here a model of infinite planar bilayers
with height-mismatched fluid-fluid heterogeneity is presented, the effects of the bending and area
stretch moduli, thickness of each phase, and domain size on the intra- and inter-domain interactions
are explored.
The bilayer is assumed symmetric about the mid-plane, thus the line tension (energy per unit
length) of the domain with zero spontaneous curvature for small perturbations where ∆(z = 0) 1
can be written
γ = 2
∑
c,d
∫ L
0
(
B∆2 +K h2 ∆′′2
)
dz (5.1)
where ∆ is the normalized deviation from the equilibrium membrane height, heq, defined as ∆(z) =
(h(z) − heq)/heq, and the subscripts c and d represent the continuous and domain phases where
values of each variable (∆, h, B, K, and L) are the appropriate ones for corresponding phase. The
variable h represents the equilibrium membrane thickness, B is the area stretch modulus in units of
kT nm−2, K is the bending modulus in units of kT , and L is the interface to midpoint distance (the
continuous phase domain interface-interface separation is 2Lc, and the domain diameter, Dd = 2Ld).
5.2.1 Lipid parameters
In order to calculate the free energy of any model membrane system, one must estimate several
lipid parameters. When possible, literature values of the phase thickness, and the bending and
area stretch moduli are used. Typical literature values for the bilayer thickness typically range
from 3.0 to 4.4 nm for single component membranes with acyl chain lengths of 13 to 22 carbons
(115). In the presence of cholesterol, the well-known condensation effect is expected to increase this
thickness depending on the concentration of cholesterol. Due to the apparent lack of experimental
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estimates of bilayer thickness for phase separated lipid bilayer systems, a 25% increase in thickness
from continuous to domain phases is estimated as an upper limit of the height-mismatch based on
the area per lipid in the separate phases1.
Estimates of the area stretch modulus, B, for the same lipid bilayers (115) range from 229 to 265
mN/m (55 to 63 kT nm−2 at 303 K). Estimates of the area stretch modulus for a stearoyl/oleoyl
[18:0/18:1]-PC (SOPC)/cholesterol bilayer range from 193 to 781 mN/m for pure SOPC and 50%
cholesterol respectively (24) (46 to 187 kT nm−2 at 303 K), for a di-palmitoyl [16:0/16:0]-PC
(DPPC)/cholesterol bilayer range from 140 to 2200 mN/m for pure DPPC and 50% cholesterol
respectively (24) (33 to 526 kT nm−2 at 303 K), and for a (DMPC)/cholesterol bilayer range from
145 to 685 mN/m for pure DMPC and 50% cholesterol respectively (117) (35 to 164 kT nm−2 at 303
K). From these estimates, it is clear that cholesterol can cause the area stretch modulus to increase
by an order of magnitude or more.
The bending modulus, K, has also been estimated for the same group of single component
membranes mentioned above (115) as ranging from 0.38 to 1.2 ×10−19 J (9.1 to 29 kT at 303 K).
Another estimate measures K for DPPC/cholesterol giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) at various
temperatures (118); at 30◦C, K ranges from 1.3 to 4.1 ×10−19 J (31 to 98 kT at 303 K). Values for the
bending modulus in giant vesicles composed of palmitoyl/oleoyl [16:0/18:1]-PC (POPC)/cholesterol
were recently measured using a non-invasive vesicle fluctuation analysis with values ranging from 39
to 87 kT for pure POPC and 30 % cholesterol respectively (119).
5.2.2 Free energy minimization
The minimization of the free energy equation with respect to ∆ results in the following fourth-order,
Euler-Lagrange equation
A∆ + ∆′′′′ = 0 (5.2)
1Decreases in area per lipid from domain to continuous phase caused by cholesterol’s condensation effect should
roughly correlate to increases in the membrane thickness. A molecular dynamics/NMR study finds a 26% higher area
per lipid for fluid phase DMPC than for gel phase DMPC/cholesterol (116).
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where the characteristic decay length, A = B/Kh2. The boundary conditions are the natural ones
determined by calculus of variations (120)
∆′(z = L) = 0 (5.3a)
∆(z = 0) = ∆0 (5.3b)
∆′′′(z = L) = 0 (5.3c)
∆′′(z = 0) = 0 . (5.3d)
The coordinate system for the model is sketched in Fig. 5.1. Both phases have identical boundary
conditions; however, for the continuous phase, the definition ∆(z) necessitates the additional relation
∆c(z = 0) = ∆0H +H − 1 where H = hd/hc.
5.3 Results
Solving Eq. 5.1 for the membrane profile yields
∆(z) =
∆0
α1
[
cos
(
A1/4z√
2
)
cosh
(
L¯− A
1/4z√
2
)
+ cos
(
L¯− A
1/4z√
2
)
cosh
(
A1/4z√
2
)]
, (5.4)
where, for convenience, two dimensionless lengths are defined as:
α1 = cos L¯+ cosh L¯
α2 = sin L¯+ sinh L¯ , (5.5)
where L¯ =
√
2A1/4 L. In the limit of large domain separation/domain size, namely, L → ∞, the
profile simplifies to
∆(z) = ∆0 exp
(
−A
1/4z√
2
)
cos
(
A1/4z√
2
)
. (5.6)
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The line tension for the bilayer is then twice the line tension per monolayer,
γ = 2
∑
c,d
B∆20√
2A1/4
(
α2
α1
)
. (5.7)
∆0 defines the normalized height mismatch, at the domain boundary, between the two phases.
However, due to the compressibility of the monolayers, ∆0 is not fixed, but can adjust to minimize the
perturbation energy of the entire monolayer such that ∂(γc+γd)/∂∆0 = 0 and ∂2(γc+γd)/∂∆20 > 0.
Note that this differs from the case of membrane proteins (105, 106), where the height mismatch at
the interface of the protein is fixed by the protein dimensions. Solving for the optimal interfacial
thickness mismatch, ∆0, the expression for the line tension of the bilayer becomes
γ =
√
2 (hc − hd)2 α2,c α2,d(
A¯−1c α1,c α2,d + A¯−1d α1,d α2,c
) , (5.8)
where A¯c = K
1/4
c B
3/4
c h
−3/2
c and A¯d = K
1/4
d B
3/4
d h
−3/2
d .
In the limit where one of the phases is large (L¯ 1), the line tension is reduced to
γ0 =
√
2 (hc − hd)2(
A¯−1c (α1/α2) + A¯−1d
) , (5.9)
where α1 and α2 are those for the phase where L¯ ∼ 1. The line tension in this limit goes to a
constant value as L¯ → ∞; this limit is defined, where both domain size and spacing are large, as
γ∞.
In Fig. 5.2 the normalized line tension, γ0/γ∞, and the normalized force, f ∼ −∂γ¯/∂L¯, are
plotted as a function of the dimensionless domain separation, L¯. This normalized line tension, γ¯,
displays an infinite number of extrema that satisfy ∂γ¯/∂L¯ = 0. These roots, L¯∗n, have been found
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previously (121) to be
L¯∗1 = 1.875, L¯
∗
2 = 4.694, L¯
∗
n =
pi
2
(2n− 1) for n ≥ 3 . (5.10)
As may be expected, in the limit of large separations both the line tension and the force between
domains reach an approximately constant value (due to the nature of α1 and α2, oscillations in γ
persist to infinity, but their magnitude decays exponentially). The line tension is minimized at zero
separation (namely, domain coalescence), since this corresponds to the elimination of the interface
between the phases. Between these limits, the line tension displays a maximum at L¯ = L¯∗1 = 1.875,
and a shallow secondary minimum at L¯ = L¯∗2 = 4.694 (121). It should be noted that the spacing at
which the line tension reaches its maximum value varies as a function of membrane characteristics,
since L¯ =
√
2A1/4 L. Similarly, the relative energy barrier varies with the bilayer parameters and
can be approximated numerically by
∆γ¯ = γ¯(L¯c = 1.875)− 1 =
0.266
(
A¯d/A¯c
)
1 + 0.734
(
A¯d/A¯c
) . (5.11)
∆γ¯ ranges from ∼ 0 to 36 % of the isolated domain line energy depending on the mechanical
properties of the two phases.
The dependence of the line tension on the separation between domains gives rise to an effective
interaction force. The amplitude of this force is small at large separations, as expected. However,
when the domain-domain separation decreases below 2L¯∗2, or ∼10 nm, a net repulsion is exhibited.
This repulsion, if strong enough, could drastically alter the kinetics of domain merger. If the sep-
aration between domains decreases further to below 2L¯∗1, or about 5 nm, the force becomes highly
attractive, driving domains to coalesce.
The trends presented in Fig. 5.2 may also be used to examine the effect of domain size on the
stability of a membrane domain. Equating L¯ = L¯d, it is seen that domains of diameter 2L¯d < 2L¯∗1,
or about 5 nm, would be unstable, favoring dissolution into their primary components; however,
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domains with diameters near 2L¯∗2, or about 10 nm, would be meta-stable, feeling strong intra-
repulsive forces for diameters less than 2L¯∗2. Similarly to domains with spacing greater than about
20 nm, domains with diameters greater than 20 nm would feel little affect of the size on the line
tension.
While domain coalescence (namely, macro-phase separation) is the preferred, lowest energy state
for line tensions great than about 0.5 pN (102), it can be achieved only after domains overcome the
energy barrier at spacings lower than 2L¯∗2. The time-scale for domain collisions can be approximated
using a Boltzmann weight (see, for example, (110)) as
τ ∼
(
D2d
4Dx0
)
exp
(
∆E
kT
)
, (5.12)
where D is the diffusion coefficient for domains of diameter Dd, the concentration of domains is
proportional to 4Dx0/D2d, and ∆E is the energy barrier to coalescence.
In a system with stripe-like domains, ∆E is given by the interface length times ∆γ. However,
due to the typically circular geometry of membrane domains (verified both theoretically (109) and
experimentally (53) for domains with line tension greater than about 0.5 pN) the Deryaguin approx-
imation for short-range interaction between surfaces (110) is used to estimate an appropriate length
scale. The resulting estimate for the effective interface length between two approaching domains is
∼ 2√λDd, where λ is the characteristic decay length of monolayer deformations (∼ 2 to 4 nm). The
energy barrier is then
∆E
kT
= 2∆γ¯
√
λDd
(√
2 A¯c
(
A¯d/A¯c
)
(hc − hd)2
1 +
(
A¯d/A¯c
) ) . (5.13)
In Fig. 5.3 the estimated collision time (Eq. 5.13) is shown for typical membrane values. As may
be expected, increasing the resistance of the continuous phase to deformation (by increasing the
area stretch modulus Bc) increases the energy barrier height and, thus, the characteristic time to
domain collision and coalescence. Quite surprisingly, however, is the observation that the maximal
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time to coalescence occurs when the two phases have similar moduli, namely, when A¯d/A¯c ∼ 1,
while systems with highly asymmetric phase parameters where A¯d/A¯c is either very low or very
high are characterized by a more rapid collision rate. Doubling the domain size leads to an increase
of 2 to 3 orders of magnitude in the time scale for domain coalescence, as shown in Fig. 5.3. Clearly,
depending on the properties of the lipids in each phase and the domain size, the time-scale for
domain merger can vary several orders of magnitude from seconds to days. Since domain growth
limited by the Ostwald ripening process takes on the order of hours to days for domains diameters
of about 100 nm (102), it is found that the energy barrier to domain coalescence can indeed slow
domain growth for domains of order tens of nanometers.
The idea of domain crowding is one aspect that is often ignored by models that assume a fixed
value of line tension. The domain interface-interface spacing for monodisperse hexagonally ordered
domains can be written as
2Lc = Dd
(
1
2
√
pi
x0 sin(pi/3)
− 1
)
, (5.14)
where x0 is the mole fraction of lipids in the domain phase. Since the spacing at a fixed x0 increases
linearly with domain size, only small domains should be influenced by crowding; however, if you
consider this influence in the context of the initial stages of domain growth the impact could be
more pronounced.
A recent exhaustive kinetic study identified nucleation and growth as the dominant process for
domain growth for domains up to about 10 nm in diameter with a time scale on the order of 100
µs (102). Based on the same study’s estimate of the diffusion of small domains (D ∼ 3× 10−8 cm2
s−1), an average domain would have a mean-squared displacement on the order of 1 µm in that
same time-frame. If the repulsion between domains is large enough, one would expect that these
nanoscale domains would order themselves to minimize any repulsive interactions. Moreover, in such
an ordered environment, any domain that breaks this hexagonal structure would interact negatively
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with each of its six nearest neighbors. This effect can be estimated by noting that the work required
for a domain to move from L¯ = L¯∗2 toward the peak at L¯ = L¯
∗
1 is just the integral of the force
from point to point, or equivalently, the difference in the domain-domain interaction energy. If a
single mobile domain is considered in a fixed hexagonal lattice of domains, the effective increase in
the barrier height can be estimated as the mobile domain approaches another domain by adding
the contributions of the interactions of each of the six nearest domains. For 10 nm domains with
A¯d/A¯c ∼ 1 and domain interface-interface spacing of about 10 nm, this increase in barrier height is
about 35 %. This ordering phenomenon for small domains (order 20 nm or less) supports the notion
that domain merger does not contribute much to domain growth for small domains (102).
Another way of envisioning the influence of this crowding effect is to examine the effect of the
mole fraction of lipids in the domain phase, x0, on the domain spacing for different domain diameters.
Fig. 5.4 plots the domain spacing for several values of Dd as a function of x0. The top of the dark-
shaded, attractive zone represents a hypothetical critical domain spacing. A value of Ac ∼ 1/
√
2
gives a critical spacing of about 5 nm, below which domains would be highly unstable and prone
to rapid aggregation/coalescence. Similarly, this idea applies to the intra-domain interactions; with
Ad ∼ 1/
√
2, the domain critical radius should be roughly 5 nm, which is the same order of magnitude
estimated by a much more rigorous theory of domain growth (102). Sub-critical nuclei (smaller than
about 5 nm) would be highly unstable. As the domains grow through independent growth and
Ostwald ripening, they would experience a regime of high repulsion (light-shaded zone). Domain
interface-interface spacing is ideal (i.e., the line tension is minimized) when 2L¯c = 2L¯∗2. If, after the
processes of nucleation and growth independent growth are essentially complete, the domains are
on the order of 10 nm, then the crowding effect could enhance the barrier to domain coalescence.
5.4 Discussion and Conclusions
In this Chapter the line tension is calculated between membrane phases as a function of the continu-
ous and domain phase moduli, the domain size, and the domain phase area fraction. The line tension
that is calculated, γ (Fig. 5.2), accounts for the energy, per unit length, associated with the pertur-
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bation of the domain and the continuous phase structure by the thickness and stiffness mismatch at
the interface (see Fig. 5.1). We find that the line tension is sensitive not only to the characteristics
of the phases (bending and area stretch modulus, thickness) but also to the domain size and spacing.
The line tension is maximal for a single domain when the domain diameter is roughly 2L¯∗1, which is,
for a typical membrane, about 5 nm. This suggests that domains smaller than 5 nm are unstable and
would either coalesce to larger sizes or dissolve. However, domains larger than 2L¯∗1 are meta-stable
and may be long-lived due to the repulsive interactions between domains at moderate spacings (Fig.
5.2), which may be enhanced by dipole-dipole repulsions (122). The dimensions for the long-lived,
meta-stable domains are found to be about 10 nm or more, similar to those found by spectroscopic
methods (62, 69); as domains grow, the stabilizing domain-domain repulsions increase in magnitude
and the characteristic collision time increases (Fig. 5.3). This “slowing while growing” effect should
lead to a relatively monodisperse population of domain sizes.
In principle, the line tension between a continuous and a domain phase should include, in ad-
dition to the interfacial deformation energy, a “chemical” contribution arising from compositional
differences between the phases. However, the chemical structure of lipids and cholesterol is rather
similar (unlike, for example, hydrocarbons and water). Moreover, in many cases the compositions
of coexisting membrane phases are quite similar (15). Thus, it is possile that the line tension may
be dominated, in most bilayers, by the interface deformation.
Substituting typical values for the moduli of the two membrane phases and varying the thickness
mismatch from 0.1 to 0.5 nm per monolayer yields typical values of 0.2 to 3.5 kT nm−1, or about 1 to
15 pN for the line tension. In systems where one phase is very stiff to bending and area changes (e.g.
a gel phase), the line tension is 0.3 to 6 kT nm−1 for a similar value of the thickness mismatch. Quite
surprisingly, these values—which should be taken as a lower bound for γ, since they do not include
any chemical mismatch contributions—are higher than the measurement of the line tension in giant
vesicles composed of a ternary mixture of sphingomyelin, dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC), and
cholesterol: Baumgart et al. (53) find that the line tension was 0.9 pN, which is equal to 0.22 kT
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nm−1 at 303K, in agreement with the 1 pN estimated from relaxation measurements of domains in
monolayers by Ju¨licher and Lipowsky (123). In this calculation, such a line tension would correspond
to a monolayer thickness mismatch between the domains and the continuous phase of order 0.1 nm,
much lower than the expected mismatch based on lipid density measurements. On the other hand, a
recent coarse-grained molecular dynamics study estimated the line tension for DPPC/DPPE bilayer
in the liquid-gel coexistence region at about 2.6 to 2.9 kT nm−1 (112), which corresponds to about
10 to 12 pN and is in agreement with the upper limit of line tension estimates presented here.
Once domains of a particular size form, there is a finite energy barrier that may prevent the
coalescence of two domains. The origin of this energy barrier is the increase in the deformation
energy of the continuous phase when the separation between two domains decreases. A similar
barrier was found for the membrane-induced interactions between membrane proteins (105, 106).
This repulsive force may impart kinetic stability to the domains by inhibiting the probability of
coalescence, as shown in Fig. 5.3. As may be expected, the characteristic time scale for domain
collision and coalescence increases with the area stiffness modulus of the continuous phase, as a
result of the associated increase in the phase deformation energy. Also as may be expected, the
time scale for coalescence of large domains is much longer than that of smaller domains, resulting
from their slightly lower mobility and longer circumference. Quite unexpectedly, however, for a
given continuous phase, the longest time scale for collision occurs when the two phases have similar
moduli, namely, when the ratio A¯d/A¯c is close to unity. To understand this unexpected behavior
the causes for the energy barrier (∆γ, or ∆E) must be reviewed. An isolated domain incurs a given
line tension penalty associated with the thickness mismatch at the interface with the continuous
phase. As two domains approach, the regions of interfacial perturbation begin to overlap, thereby
increasing the energetic penalty. If the continuous phase is “softer” and more easy to perturb than
the domain phase (namely, when A¯d/A¯c  1), most of the perturbation takes place in the continuous
phase, while the structure of the domain phase does not vary significantly. The energetic penalty
associated with domain collision is therefore dominated by the continuous phase deformation, so that
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τ increases with increasing A¯c. In the opposite limit where A¯d/A¯c  1 most of the perturbation
takes place within the domain phase, and is therefore less sensitive to the value of A¯c. The maximal
energetic penalty to domain coalescence, and thus the maximum in τ occurs when the two phases
have similar moduli so that A¯d/A¯c ∼ 1.
The interactions between domains are attractive at short distances and repulsive at longer dis-
tances (Fig. 5.2). For any given domain size (assuming low polydispersity), the average distance
between domains, or spacing, is coupled to the domain size via the domain phase area fraction:
Increasing the domain size decreases, at a fixed area fraction, the number of domains and thus
increases the distance between them. As shown in Fig. 5.4, domains smaller than order 5 nm fall
into the unstable region when the domain area fraction is above 0.5. As the domain size increases,
the area fraction above which the domains become unstable increases: For domains of order 50 nm,
domains are unstable when the area fraction increases above 0.8.
In conclusion, the line tension is calculated between membrane domains and the continuous phase
arising from the deformation of bilayer structure due to the interface. The dependence of the line
tension on domain size and area fraction (inversely proportional to spacing) suggests that, although
small domains of order 10 nm or less are unstable, slightly larger domains of order 20 to 50 nm may
be meta-stable over time scales of order minutes to days depending on the lipid properties. As the
size of the domain increases, stability from domain coalescence increases; therefore, monodisperse
domain size populations are likely. This is in agreement with studies that find nanoscale domains
in various phase-separated membrane systems (63, 69, 70), and may also explain why the large,
micron-scale domains observed in fluorescent microscopy studies (53, 55) are found to repel each
other rather than coalesce into a single phase.
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hc(z)
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-z z
z = 0
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Domain PhaseContinuous Phase
Figure 5.1: A 2D sketch of a fluid-fluid interface in a membrane bilayer. Here the domain phase has a
thickness greater than the surrounding continuous phase. This thickness mismatch results in an interfacial
line tension around the perimeter of the domain. The coordinate system used in this study defines z = 0
at the interface boundary, and the absolute height of the membrane at a distance is h(z). The membrane
adopts an optimal profile which minimizes the lipid perturbations from equilibrium thereby minimizing the
line tension.
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Figure 5.2: Normalized domain line tension (left), γ¯ = γ/γ0, and the absolute line tension (right) as a
function of the dimensionless distance, L¯. The location of the peak at L¯ = L¯∗1 is independent of A¯d/A¯c, and
the height of the peak is independent of L¯. The relative barrier height, ∆γ¯, is largest for a stiff domain phase
and smallest for a stiff continuous phase (i.e., the ratio A¯d/A¯c). The height of the peak ranges from ∼ 0–36
% of γ∞, and when the mechanical properties of the two phases are identical (A¯d/A¯c = 1), the height of the
peak is ∼ 15% of the isolated domain case. Also shown is the corresponding force (inset) between domains
(f ∼ −∂γ¯/∂L¯). The force oscillates between attractive and repulsive (shaded) forces with exponentially
decaying magnitude as a function of L¯. (shown (right), Kc = 50 kT , Bc = 50 kT nm
−1, A¯d/A¯c = 1, hc = 2
nm, and hd = 2.5 nm)
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Figure 5.3: The approximate collision time, τ , for (A) 25 nm and (B) 50 nm domains as a function of the
dimensionless domain area stretch modulus, Bd, for typical values of the continuous area stretch modulus,
Bc. The peak in the collision time occurs near A¯d/A¯c ∼ 1 and can be on the order of seconds to hours
for domain sizes in the tens of nanometers. The amplitude of the peak is only weakly dependent on K;
however, the peak shifts left for Kd > Kc. The main parameters which affect the magnitude of the peak are
the domain diameter, the height mismatch between the two phases, and the area stretch modulus. (shown,
Kc = 50 kT , Kd = 100 kT , x0 = 0.5, hc = 2 nm, hd = 2.5 nm, and λ = 3 nm)
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Figure 5.4: The absolute (left) and dimensionless (right) domain interface-interface spacing for monodis-
perse hexagonally packed domains with diameters of 10, 25 and 50 nm plotted as a function of the mole
fraction of lipids in the domain phase, x0. The dark shaded region corresponds to a domain spacing where
attractive forces dominate and domains would be highly unstable. The lighter shaded region corresponds to
a domain spacing in the repulsive regime.
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Chapter 6: Outlook
6.1 Summary of Contributions
The work presented in this thesis has contributed numerous ideas and results to the research of
heterogeneity in lipid bilayers. Firstly, a model for fluorescence resonance energy transfer was
presented for bilayers with heterogeneity in the form of small monodisperse domains. The model
was tested using Monte Carlo calculations and proved to be quite accurate for domain sizes up to
about 4 times the Fo¨rster distance, or about 20 nm for a typical donor-acceptor pair. The model
was also tested to determine its applicability to systems with polydisperse or ordered domains and
proved equally accurate. Confidence intervals were estimated for domains of up to about 10 times
the Fo¨rster distance indicating error on the order of 50 % or less for all domain sizes and less for
domains smaller than 4 times the Fo¨rster distance. In addition to the results presented here, the
programs used for carrying out the Monte Carlo calculations and the model predictions are provided
in Appendix A. Also, programs for analysis of the simulated data and real experimental data are
being made available for the application of this model in Appendices B and C respectively.
Secondly, the perturbation model presented for flat membrane domains offers many useful insights
into domain behavior and growth. The idea of larger line tensions than those measured and predicted
in previous work (53, 104) are suggested. These higher line tensions could drastically alter domain
growth kinetics, leading to domains on the order of tens of nanometers that may persist on the order
of hours to days. These findings are complementary, not contradictory, to those presented in other
membrane models. In addition to the suggestion that higher line tension should not be ruled out,
the idea of critical domain size is evidenced by the line tension as a function of domain size. Below a
certain critical size, about 5 nm, domains would be highly unstable entities with very short lifetimes.
Similarly, these ideas apply to small domain spacings as well. In the limit of small domains, the
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domain spacing rapidly approaches a critical limit for even moderate domain surface coverage. This
finding has interesting implications about the early stages of domain formation, and this domain
density effect could potentially alter the growth kinetics suggested previously (102).
6.2 Future Work
This section makes recommendations for future work; specifically, a series of proof-of-principle ex-
periments are suggested to further test the applicability of the proposed RET model. In addition,
some preliminary work extending the efforts presented in Chapter 5 is presented for the case of
budded membrane domains. While the analysis of this work is limited, it implies budding may be
preferable for small nanoscale domains under the right conditions. Clearly, further work on this
model is necessary before any strict conclusions may be drawn.
6.2.1 RET Experiments
With the successful application of the model to Monte Carlo data, it seems reasonable to suggest a
series of experiments to confirm/disconfirm its applicability to experimental systems. Accordingly, a
series of experiments are suggested here for a well-studied model membrane system. A suitable RET
pair should be chosen as set forth in Chapter 3; it is recommended that a pair as well-documented
as NBD-DPPE and Rh-DOPE be used to avoid arguments related to probe aggregation and other
anomalies (62). Time-resolved measurements should be taken for a system that is suggested as
having membrane heterogeneity on the order of tens of nanometers. Again, using a model mem-
brane system that is well-documented is suggested; as discussed previously, knowledge of the phase
diagram is critical to successful model application. For this reason, ternary model systems mea-
sured using highly quantitative methods such as NMR and ESR may be good test systems (15, 48);
however, considering recent evidence suggesting the extreme sensitivity of phase boundaries to even
the smallest levels of “impurities” (16), it may be preferable to use methods that estimate phase
boundaries and tie-lines using the same fluorescent probe conditions. Using such a system (62),
would also allow direct comparison of size estimates.
Although the best fitting procedure for experimental data is not yet obvious, a few suggestions
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based on other fitting efforts are summarized here. First, it seems more accurate to estimate the
partitioning of probes rather than leaving them as free fit parameters. The partitioning can be
estimated rather easily by established methods (62, 63). As may be expected, it also seems that
more accurate measurements of probe partitioning provide more accurate domain diameters. To
achieve these, at least 8 equally spaced measurements are suggested in phase space. Concurrently,
the lifetime-weighted quantum yields in each phase can also be estimated using the same fitting
procedure; however, it is not clear whether fixing these offers improved results. In fact, leaving
the lifetime-weighted quantum yields as free fit parameters may be preferable. Of course, global
analysis of the donor and donor-acceptor decays is recommended to achieve the best results. Multi-
exponential decays may be treated as done previously (62, 63). With the framework outlined here
and the programs provided for data fitting, it should be possible to design a set of proof-of-principle
experiments to test the model presented in this thesis.
6.2.2 Budding Domain Model
The model presented in Chapter 5 can easily be modified to take membrane budding into account.
Some preliminary work is presented on such an extension; key features of the model are identified
and some interesting early results are presented. Suggestions for future work on this model are also
made.
Fig. 6.1 shows the basic sketch of a fluid membrane domain with a free contact angle, θ, and
domain diameter, Dd. The domain is assumed to be spherically symmetric and therefore forms a
spherical cap. The free energy penalty of such a domain is the sum of the monolayer perturbation
penalty plus the curvature penalty associated with the formation of a spherical cap such that
F = Fcap + Fperturb. (6.1)
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The curvature penalty of a membrane with no spontaneous curvature is described by (103)
Fcap = (2KH2)Acap (6.2)
where K is the bending modulus, H is the mean curvature, and the surface area of the spherical
cap Acap ' piD2d/(2 + 2 cos θ) when the radius of curvature, Rc  heq.
The budding of membrane domains allows for a reduction in the domain perimeter. Experimental
and theoretical evidence have shown that membrane domains can bud, or bow, out of the plane of
the membrane in order to relieve some of stress due to the interfacial line tension (53, 104); however,
there is a cost in the form of a bending energy of the domain. While models exist that explain many
experimental observations of domain buds on the order of microns, the idea of budding in order to
minimize mechanical stresses in the membrane has yet to be explored. Here we modify the case of
flat domains to account for an interfacial contact region with a contact angle θ as shown in Fig. 6.1.
Choosing the correct boundary conditions for the case of a contact angle between the two phases
is not so obvious. If we assume that the same boundary conditions apply at the interface as in the
case of flat domains (namely, the curvature at the interface is zero for both phases) with additional
geometric constraints related to the contact angle, we can easily obtain an expression for the free
energy. Minimizing the free energy due to monolayer perturbation with respect to the membrane
profile, ∆(z), and plugging the resulting profile back into the free energy yields the free energy as a
function of the boundary conditions. The simplified free energy of the monolayer in both phases is
identical to Eq. 5.7; however, the value of ∆0 in each phase is related according to
∆0,c = −1 + (1 + ∆0,d)hd
hc
cos θ . (6.3)
Solving for the optimal ∆0 subject to this constraint (Eq. 6.3) and simplifying yields the expression
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for the line tension of a bilayer at the optimal interfacial conditions as
γ =
√
2 (hc − hd cos θ)2 α2,c α2,d(
A¯−1c α1,c α2,d + A¯−1d α1,d α2,c cos2 θ
) . (6.4)
If we look in the limit of L¯ 1 of both phases, the expression for the line tension simplifies to
γ =
√
2 (hc − hd cos θ)2(
A¯−1c + A¯−1d cos2 θ
) . (6.5)
Curve C3 in Fig. 6.2 plots this line tension of the bilayer as a function of the contact angle, θ,
normalized relative to the flat case. Therefore, any part of the curve that dips below 1.0 represents
a contact angle with lower line tension than the flat case. Note that the curve is below 1.0 for all
values of θ shown, and that the line tension is equal to zero at some optimal θ = θ∗. This behavior
can be understood by realizing that a phase with height mismatch can tilt relative to the flat phase
in order to compensate for that mismatch. To illustrate this, consider the shaded triangle in Fig.
6.3. The flat continuous phase has some interfacial height, hc(z = 0), and the angled, domain phase
has a height, hd(z = 0). It is easy to visualize an angle where the interfacial height converges to that
of the continuous phase such that hd(z = 0) cos θ = hc(z = 0) = hc. In this case, the shaded area
shown in Fig. 6.3 which obviously must have some perturbation penalty, has none. Consequently, the
boundary conditions of zero curvature for both phases are obviously inadequate. The reason for this
inadequacy arises from the lack of coupling of the two phases. Clearly, different boundary conditions
that couple the two phases are necessary to appropriately estimate the effect of the contact angle.
Another possible choice of boundary condition is to arbitrarily give one phase a flat interface
and the other an angled one (e.g., see Fig. 6.3). In doing so, we can treat the phase with the flat
interface with the zero curvature boundary condition and adopt an angle matching condition (e.g.,
∂∆/∂z = − tan θ/h at z = 0) for the other, as done previously for rigid inclusions (124). While this
scenario does maintain a coupling between the two phases, it fails in the limit of flat domains because
the slope of the profile ∂∆/∂z = 0 at z = 0, and the perturbation energy would be much higher
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than our previous solution of flat domains. Instead, we chose to adopt a slope matching condition
at the interface, such that −∂∆c/∂zc = ∂∆d/∂zd + tan θ/hd at z = 0. This approximation seems
the most appropriate and converges to within a few percent of the case of flat domains at θ = 0 (see
Fig. 6.2). The additional term, tan θ/hd, corrects for the coordinate change from one phase to the
other. If we assume the slope at the boundary to be linear in ∆0, which is the case in the solution
for flat domains, the domain profile becomes Solving Eq. 5.1 for the membrane profile yields
∆(z) =
∆0
α1
[
cos
(
A1/4z√
2
)
cosh
(
L¯− A
1/4z√
2
)
+ cos
(
L¯− A
1/4z√
2
)
cosh
(
A1/4z√
2
)]
+
∆0 + ∆′0
√
2/A1/4
α2
[
sin
(
A1/4z√
2
)
sinh
(
L¯− A
1/4z√
2
)
+ sin
(
L¯− A
1/4z√
2
)
sinh
(
A1/4z√
2
)]
, (6.6)
which, in the limit of L¯→∞ becomes
∆(z) = exp
(
−A
1/4z√
2
)[
∆0 cos
(
A1/4z√
2
)
+
(
∆0 + ∆′0
√
2/A1/4
)
sin
(
A1/4z√
2
)]
, (6.7)
where ∆′0 is the slope at the interface z = 0. The line tension of the monolayer for one phase then
becomes
γ = B
√
2 ∆20 ∆
′2
0 α1 −
√
2A∆20 α3 − 2A1/4 ∆20 ∆′0 α4
A3/4 α2
, (6.8)
where we defined, for convenience, two dimensionless lengths:
α3 = cos L¯− cosh L¯
α4 = sin L¯− sinh L¯ , (6.9)
where L¯ =
√
2A1/4 L. In the limit of large domain separation/domain size, namely, L → ∞, the
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profile simplifies to
γ = B
√
2 ∆20 ∆
′2
0 +
√
2A∆20 + 2A
1/4 ∆20 ∆
′
0
A3/4
. (6.10)
Unlike the case of flat domains, the solution for an angled interface is not symmetric about the
midplane; therefore, separate solutions must be obtained for each monolayer. The bilayer energy
is then just the sum of the contributions from each monolayer. While analytical solutions of the
optimal slope, ∆′0, and interface height ∆0 are possible, the complexity of the line tension solution
makes it unfit for presentation here. Although the analytical solution for line tension is not presented
here, the line tension of large domains (normalized to the case of flat domains) is shown in Fig. 6.2
as a function of the contact angle, θ, for a continuous phase monolayer thickness of 2.0 nm and
domain phase thicknesses of 10, 20, and 30% greater than that of the continuous phase. For typical
values of the lipid properties, a minimum in the line tension occurs for values of thickness above
some critical threshold between 20 and 30%. This finding suggests, assuming the bending penalty
is small, that domains larger than about 20 nm with a large enough line tension would prefer to
bud to reduce the line tension at the interface. Note that this calculation is for the line tension,
given per nanometer of interface, and it does not in any way account for the perimeter reduction
that can be achieved through budding. This is quite surprising indeed and suggests that membrane
perturbations in height-mismatched fluid systems can be minimized by adopting some optimal angle
at the interface. The same system is plotted in Fig. 6.4 for domains of diameter 5, 10, and 20 nm
with a 30% thickness difference between domain and continuous phases. Clearly, domain size and
height mismatch are important factors in these calculations; however, as may be expected, domains
of 10 nm or greater exhibit much the same behavior as large domains. This suggests that domains
as smalls as 10 to 20 nm may prefer a budded state in order to mimimize membrane perturbations
if they exhibit line tensions above some critical threshold.
While the results presented here are strictly preliminary, the few calculations that were performed
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suggest some new and interesting behavior never before postulated in such systems. Interestingly,
the critical threshold of between 20 and 30% thickness increase in the domain phase corresponds
to cases of slow domain coalescence in the flat domain calculation presented in Chapter 5. While
this may be strictly coincidental, one cannot help but wonder how this notion could be exploited
in nature. In such amazing complex systems of organization as the plasma membrane, it would
seem a waste for nature not to exploit the extra degree of freedom allowed by domain budding for
nanoscale structures as well as micron structures. This nanoscale budding could have huge potential
steric effects on the function and organization of proteins in the bilayer. There is clear motivation
for the continuation of this work as the results could offer a new interpretation of nanoscale domain
behavior in lipid bilayers.
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Figure 6.1: (a) Sketch of the interface defined by the contact angle θ and z = 0. The positive z direction
is defined as moving away from the interface. (b) Sketch of the interface defined by the contact angle θ and
z = 0. The positive z direction is defined as moving away from the interface. The center of the domain is
defined at z = L and the width of the domain is defined by the domain diameter, Dd.
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Figure 6.2: Normalized free energy of membrane domains per nanometer of interface as a function of the
contact angle at the interface, θ. The free energy is normalized relative to the case of flat domains for a
continuous phase thickness of 2.0 nm. The curves C0, C1, and C2 represent the free energy as calculated
by Eq. 6.10 of domains with a thicknesses that are 10, 20, and 30 % thicker than the continuous phase
respectively in the limit of large domains. Curve C3 represents the solution according to the no curvature
boundary condition at the interface for both phases, as calculated from Eq. 6.5. (Ac = Ad = 1 nm
−4,
Bc = Bd = 60 nm
−2)
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Figure 6.3: This is a sketch of a two-phase interface with a height mismatch. If the boundary conditions
are such that both phases have zero curvature at the interface, the frustration of lipids in the shaded region is
ignored. In this way, the tilted, domain phase could adopt an angle such that hc(0) = hd(0), and there would
be zero perturbation penalty. While the shaded area represents only the upper monolayer perturbation-free
zone, the same is true of the lower monolayer.
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Figure 6.4: Normalized free energy of membrane domains as a function of the contact angle at the interface,
θ. The free energy is normalized relative to the case of flat domains for a continuous phase thickness of 2.0
nm. The three solid curves represent the free energy for domains with a 30% thicker domain phase including
the bending penalty defined in Eq. 6.8 for domain diameters of 5, 10, and 20 nm. The bending penalty is
independent of domain size; consequently, as the domain size increases, the influence of the bending penalty
decreases and the curves converge to the case of no bending penalty (dashed curve, C2). Curve C3 represents
the solution according to the no curvature boundary condition at the interface for both phases, as calculated
from Eq. 6.5. (Ac = Ad = 1 nm
−4, Bc = Bd = 60 nm−2)
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Appendix A: Mathematica Program for Monte Carlo Calculations
This appendix contains the computer code, produced using Mathematica 5.2 (Wolfram Research,
Champaign, IL), for the Monte Carlo calculation of time-resolved RET decay data for disk-like
domains in a planar bilayer geometry. The code places circular domains according to a non-overlap
condition randomly in the plane of the bilayer; currently, the code is set up for vertically coupled
domains in the bilayer, but it could easily be modified for uncoupled domains. The limit for such
domain place is just under 55 % surface coverage; higher surface coverage values require the use of
a tessellation calculation to place domains (not included). The code works for any input domain
polydispersity and can also be used for a hexagonally-ordered domain arrangement. Probes (donors
and acceptors) are also placed randomly according to a non-overlap condition; the fraction of probes
placed in each phase is set by the input partition coefficients (kA and kD).
The simulation is carried out for a square section of the bilayer with periodic boundary conditions.
The size of the simulation box is determined by the number of probes of each type per monolayer
(MinProbes). While reducing the box size increases the computation speed (number of overlap
checks reduces exponentially), it is recommended that the number of domains be greater than about
ten for all runs. There is likely some optimum value of probes to achieve minimum computation
time, but it is not calculated here. The surface coverage is calculated based on the phase diagram
information inputed by the user. Required parameters are the phase boundaries (ldxc and loxc) and
the area per lipid in each phase (Ald and Alo). Currently, the calculations are set based on a simple
binary system with phase boundaries at 8 and 28 % cholesterol; however, this can be modified to
suit any setup.
The output of the calculation can be set by the user. Currently the program is set to output the
decay value at discrete times; however, since the calculation retains all of the decay information, the
user can choose any number of output points with any time step with no accuracy loss.
† Setup
<< Statistics`NormalDistribution`
Off@General::spell1D;
Off@General::spellD;
Off@General::"openx"D;
ClearAll@"Global`*"D;
† Change directory towhatever youwant your workingdirectory to be.
SetDirectory@"êUsersêkbt22ê"DêUsersêkbt22
† Output Files for data
Close@"SingleFitDataPolyALL"D;
OutputFile = OpenWrite@"SingleFitDataPolyALL"D;
SetOptions@OutputFile, FormatType Ø OutputForm, PageWidth Ø 160D;
Close@"MultiFitDataPolyALL"D;
DataFile = OpenWrite@"MultiFitDataPolyALL"D;
SetOptions@DataFile, FormatType Ø OutputForm, PageWidth Ø 160D;
† Input variables HglobalL
zz = 1;
† NumberOfCycles is the number of times to run themain loop for each set of input parameters.
NumberOfCycles = 3;
† PolyDisp is thepolydispersity of the systemdefined as
one standarddeviation equal to PolyDisp times themean diameter.
PolyDispSteps = 3;
PolyDisp@1D = 0.2;
PolyDisp@2D = 0.1;
PolyDisp@3D = 0.001;
† Polycut is a simplificationmade to speedup the search for satisfaction of periodic boundary conditions.
For@i = 1, i <= PolyDispSteps, i++,
PolyCut@iD = 1 + PolyDisp@iD* 5;D;
† Abulk is the bulk surface coverage or area fractionof surface that is domain phase. The values Ald
and Alo are the area per lipid in each phase, liquid- disordered and - ordered respectively.
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AbulkSteps = 3;
Abulk@1D = 0.1;
Abulk@2D = 0.25;
Abulk@3D = 0.5;
Ald = 60.1;
Alo = 48.8;
XloSteps = AbulkSteps;
ForAi = 1, i <= AbulkSteps, i++,
Xlo@iD = Abulk@iD AldÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Abulk@iD Ald + Alo - Abulk@iD Alo ;E;
Print@TableForm@Table@Xlo@iD, 8i, AbulkSteps<D,
TableDirections Ø 8Row, Column<, TableSpacing Ø 84, 0<DD;
0.120369 0.291041 0.551882
† The values ldxcand loxcdefine thephase boundaries
in cholesterolmole fraction. w is themembrane thickness,
R is the Forster distance, tau is the lifetime-weightedquantum yield in each phase,
andDmin is theminimumvan derWaals separationof the two fluorophores.
ldxc = 0.08;
loxc = 0.28;
wlo = 39.0;
wld = 39.0;
Rlo = 50.1;
Rld = 50.1;
tlo = 1.32;
tld = 0.8;
w = wlo;
ForsterRadius@1D = Rlo;
ForsterRadius@2D = Rld;
DonorLifetime@1D = tlo;
DonorLifetime@2D = tld;
IntegratedTime = 106;
BilayerThickness = 39.0;
h = BilayerThickness;
CholDiameter = 7.0;
PhosDiameter = 9.4;
AverageDiameter =
CholDiameter + PhosDiameter
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
;
Dmin = AverageDiameter;
† Acceptor to Lipid ratio HALRL,
ormole fraction of acceptor in simulation. Themole fraction of donor is set to be equal to this later.
ALRSteps = 1;
ALR@1D = 0.005;
ALR@2D = 0.003;
ALR@3D = 0.002;
† Partition coefficients for donor HkDL and acceptor HkAL
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kDSteps = 1;
kD@1D = 4.0;
kD@2D = 2.0;
kD@3D = 1.5;
kASteps = 1;
kA@1D = 0.25;
kA@2D = 0.5;
† Domain diameters in angstroms.
DomainDiameterSteps = 8;
DomainDiameter@1D = 50.;
DomainDiameter@2D = 75.;
DomainDiameter@3D = 100.;
DomainDiameter@4D = 150.;
DomainDiameter@5D = 200.;
DomainDiameter@6D = 300.;
DomainDiameter@7D = 400.;
DomainDiameter@8D = 500.;
† This is themain loopof the code. The program is run for various values of polydispersity, probe partitioning,
domain size, and surface coverage. Each run contains 2000 probes of each type in eachmonolayer.
PastDate = AbsoluteTime@D;
ForAee = 1, ee § kASteps, ee++,
ForAbb = 1, bb § kDSteps, bb++,
ForAff = 1, ff § XloSteps, ff++,
ForAaa = 1, aa § DomainDiameterSteps, aa++,
ForAgg = 1, gg <= PolyDispSteps, gg++,
ForAcc = 1, cc § ALRSteps, cc++,
PastDate2 = AbsoluteTime@D;H*
Here the size of the simulation is calculated and the number
of probes in each phase is approximated based on the input variables.
*L
Clear@NDomain, CholesterolCont, NDonorlo, NAcceptorlo, DdD;
MinProbes = 2000;
Dd = DomainDiameter@aaD;
Box = 4 * Dd;
CLR = ALR@ccD;
Box = IfA ALR@ccD* Box2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Ald - Ald Xlo@ffD + Alo Xlo@ffD > MinProbes,
4 * Dd, -ikjj MinProbesÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅALR@ccD * HAld - Ald Xlo@ffD + Alo Xlo@ffDLy{zzE;
Ntot = RoundA Box2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Ald - Ald Xlo@ffD + Alo Xlo@ffD E;
NDomain = RoundA 4 Alo Box2 Xlo@ffDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Dd2 p HAld - Ald Xlo@ffD + Alo Xlo@ffDL E;
NDomain = If@NDomain < 5, 5, NDomainD;H* Code for hexagonal spacing;
xx=RoundAè!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!NDomain*Sin@pê3D E;
xy=Round@xxêSin@pê3DD;
xy=If@OddQ@xyD,xy+1,xyD;
NDomain=xx*xy;
*L
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*LH*
Domain polydisperisty
calculations: sizes are set for each domain based on a normal distribution.
*L
ndist = NormalDistribution@DomainDiameter@aaD, PolyDisp@ggD* DomainDiameter@aaDD;
For@i = 1, i § NDomain, i++,
DiamOfDomain@iD = Random@ndistD;
DiamOfDomain@iD =
If@DiamOfDomain@iD < 2 * AverageDiameter, 2 * AverageDiameter, DiamOfDomain@iDD;
AreaOfDomain@iD = p HDiamOfDomain@iDê 2L2;D;
SortedDiameters = Sort@Table@DiamOfDomain@iD, 8i, 1, NDomain<D, GreaterD;
SortedAreas = Sort@Table@AreaOfDomain@iD, 8i, 1, NDomain<D, GreaterD;
For@i = 1, i § NDomain, i++,
DiamOfDomain@iD = SortedDiameters@@iDD;
AreaOfDomain@iD = SortedAreas@@iDD;D;
TotalAreaOfDomains = Total@Table@AreaOfDomain@iD, 8i, 1, NDomain<DD;
MeanDdOfDomains = Mean@Table@DiamOfDomain@iD, 8i, 1, NDomain<DD;
H* Code for hexagonal spacing;
R=$%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%p*Dd2*NDomainÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
4*Abulk@ffD*xx*xy*Sin@pê3D ;
xBox=R*xx;
yBox=R*Sin@pê3D*xy;
Ntot=RoundA xBox*yBoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Ald-Ald Xlo@ffD+Alo Xlo@ffD E;
*L
Nlo = RoundA TotalAreaOfDomainsÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Alo
E;
Ntot = RoundA TotalAreaOfDomainsÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Xlo@ffD * Alo E;
Nld = Ntot - Nlo;
Box =
è!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Nlo* Alo + Nld* Ald ;
NChol = Round@Ntot Hldxc - ldxc Xlo@ffD + loxc Xlo@ffDLD;
NPhos = Ntot - NChol;
NChollo = RoundAloxc TotalAreaOfDomainsÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Alo
E;
NCholld = NChol - NChollo;
NPhoslo = RoundAH1 - loxcL TotalAreaOfDomainsÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Alo
E;
NPhosld = NPhos - NPhoslo;
NDonorld = RoundA CLR * Ntot* H1 - Xlo@ffDLÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
1 - H1 - kD@bbDL* Xlo@ffD E;
;
;
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Temp = SolveAkD@bbD == 1.0* NDonorlo *H1 - Xlo@ffDLÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
NDonorld* Xlo@ffD , NDonorloE;
NDonorlo = Round@NDonorlo ê. Temp@@1DDD;
NDonor = NDonorld + NDonorlo;
NAcceptorld = RoundA ALR@ccD * Ntot* H1 - Xlo@ffDLÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
1 - H1 - kA@eeDL* Xlo@ffD E;
Temp = SolveAkA@eeD == 1.0* NAcceptorlo *H1 - Xlo@ffDLÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
NAcceptorld * Xlo@ffD , NAcceptorloE;
NAcceptorlo = Round@NAcceptorlo ê. Temp@@1DDD;
NAcceptor = NAcceptorld + NAcceptorlo;H*
Various information is printed.
*L
Print@"********** Domain size = ",
Dd, " ALR = ", ALR@ccD, " ********** "D;
Print@"********** Polydispersity = ", PolyDisp@ggD, " ********** "D;
Print@"********** Mean Domain size = ", MeanDdOfDomains, " ********** "D;
Print@"New box size: ", BoxD;
PrintA"Corresponding vesicle diameter HnmL: ", 2 * Box*$%%%%%%1ÅÅÅÅ
p
E;
Print@"Number of domains: ", NDomainD;
PrintA"Actual Xlo: ", 1.0 * NloÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Ntot
E;
Print@"Number of chol: ", NChol, " Number of phos: ", NPhosD;
Print@"Number of mole in lo: ", Nlo, " Number mole in ld: ", NldD;
Print@"Number of acceptors ld: ", NAcceptorld, " lo: ", NAcceptorloD;
Print@"Number of donors ld: ", NDonorld, " lo: ", NDonorloD;
PrintA"Mol fraction of cholesterol in ld and lo: ",
1.0*
NCholld
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Nld
, " ", 1.0 *
NChollo
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Nlo
E;
PrintA"Mol fraction of donor in lo phase: ", 1.0* NDonorloÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Nlo
E;
PrintA"Fraction of chol in lo phase: ", 1.0* NCholloÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
NChol
E;
PrintA"Actual kD: ", 1.0* NDonorlo* H1 - Xlo@ffDLÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
NDonorld* Xlo@ffD ,
" % Error: ", 100.0 *
AbsA NDonorlo*H1-Xlo@ffDLÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅ
NDonorld*Xlo@ffD - kD@bbDE
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
kD@bbD E;
PrintA"Actual kA: ", 1.0* NAcceptorlo * H1 - Xlo@ffDLÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
NAcceptorld * Xlo@ffD , " % Error: ",
100.0*
AbsA NAcceptorlo*H1-Xlo@ffDLÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
NAcceptorld*Xlo@ffD - kA@eeDE
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
kA@eeD E;
PrintA"Overall chol mol fraction: ", 1.0* NCholÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Ntot
E;
pointsDA = TableA80, 0<, 9i, 5ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
0.05
=E;
pointsD = TableA80, 0<, 9i, 5ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
0.05
=E;H*
Calculation loop for each set of parameters.
*L
ForAcycles = 1, cycles § NumberOfCycles, cycles++,
;
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PastDate = AbsoluteTime@D;H*
Domain placement loop.
*LH* Code for hexagonal spacing;
For@p=1,p<=xx,p++,
For@q=1,q<=xy,q++,
addX=-xBoxê2+Hp-1L*R+If@EvenQ@qD,Rê2,0D;
addY=yBoxê2-Hq-1L*R*Sin@pê3D;
addZ=0.0;
i=Hq-1L xx+p;
CoordinateXYZDomain@i,1D=8addX,addY,addZ<;
CoordinateXYZDomain@i,2D=CoordinateXYZDomain@i,1D+8xBox,0,0<;
CoordinateXYZDomain@i,3D=CoordinateXYZDomain@i,1D+8xBox,yBox,0<;
CoordinateXYZDomain@i,4D=CoordinateXYZDomain@i,1D+8xBox,-yBox,0<;
CoordinateXYZDomain@i,5D=CoordinateXYZDomain@i,1D+8-xBox,0,0<;
CoordinateXYZDomain@i,6D=CoordinateXYZDomain@i,1D+8-xBox,yBox,0<;
CoordinateXYZDomain@i,7D=CoordinateXYZDomain@i,1D+8-xBox,-yBox,0<;
CoordinateXYZDomain@i,8D=CoordinateXYZDomain@i,1D+80,yBox,0<;
CoordinateXYZDomain@i,9D=CoordinateXYZDomain@i,1D+80,-yBox,0<;D;D;
*L
Label@BadDomainPlacementD;
Attempts = 0;
ForAi = 1, i § NDomain, i++,
Label@TryAgain1D;
Attempts++;
If@Attempts > 25* NDomain, Goto@BadDomainPlacementD, 0D;
addX = Box* Random@D - BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
;
addY = Box* Random@D - BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
;
addZ = 0.0;
CoordinateXYZDomain@i, 1D = 8addX, addY, addZ<;
CoordinateXYZDomain@i, 2D = CoordinateXYZDomain@i, 1D + 8Box, 0, 0<;
CoordinateXYZDomain@i, 3D = CoordinateXYZDomain@i, 1D + 8Box, Box, 0<;
CoordinateXYZDomain@i, 4D = CoordinateXYZDomain@i, 1D + 8Box, -Box, 0<;
CoordinateXYZDomain@i, 5D = CoordinateXYZDomain@i, 1D + 8-Box, 0, 0<;
CoordinateXYZDomain@i, 6D = CoordinateXYZDomain@i, 1D + 8-Box, Box, 0<;
CoordinateXYZDomain@i, 7D = CoordinateXYZDomain@i, 1D + 8-Box, -Box, 0<;
CoordinateXYZDomain@i, 8D = CoordinateXYZDomain@i, 1D + 80, Box, 0<;
CoordinateXYZDomain@i, 9D = CoordinateXYZDomain@i, 1D + 80, -Box, 0<;
ForAk = 1, k § 9, k++,
ForAj = 1, j < i, j++,
Temp = HCoordinateXYZDomain@i, kD - CoordinateXYZDomain@j, 1DL2;
IfA,HExtract@Temp, 1D + Extract@Temp, 2D + Extract@Temp, 3DL §
DiamOfDomain@iD + DiamOfDomain@jD
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
, Goto@TryAgain1D, 0E;E;
If@addX > Box ê 2 - PolyCut@ggD* Dd »» addX < -Boxê 2 + PolyCut@ggD* Dd »»»» , 0, D;E;
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addY > Box ê2 - PolyCut@ggD* Dd »» addY < -Box ê 2 + PolyCut@ggD* Dd, 0, Break@DD;E;E;H*
Domains are assumed vertically
coupled. This is the loop for probe placement in each monolayer.
*L
ForAh = 1, h § 2, h++,
addZ = If@h ã 1, BilayerThicknessê 2, -BilayerThicknessê 2D;H*
Donor placement
*L
ForAi = 1, i § NDonorlo, i++,
Label@TooSmallD;
Attempts = 0;
ChooseDomain = IntegerPart@NDomain* Random@DD + 1;
Label@TryAgain1D;
Attempts++;
If@Attempts > 200, Goto@TooSmallD, 0D;
addX = HDiamOfDomain@ChooseDomainD - AverageDiameterL * Random@D -
DiamOfDomain@ChooseDomainD
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
+
AverageDiameter
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
;
addY = HDiamOfDomain@ChooseDomainD - AverageDiameterL * Random@D -
DiamOfDomain@ChooseDomainD
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
+
AverageDiameter
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
;
WithinCore =
"#############################
addX2 + addY2 ;
IfAWithinCore §
DiamOfDomain@ChooseDomainD
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
-
AverageDiameter
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
, 0, Goto@TryAgain1DE;
CoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D = 8addX, addY, addZ<;
CoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D += CoordinateXYZDomain@ChooseDomain, 1D;
If@Extract@CoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D, 1D > Boxê 2 - AverageDiameterê 2,
CoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D = CoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D - 8Box, 0, 0<
, 0D;
If@Extract@CoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D, 1D < -Box ê2 + AverageDiameterê 2,
CoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D = CoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D + 8Box, 0, 0<
, 0D;
If@Extract@CoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D, 2D > Boxê 2 - AverageDiameterê 2,
CoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D = CoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D - 80, Box, 0<
, 0D;
If@Extract@CoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D, 2D < -Box ê2 + AverageDiameterê 2,
CoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D = CoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D + 80, Box, 0<
, 0D;
ForAj = 1, j < i, j++,
Temp = HCoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D - CoordinateXYZChol@j, h, 1DL2;
IfA,HExtract@Temp, 1D + Extract@Temp, 2D + Extract@Temp, 3DL §
AverageDiameter, Goto@TryAgain1D, 0E;E;
;
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CoordinateXYZCholCut@i, hD = CoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D;E;
ForAi = NDonorlo + 1, i § NDonor, i++,
Label@TryAgain2D;
addX = HBox - AverageDiameterL * Random@D - BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
;
addY = HBox - AverageDiameterL * Random@D - BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
;
CoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D = 8addX, addY, 0<;
ForAk = 1, k § 9, k++,
ForAj = 1, j § NDomain, j++,
Temp = HCoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D - CoordinateXYZDomain@j, kDL2;
IfA,HExtract@Temp, 1D + Extract@Temp, 2D + Extract@Temp, 3DL §
AverageDiameter
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
+
DiamOfDomain@jD
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
, Goto@TryAgain2D, 0E;E;
If@addX > Boxê 2 - PolyCut@ggD* Dd »» addX < -Boxê 2 + PolyCut@ggD* Dd »»
addY > Box ê 2 - PolyCut@ggD* Dd »» addY < -Boxê 2 + PolyCut@ggD* Dd, 0, Break@DD;E;
CoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D = 8addX, addY, addZ<;
ForAj = 1, j < i, j++,
Temp = HCoordinateXYZChol@i, h, 1D - CoordinateXYZChol@j, h, 1DL2;
IfA,HExtract@Temp, 1D + Extract@Temp, 2D + Extract@Temp, 3DL §
AverageDiameter, Goto@TryAgain2D, 0E;E;
CoordinateXYZCholCut@i, hD = 8addX, addY, addZ<;E;H*
Acceptor placement
*L
ACount = 1;
ForAi = 1, i § NAcceptorlo, i++,
Label@TooSmallD;
Attempts = 0;
ChooseDomain = IntegerPart@NDomain* Random@DD + 1;
Label@TryAgain1D;
Attempts++;
If@Attempts > 200, Goto@TooSmallD, 0D;
addX = HDiamOfDomain@ChooseDomainD - AverageDiameterL * Random@D -
DiamOfDomain@ChooseDomainD
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
+
AverageDiameter
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
;
addY = HDiamOfDomain@ChooseDomainD - AverageDiameterL * Random@D -
DiamOfDomain@ChooseDomainD
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
+
AverageDiameter
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
;
;
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WithinCore =
"#############################
addX2 + addY2 ;
IfAWithinCore §
DiamOfDomain@ChooseDomainD
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
-
AverageDiameter
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
, 0, Goto@TryAgain1DE;
CoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D = 8addX, addY, addZ<;
CoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D += CoordinateXYZDomain@ChooseDomain, 1D;
If@Extract@CoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D, 1D > Boxê 2 - AverageDiameterê 2,
CoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D = CoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D - 8Box, 0, 0<
, 0D;
If@Extract@CoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D, 1D < -Box ê2 + AverageDiameterê 2,
CoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D = CoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D + 8Box, 0, 0<
, 0D;
If@Extract@CoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D, 2D > Boxê 2 - AverageDiameterê 2,
CoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D = CoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D - 80, Box, 0<
, 0D;
If@Extract@CoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D, 2D < -Box ê2 + AverageDiameterê 2,
CoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D = CoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D + 80, Box, 0<
, 0D;
ForAj = 1, j < i, j++,
Temp = HCoordinateXYZ Phos@i, h, 1D - CoordinateXYZPhos@j, h, 1DL2;
IfA,HExtract@Temp, 1D + Extract@Temp, 2D + Extract@Temp, 3DL §
AverageDiameter, Goto@TryAgain1D, 0E;E;
ForAj = 1, j § NDonor, j++,
Temp = HCoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D - CoordinateXYZChol@j, h, 1DL2;
IfA,HExtract@Temp, 1D + Extract@Temp, 2D + Extract@Temp, 3DL §
AverageDiameter
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
+
AverageDiameter
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
, Goto@TryAgain1D, 0E;E;
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD = CoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D;
IfAExtract@CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD, 2D ¥ BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
- 4 * ForsterRadius@1D,
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@ACount + NAcceptor, hD =
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD + 80, -Box, 0<;
ACount++;
IfAExtract@CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD, 1D ¥ BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
- 4* ForsterRadius@1D,
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@ACount + NAcceptor, hD =
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD + 8-Box, -Box, 0<;
ACount++;
, 0E;
IfAExtract@CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD, 1D § - BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
+ 4 * ForsterRadius@1D,
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@ACount + NAcceptor, hD =
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD + 8Box, -Box, 0<;
ACount++;
, 0E;
, 0E;
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, 0E;
, 0E;
IfAExtract@CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD, 2D § - BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
+ 4 * ForsterRadius@1D,
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@ACount + NAcceptor, hD =
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD + 80, Box, 0<;
ACount++;
IfAExtract@CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD, 1D ¥ BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
- 4* ForsterRadius@1D,
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@ACount + NAcceptor, hD =
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD + 8-Box, Box, 0<;
ACount++;
, 0E;
IfAExtract@CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD, 1D § - BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
+ 4 * ForsterRadius@1D,
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@ACount + NAcceptor, hD =
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD + 8Box, Box, 0<;
ACount++;
, 0E;
, 0E;
IfAExtract@CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD, 1D § - BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
+ 4 * ForsterRadius@1D,
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@ACount + NAcceptor, hD =
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD + 8Box, 0, 0<;
ACount++;
, 0E;
IfAExtract@CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD, 1D ¥ BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
- 4 * ForsterRadius@1D,
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@ACount + NAcceptor, hD =
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD + 8-Box, 0, 0<;
ACount++;
, 0E;
E;
ForAi = NAcceptorlo + 1, i § NAcceptor, i++,
Label@TryAgain3D;
addX = HBox - AverageDiameterL * Random@D - BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
;
addY = HBox - AverageDiameterL * Random@D - BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
;
CoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D = 8addX, addY, 0<;
ForAk = 1, k § 9, k++,
ForAj = 1, j § NDomain, j++,
Temp = HCoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D - CoordinateXYZDomain@j, kDL2;
IfA,HExtract@Temp, 1D + Extract@Temp, 2D + Extract@Temp, 3DL §
AverageDiameter
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
+
DiamOfDomain@jD
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
, Goto@TryAgain3D, 0E;E;
If@addX > Boxê 2 - PolyCut@ggD* Dd »» addX < -Boxê 2 + PolyCut@ggD* Dd »»»» , 0, D;E;
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addY > Box ê 2 - PolyCut@ggD* Dd »» addY < -Boxê 2 + PolyCut@ggD* Dd, 0, Break@DD;E;
CoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D = 8addX, addY, addZ<;
ForAj = 1, j < i, j++,
Temp = HCoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D - CoordinateXYZPhos@j, h, 1DL2;
IfA,HExtract@Temp, 1D + Extract@Temp, 2D + Extract@Temp, 3DL §
AverageDiameter, Goto@TryAgain3D, 0E;E;
ForAj = 1, j § NDonor, j++,
Temp = HCoordinateXYZPhos@i, h, 1D - CoordinateXYZChol@j, h, 1DL2;
IfA,HExtract@Temp, 1D + Extract@Temp, 2D + Extract@Temp, 3DL §
AverageDiameter
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
+
AverageDiameter
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
, Goto@TryAgain3D, 0E;E;
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD = 8addX, addY, addZ<;
IfAaddY ¥ BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
- 4 *ForsterRadius@1D,
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@ACount + NAcceptor, hD =
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD + 80, -Box, 0<;
ACount++;
IfAaddX ¥ BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
- 4 * ForsterRadius@1D,
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@ACount + NAcceptor, hD =
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD + 8-Box, -Box, 0<;
ACount++;
, 0E;
IfAaddX § - BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
+ 4 * ForsterRadius@1D,
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@ACount + NAcceptor, hD =
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD + 8Box, -Box, 0<;
ACount++;
, 0E;
, 0E;
IfAaddY § - BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
+ 4 * ForsterRadius@1D,
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@ACount + NAcceptor, hD =
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD + 80, Box, 0<;
ACount++;
IfAaddX ¥ BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
- 4 * ForsterRadius@1D,
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@ACount + NAcceptor, hD =
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD + 8-Box, Box, 0<;
ACount++;
, 0E;
IfAaddX § - BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
+ 4 * ForsterRadius@1D,
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@ACount + NAcceptor, hD =
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD + 8Box, Box, 0<;
ACount++;
, 0E;
, 0E;
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, 0E;
, 0E;
IfAaddX § - BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
+ 4 * ForsterRadius@1D,
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@ACount + NAcceptor, hD =
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD + 8Box, 0, 0<;
ACount++;
, 0E;
IfAaddX ¥ BoxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
- 4 *ForsterRadius@1D,
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@ACount + NAcceptor, hD =
CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, hD + 8-Box, 0, 0<;
ACount++;
, 0E;
E;
ACount--;
AcceptorsCut@hD = ACount + NAcceptor;E;H*
Calculation of intensity decay based on Forster equations.
*L
FlourescenceDecayFunction@cyclesD = 0;
ForAInsideDomain = 1, InsideDomain § 2, InsideDomain++,
DonorLowerLimit = If@InsideDomain == 1, 1, NDonorlo + 1D;
DonorUpperLimit = If@InsideDomain == 1, NDonorlo, NDonorD;
ForAj = DonorLowerLimit, j § DonorUpperLimit, j++,
SumOfTransfer@cyclesD = 1;
ForAi = 1, i § AcceptorsCut@1D, i++,
Temp = HCoordinateXYZCholCut@j, 1D - CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, 1DL2;
AcceptorDonorDistance =,HExtract@Temp, 1D + Extract@Temp, 2D + Extract@Temp, 3DL;
SumOfTransfer@cyclesD *= ExpAikjj -tÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDonorLifetime@InsideDomainD y{zz *ikjj ForsterRadius@InsideDomainDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅAcceptorDonorDistance y{zz6E;E;
ForAi = 1, i § AcceptorsCut@2D, i++,
Temp = HCoordinateXYZCholCut@j, 1D - CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, 2DL2;
AcceptorDonorDistance =,HExtract@Temp, 1D + Extract@Temp, 2D + Extract@Temp, 3DL;
SumOfTransfer@cyclesD *= ExpAikjj -tÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDonorLifetime@InsideDomainD y{zz *ikjj ForsterRadius@InsideDomainDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅAcceptorDonorDistance y{zz6E;
E;
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E;
FlourescenceDecayFunction@cyclesD +=
ExpAikjj -tÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDonorLifetime@InsideDomainD y{zzE *SumOfTransfer@cyclesD;E;
ForAj = DonorLowerLimit, j § DonorUpperLimit, j++,
SumOfTransfer@cyclesD = 1;
ForAi = 1, i § AcceptorsCut@1D, i++,
Temp = HCoordinateXYZCholCut@j, 2D - CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, 1DL2;
AcceptorDonorDistance =,HExtract@Temp, 1D + Extract@Temp, 2D + Extract@Temp, 3DL;
SumOfTransfer@cyclesD *= ExpAikjj -tÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDonorLifetime@InsideDomainD y{zz *ikjj ForsterRadius@InsideDomainDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅAcceptorDonorDistance y{zz6E;E;
ForAi = 1, i § AcceptorsCut@2D, i++,
Temp = HCoordinateXYZCholCut@j, 2D - CoordinateXYZPhosCut@i, 2DL2;
AcceptorDonorDistance =,HExtract@Temp, 1D + Extract@Temp, 2D + Extract@Temp, 3DL;
SumOfTransfer@cyclesD *= ExpAikjj -tÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDonorLifetime@InsideDomainD y{zz *ikjj ForsterRadius@InsideDomainDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅAcceptorDonorDistance y{zz6E;E;
FlourescenceDecayFunction@cyclesD +=
ExpAikjj -tÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDonorLifetime@InsideDomainD y{zzE *SumOfTransfer@cyclesD;E;E;
FlourescenceDecayFunction@cyclesD = FlourescenceDecayFunction@cyclesDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 * NDonor
;
SingleDonorDecayFunction@cyclesD =ikjj NDonorloÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅNDonor y{zz ExpA -tÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDonorLifetime@1D E + ikjj1 - NDonorloÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅNDonor y{zz ExpA -tÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDonorLifetime@2D E;
Eff@zz, cyclesD = 1 - ikjjj‡0IntegratedTime FlourescenceDecayFunction@cyclesD „ty{zzz ìikjjj‡0IntegratedTime SingleDonorDecayFunction@cyclesD „ty{zzz;
IDA@t1_, DataSet_D := ReplaceAll@FlourescenceDecayFunction@DataSetD, t Ø t1D;
ID@t1_, DataSet_D := ReplaceAll@SingleDonorDecayFunction@DataSetD, t Ø t1D;H*
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Number of data points and range are defined here.
*L
pointsDA = Table@8t, IDA@t, cyclesD<, 8t, 0.025, 5.0, 0.025<D;
pointsD = Table@8t, ID@t, cyclesD<, 8t, 0.025, 5.0, 0.025<D;H*
Write time-resolved data to file.
*L
Write@DataFile, TableForm@8Abulk@ffD, Xlo@ffD, ALR@ccD, kD@bbD, kA@eeD,
DomainDiameter@aaD<, TableSpacing Ø 84, 0<, TableDirections Ø 8Row, Column<DD;
Write@DataFile, TableForm@pointsDA, TableSpacing Ø 80, 4<,
TableDirections Ø 8Column, Row<DD;
Write@DataFile, TableForm@pointsD, TableSpacing Ø 80, 4<,
TableDirections Ø 8Column, Row<DD;
Write@DataFileD;
TimePerCycle@cyclesD = AbsoluteTime@D - PastDate;
PrintA"Cycle ", cycles, " complete in ",
NA TimePerCycle@cyclesDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
60.
, 3E, " minutes ü " , Date@D E;
E;
TimePerCycle@zzD = AbsoluteTime@D - PastDate2;
ListOfTimePerCycle = Table@TimePerCycle@iD, 8i, zz<D;
AvgComputeTime = Mean@ListOfTimePerCycleD;
TimeLeft = HALRSteps* kDSteps* DomainDiameterSteps* XloSteps - zzL* AvgComputeTime;
Hours = IntegerPart@TimeLeftê 3600D;
Minutes = IntegerPartA TimeLeft - Hours *3600ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
60
E;
Seconds = IntegerPart@TimeLeft - Hours * 3600 - Minutes* 60D ;
PrintA"Cycle ", zz,
" complete in ", NA TimePerCycle@zzDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
60.
, 3E, " minutes ü " , Date@D E;
ListOfTransfers = Table@Eff@zz, aD, 8a, 1, NumberOfCycles<D;
AvgTrans = Mean@ListOfTransfersD;
Efficiency@zzD = Mean@ListOfTransfersD;
SD@zzD = StandardDeviation@ListOfTransfersD;
Print@"Efficiency: ", Efficiency@zzDD;
Print@"SD: ", SD@zzDD;H*
Write data to file.
*L
Write@OutputFile, TableForm@8Abulk@ffD, Xlo@ffD, PolyDisp@
ggD, ALR@ccD, kD@bbD, kA@eeD, DomainDiameter@aaD, MeanDdOfDomains<,
TableSpacing Ø 84, 0<, TableDirections Ø 8Row, Column<DD;
Write@OutputFile, TableForm@8Eff@zz, 1D, Eff@zz, 2D, Eff@zz, 3D<,
TableSpacing Ø 84, 0<, TableDirections Ø 8Row, Column<DD;
Clear@pointsDA, pointsDD;
zz++;E;E;E;E;E;E;
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E;E;
Close@OutputFileD;
Close@DataFileD;
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Appendix B: Mathematica Program for Fitting Simulation Data
This appendix contains the computer code, produced using Mathematica 5.2 (Wolfram Research,
Champaign, IL), for fitting of the Monte Carlo calculated data. The program first convolutes the
raw, simulated data with a hypothetical instrument response function (IRF) for both the donor and
donor-acceptor decays. The fitting is done using global analysis of the two data sets with the lifetime-
weighted quantum yields set to be identical for the two decays. The user can also change whether
the fit uses an input partition coefficient or fits those parameters. The two other fit parameters are
the amplitude of each signal (A1 and A2). For an example of a non-linear least squares fit for a RET
application using global analysis, see Loura et al. (89). While the code is currently set up to handle
a mono-exponential decay of probes in each phase, it could certainly be altered to accommodate
more complex decays (see (63)).
The weighted residuals are plotted along with the fit and the convoluted data. A method for
calculating the autocorrelation function is included in Appendix C. The global χ2 value is also
reported as a measure of the goodness-of-fit. For an excellent review of the RET process and
non-linear least squares fitting, see Lakowicz (4). Fits can be done up to surface coverage of 50
%, above which the RDF parameters have not yet been calculated. However, users interested in
investigating higher surface coverage values may use an inverse scenario, where the liquid-disordered
phase becomes the domain phase.
† Setup
<< Statistics`NormalDistribution`
<< Statistics`NonlinearFit`
<< Graphics`Graphics`
<< Statistics`DiscreteDistributions`
Off@General::spell1D;
Off@General::spellD;
Off@General::"openx"D;
ClearAll@"Global`*"DH* TURN OFF COMPILE ERROR... Occurs when shells exceed 33 *L
Off@CompiledFunction::"cfn"D;H* Compiler Performance gain is lost if
TotalShells exceeds 33 although this is equivalent to only ~ 2.5 R0 *L
† Change directory towhatever youwant your workingdirectory to be.
SetDirectory@"êUsersêkbt22ê"D
† Input variables HglobalL
TotalShells = 33;
zz = 1;
† Various initial guesses for fitting.
A1guess = 3;
A2guess = 2;
TotalPoints = 200;
CollectionTime = 5;
TimeStep = 5.ê 200;
StartFitTime = 0.8;
SkipPts = Round@StartFitTimeê TimeStepD;
† Output file.
Close@"FRETêConvolutionêFitAll_EstPartition_Fixed_33"D;
ChiFile = OpenWrite@"FRETêConvolutionêFitAll_EstPartition_Fixed_33"D;
SetOptions@ChiFile, FormatType Ø OutputForm, PageWidth Ø 160D;
† NumberOfCycles is the number of times to run themain loop for each set of input parameters.
NumberOfCycles = 3;
† PolyDisp is thepolydispersity of the systemdefined as
one standarddeviation equal to PolyDisp times themean diameter.
PolySteps = 4;
Poly@1D = 0.2;
Poly@2D = 0.1;
Poly@3D = 0.001;
Poly@4D = 0.0001;
† Abulk is the bulk surface coverage or area fractionof surface that is domain phase. The values Ald
and Alo are the area per lipid in each phase, liquid- disordered and - ordered respectively.
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AbulkSteps = 3;
Abulk@1D = 0.1;
Abulk@2D = 0.25;
Abulk@3D = 0.5;
Ald = 60.1;
Alo = 48.8;
XloSteps = AbulkSteps;
ForAi = 1, i <= AbulkSteps, i++,
Xlo@iD = Abulk@iD AldÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Abulk@iD Ald + Alo - Abulk@iD Alo ;E;
† w is themembrane thickness, R is the Forster distance,
tau is the lifetime-weightedquantum yield in eachphase,
andDmin is theminimumvan derWaals separationof the two fluorophores.
wlo = 39.0;
wld = 39.0;
Rlo = 50.1;
Rld = 50.1;
tlo = 1.32;
tld = 0.8;
w = wlo;
ForsterRadius@1D = Rlo;
ForsterRadius@2D = Rld;
DonorLifetime@1D = tlo;
DonorLifetime@2D = tld;
IntegratedTime = 106;
BilayerThickness = 39.0;
h = BilayerThickness;
CholDiameter = 7.0;
PhosDiameter = 9.4;
AverageDiameter =
CholDiameter + PhosDiameter
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
;
Dmin = AverageDiameter;
† Acceptor to Lipid ratio HALRL,
ormole fraction of acceptor in simulation. Themole fraction of donor is set to be equal to this later.
ALRSteps = 1;
ALR@1D = 0.005;
ALR@2D = 0.003;
ALR@3D = 0.002;
† Partition coefficients for donor HkDL and acceptor HkAL
kDSteps = 3;
kD@1D = 4.0;
kD@2D = 2.0;
kD@3D = 1.5;
kASteps = 1;
kA@1D = 0.25;
kA@2D = 0.5;
† Domain diameters in angstroms.
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DomainDiameterSteps = 8;
DomainDiameter@1D = 50.;
DomainDiameter@2D = 75.;
DomainDiameter@3D = 100.;
DomainDiameter@4D = 150.;
DomainDiameter@5D = 200.;
DomainDiameter@6D = 300.;
DomainDiameter@7D = 400.;
DomainDiameter@8D = 500.;
† Compiled functions formodel equations.
Clear@FuncLo, FuncLdD;
FuncLo = CompileA8td, td, Ddd, Xlod, Alo, Ald, StepSize,
R0d, wd, kAd, ad, bd, kd, dd, ninf, 8nMin, _Integer<, 8nMax, _Integer<<,
ModuleA8t, i<, t = 1.; i = nMin; DoAt *= ExpAReA 1ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
3 Alo H1 + H-1 + kAdL XlodL  i
kjjjjjjjjjninf p ikjjjjjj3 ikjjj1 - ‰- R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅi6 StepSize6 td y{zzz i2 StepSize2 - 3 ikjjj1 - ‰- R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅH1+iL6 StepSize6 td y{zzz H1 + iL2 StepSize2 +Hi2 StepSize2 + wd2L ikjjjjjj3 + ikjjjjj R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHi2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td y{zzzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 E -ikjjjjj R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHi2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td y{zzzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 , R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHi2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td Ey{zzzzzz -HH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L ikjjjjjj3 + ikjjjjj R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td y{zzzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 E -ikjjjjj R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td y{zzzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 , R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td Ey{zzzzzz -
3 R0d2 ikjj tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅtd y{zz1ê3 GammaA 2ÅÅÅÅ3 , 0, R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅi6 StepSize6 td E + 3 R0d2 ikjj tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅtd y{zz1ê3
GammaA 2ÅÅÅÅ
3
, 0,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅH1 + iL6 StepSize6 td Ey{zzzzzz ikjjjjjjjjjAlo H1 + H-1 + kAdL XlodL +
‰
ikjjjjjj J 1ÅÅÅÅ2 +iN StepSizeÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDdd y{zzzzzzbd ad HAlo - Ald kAdL H-1 + XlodL CosAdd + H 1ÅÅÅ2 + iL StepSize kdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Ddd
E Sec@ddDy{zzzzzzzzz
y
{zzzzzzzzzEE;
i++, 8nMax<E; tE, 99GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ
3
,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHi2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td E, _Complex=,9GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ
3
,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td E,
_Complex=,9GammaA 2ÅÅÅÅ
3
, 0,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅ
i6 StepSize6 td
E,
_Complex=,9GammaA 2ÅÅÅÅ
3
, 0,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅH1 + iL6 StepSize6 td E, _Complex==E;
FuncLd = CompileA8td, td, Ddd, Xlod, Alo, Ald, StepSize,
R0d, wd, kAd, ad, bd, kd, dd, ninf, , <,
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R0d, wd, kAd, ad, bd, kd, dd, ninf, 8nMin, _Integer<, 8nMax, _Integer<<,
ModuleA8t, i<, t = 1.; i = nMin; DoAt *= ExpAReA 1ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
3 Ald H1 + H-1 + kAdL XlodL  i
kjjjjjjjjjninf p ikjjjjjj3 ikjjj1 - ‰- R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅi6 StepSize6 td y{zzz i2 StepSize2 - 3 ikjjj1 - ‰- R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅH1+iL6 StepSize6 td y{zzz H1 + iL2 StepSize2 +Hi2 StepSize2 + wd2L ikjjjjjj3 + ikjjjjj R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHi2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td y{zzzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 E -ikjjjjj R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHi2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td y{zzzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 , R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHi2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td Ey{zzzzzz -HH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L ikjjjjjj3 + ikjjjjj R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td y{zzzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 E -ikjjjjj R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td y{zzzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 , R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td Ey{zzzzzz -
3 R0d2 ikjj tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅtd y{zz1ê3 GammaA 2ÅÅÅÅ3 , 0, R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅi6 StepSize6 td E + 3 R0d2 ikjj tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅtd y{zz1ê3
GammaA 2ÅÅÅÅ
3
, 0,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅH1 + iL6 StepSize6 td Ey{zzzzzz ikjjjjjjjjjAld H1 + H-1 + kAdL XlodL +
‰
ikjjjjjj J 1ÅÅÅÅ2 +iN StepSizeÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDdd y{zzzzzzbd ad HAlo - Ald kAdL Xlod CosAdd + H 1ÅÅÅ2 + iL StepSize kdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Ddd
E Sec@ddDy{zzzzzzzzz
y
{zzzzzzzzzEE;
i++, 8nMax<E; tE, 99GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ
3
,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHi2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td E, _Complex=,9GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ
3
,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td E,
_Complex=,9GammaA 2ÅÅÅÅ
3
, 0,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅ
i6 StepSize6 td
E, _Complex=,
9GammaA 2ÅÅÅÅ
3
, 0,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅH1 + iL6 StepSize6 td E,
_Complex==E;
† Read in numerical RDF fits.
InputFile = OpenRead@"FRETêPdomêPdomFinal"D;
TotalLayers = 100;
TotalSteps = 10;
ForAAinfSteps = 1, AinfSteps § TotalSteps, AinfSteps++,
Ainf@AinfStepsD = Read@InputFile, NumberD;
aOutDummy@AinfStepsD = Read@InputFile, NumberD;
bOutDummy@AinfStepsD = Read@InputFile, NumberD;
cOutDummy@AinfStepsD = Read@InputFile, NumberD;
For@i = 1, i § TotalLayers, i++,
DataOut@AinfSteps, iD = Read@InputFile, 8Number, Number<D;D;
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D;
DimDataOut@AinfStepsD = Table@DataOut@AinfSteps, iD, 8i, 1, TotalLayers<D;
GROut@AinfStepsD = TableA9DimDataOut@AinfStepsD@@i, 1DD, ikjj DimDataOut@AinfStepsD@@i, 2DDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅAinf@AinfStepsD y{zz=, 8i, 1, TotalLayers<E;
GROut@AinfStepsD = TableA9DimDataOut@AinfStepsD@@i, 1DD,ikjj DimDataOut@AinfStepsD@@i, 2DDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅAinf@AinfStepsD y{zz=, 8i, 1, 40<E;
lOut@AinfStepsD = ListPlot@DimDataOut@AinfStepsD,
PlotRange Ø 880, 2.5<, 80, 1<<, PlotStyle Ø 8Red<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
lgOut@AinfStepsD = ListPlot@GROut@AinfStepsD, PlotRange Ø 880, 2.5<, 80.8, 1.25<<,
PlotStyle Ø 8Red<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
Clear@a1, b1, c1, d1D;
eqn = 1 -
Exp@a1* rb1D * Cos@c1* r + d1D
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Cos@d1D ;
fitOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = FindFit@GROut@AinfStepsD,
eqn, 88a1, 0.1, 1.0<, 8b1, 0.1, 1.0<, 8c1, 0.1, 1.0<, 8d1, 0.1, 1.0<<, rD;
aOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = a1 ê. fitOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD;
bOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = b1 ê. fitOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD;
cOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = c1 ê. fitOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD;
dOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = d1 ê. fitOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD;
aInDummy@AinfStepsD = Read@InputFile, NumberD;
bInDummy@AinfStepsD = Read@InputFile, NumberD;
cInDummy@AinfStepsD = Read@InputFile, NumberD;
For@i = 1, i § TotalLayers, i++,
DataIn@AinfSteps, iD = Read@InputFile, 8Number, Number<D;D;
DimDataIn@AinfStepsD = Table@DataIn@AinfSteps, iD, 8i, 1, TotalLayers<D;
GRIn@AinfStepsD = TableA9DimDataIn@AinfStepsD@@i, 1DD, ikjj 1 - DimDataIn@AinfStepsD@@i, 2DDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅH1 - Ainf@AinfStepsDL y{zz=, 8i, 1, TotalLayers<E;
GRIn@AinfStepsD = TableA9DimDataIn@AinfStepsD@@i, 1DD,ikjj 1 - DimDataIn@AinfStepsD@@i, 2DDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅH1 - Ainf@AinfStepsDL y{zz=, 8i, 1, 40<E;
lIn@AinfStepsD = ListPlot@DimDataIn@AinfStepsD,
PlotRange Ø 880, 2.5<, 80, 1<<, PlotStyle Ø 8Blue<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
lgIn@AinfStepsD = ListPlot@GRIn@AinfStepsD, PlotRange Ø 880, 2.5<, 80.8, 1.25<<,
PlotStyle Ø 8Blue<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
Clear@a1, b1, c1, d1D;
eqn = 1 -
Exp@a1* rb1D * Cos@c1* r + d1D
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Cos@d1D ;
fitIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = FindFit@GRIn@AinfStepsD, eqn,88a1, 0.1, 1.0<, 8b1, 0.1, 1.0<, 8c1, 0.1, 1.0<, 8d1, 0.1, 1.0<<, rD;
aIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = a1 ê. fitIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD;
bIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = b1 ê. fitIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD;
cIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = c1 ê. fitIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD;
dIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = d1 ê. fitIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD;E;
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Print@D;
PrintA"RDF Fit Parameters for Donors Outside Domains",
TableFormAPrependATable@8Ainf@AinfStepsD, aOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD, bOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD,
cOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD, dOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD<, 8AinfSteps, 1, TotalSteps<D,9" s¶ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ", " aOutÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ", " bOutÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ", " cOutÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ", " dOutÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ "=EEE;
Print@D;
PrintA"RDF Fit Parameters for Donors Inside Domains",
TableFormAPrependATable@8Ainf@AinfStepsD, aIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD, bIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD,
cIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD, dIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD<, 8AinfSteps, 1, TotalSteps<D,9" s¶ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ", " aInÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ", " bInÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ", " cInÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ", " dInÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ "=EEE;
Close@InputFileD;
RDF Fit Parameters for Donors Outside Domains
s¶ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ aOutÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ bOutÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ cOutÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ dOutÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
0.05 -1.01576 1.02477 1.46432 0.158225
0.1 -1.41144 0.911666 1.93284 -0.239747
0.15 -1.429 0.926226 1.95323 -0.212038
0.2 -1.35927 0.896775 2.01169 -0.192327
0.25 -1.19148 0.954508 1.77505 0.069582
0.3 -1.50052 0.855631 2.2912 -0.21591
0.35 -1.47035 0.868538 2.20641 -0.123704
0.4 -1.49431 0.920202 2.22925 -0.0389427
0.45 -1.51295 0.904731 2.22623 0.0433958
0.5 -1.75595 0.860784 2.43555 0.0165915
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RDF Fit Parameters for Donors Inside Domains
s¶ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ aInÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ bInÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ cInÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ dInÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
0.05 -1.43593 0.904288 2.00846 -0.283391
0.1 -1.30587 0.926241 1.88873 -0.104562
0.15 -1.42458 0.889107 2.13719 -0.199168
0.2 -1.39708 0.901299 2.12359 -0.103782
0.25 -1.41814 0.904682 2.23258 -0.0825369
0.3 -1.52142 0.888568 2.5212 -0.154357
0.35 -1.52623 0.88643 2.55298 -0.0774023
0.4 -1.59049 0.862547 2.75122 -0.0755813
0.45 -1.53267 0.877338 2.60399 0.105307
0.5 -1.66666 0.85665 2.72816 0.12722
† Main fitting loop. Laps is the number of repeated fits for the entire range of input parameters. For example,
with Laps = 1, every set of parameters is fit once; with Laps = 2, every set is fit twice.
ForALaps = 1, Laps § 4, Laps++,
Print@"#################################################################"D;
Print@" ################# LAP ", Laps, "#################"D;
Print@"#################################################################"D;H*
Read files: read time-resolved data for both polydisperse and hexagonal setups.
*L
DataFile = OpenRead@"FRETêPolydispersityêMultiFitDataPolyFINALAllkD2"D;
DataFileHex = OpenRead@"FRETêHexagonalêMultiFitDataHexkDALL"D;
PastDate = AbsoluteTime@D;H* --- BEGIN DATA LOOPS ----*L
ForAee = 1, ee § kASteps, ee++,
ForAbb = 1, bb § kDSteps, bb++,
ForAff = 1, ff § XloSteps, ff++,
Print@"################# XLO: ", Xlo@ffD, "#################"D;
ForAaa = 1, aa § DomainDiameterSteps, aa++,
Print@"************* Domain Size: ", DomainDiameter@aaD, " *************"D;
ForAgg = 1, gg § PolySteps, gg++,
Print@"************* Polydispersity: ", Poly@ggD, " *************"D;
ForAcc = 1, cc § ALRSteps, cc++,
For@cycles = 1, cycles § NumberOfCycles, cycles++,H*
Read files: read time-resolved data for both polydisperse and hexagonal setups.
*L
If@gg ã 4, Read@DataFileHex, 8Number, Number, Number, Number, Number, Number<D,
Read@DataFile, 8Number, Number, Number, Number, Number, Number<DD;
pointsDA@cyclesD = If@gg ã 4, Read@DataFileHex, Table@8Number, Number<, 8i, 1,
TotalPoints<DD, Read@DataFile, Table@8Number, Number<, 8i, 1, TotalPoints<DDD;
pointsD@cyclesD = If@gg ã 4, Read@DataFileHex, Table@8Number, Number<, 8i, 1,
TotalPoints<DD, Read@DataFile, Table@8Number, Number<, 8i, 1, TotalPoints<DDD;D;H*
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Average individual time points to yield a single
data set for both donor in the presence of acceptor HDAL or donor only HDL.
*L
DataDA = HpointsDA@1D + pointsDA@2D + pointsDA@3DLê 3;
DataD = HpointsD@1D + pointsD@2D + pointsD@3DLê 3;H*
Stepsize is shell thickness and Totali is the number of shells.
*L
Clear@Dd, t, A1D;
MinStep = 2;
StepSize =
AverageDiameter
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
MinStep
;
Totali = IntegerPartA5* RloÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
StepSize
E;
H*
Choose the appropriate RDF for fitting.
*L
Clear@a1, b1, c1, d1D;
aOut@Abulk@ffDD = a1 ê. fitOut@Abulk@ffDD;
bOut@Abulk@ffDD = b1 ê. fitOut@Abulk@ffDD;
cOut@Abulk@ffDD = c1 ê. fitOut@Abulk@ffDD;
dOut@Abulk@ffDD = d1 ê. fitOut@Abulk@ffDD;
aIn@Abulk@ffDD = a1 ê. fitIn@Abulk@ffDD;
bIn@Abulk@ffDD = b1 ê. fitIn@Abulk@ffDD;
cIn@Abulk@ffDD = c1 ê. fitIn@Abulk@ffDD;
dIn@Abulk@ffDD = d1 ê. fitIn@Abulk@ffDD;
Clear@Gr, AreaFraclo, nlo, nld, nguessld, nguessloD;H*
Bulk acceptor density.
*L
ninf =
ALR@ccD
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Alo* Xlo@ffD + Ald H1 - Xlo@ffDL ;H*
RDF fit equation.
*L
Gr@r1_, a1_, b1_, c1_, d1_D := 1 - Exp@a1 * r1b1D * Cos@c1* r1 + d1DÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Cos@d1D ;H*
Surface coverage of domains.
*L
AreaFraclo@Xlo1_D := Alo* Xlo1ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Alo *Xlo1 + Ald H1 - Xlo1L ;H*
Functions for acceptor density for a given acceptor partitioning and domain mole fraction.
*L
nlo@Xlo1_, kA1_D := kA1* HAld H1 - Xlo1L + Alo* Xlo1LÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Alo H1 - Xlo1 H1 - kA1LL ;
nld@Xlo1_, kA1_D := HAld H1 - Xlo1L + Alo * Xlo1LÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Ald H1 - Xlo1L + Ald *Xlo1 * kA1 ;H*
Acceptor density as a function of distance and RDF fit parameters.
*L
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nguessld@Xlo2_, r2_, Dd2_, a2_, b2_, c2_, d2_, kA2_D :=ikjjAreaFraclo@Xlo2D *GrA r2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDd2 , a2, b2, c2, d2Ey{zz * nlo@Xlo2, kA2D +ikjj1 - AreaFraclo@Xlo2D * GrA r2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDd2 , a2, b2, c2, d2Ey{zz * nld@Xlo2, kA2D;
nguesslo@Xlo2_, r2_, Dd2_, a2_, b2_, c2_, d2_, kA2_D :=ikjj1 - H1 - AreaFraclo@Xlo2DL* GrA r2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDd2 , a2, b2, c2, d2Ey{zz * nlo@Xlo2, kA2D +ikjj1 - ikjj1 - H1 - AreaFraclo@Xlo2DL* GrA r2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDd2 , a2, b2, c2, d2Ey{zzy{zz * nld@Xlo2, kA2D;H*
cis and trans FRET transfer.
*L
Clear@pcistrans, pcistransDomlo, pcistransDomld, iDAModelNewInf, iDAModelInfD;
pcistrans@t_, w_, n_, R0_, RE_, t_D := Exp@-p * R02 * n * Gamma@2ê 3, 0, Htê tL*HR0ê REL6D *Htê tL1ê3 + p * RE2 * n *H1 - Exp@-Htê tL*HR0ê REL6DLD* ExpA 1ÅÅÅÅ
3
n p HRE2 + w2Likjjjjj3 + ikjjjj R06 tÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHRE2 + w2L3 t y{zzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 E - ikjjjj R06 tÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHRE2 + w2L3 t y{zzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 , R06 tÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHRE2 + w2L3 t Ey{zzzzzE;H*
Sum over shells for donors inside domains HloL.
*L
pcistransDomlo@td_, wd_, ninf_, R0d_, Ddd_, td_, ad_, bd_, kd_, dd_, Xlod_, kAd_D :=ikjjjjj ‰i=MinStepTotali pcistrans@td, wd, ninf *nguesslo@Xlod, Hi + 1 ê 2L* StepSize, Ddd, ad, bd,
kd, dd, kAdD, R0d, i * StepSize, tdD êpcistrans@td, wd, ninf* nguesslo@Xlod,Hi + 1 ê 2L*StepSize, Ddd, ad, bd, kd, dd, kAdD, R0d, Hi + 1L*StepSize, tdDy{zzzzz;H*
Sum over shells for donors outside domains HldL.
*L
pcistransDomld@td_, wd_, ninf_, R0d_, Ddd_, td_, ad_, bd_, kd_, dd_, Xlod_, kAd_D :=ikjjjjj ‰i=MinStepTotali pcistrans@td, wd, ninf *nguessld@Xlod, Hi + 1 ê 2L* StepSize, Ddd, ad, bd,
kd, dd, kAdD, R0d, i * StepSize, tdD êpcistrans@td, wd, ninf* nguessld@Xlod,Hi + 1 ê 2L*StepSize, Ddd, ad, bd, kd, dd, kAdD, R0d, Hi + 1L*StepSize, tdDy{zzzzz;H*
Weighted sum of contributions for donors inside and outside domains.
*L
iDAModelNewInf@t_, A1_, Q1_, t1_, t2_, Dd1_, nBulk_, aIn_, bIn_, kIn_, dIn_, aOut_, bOut_,
kOut_, dOut_, Xlo1_, kA11_D := A1* Q1* HExp@-tê t2D* pcistransDomld@t, w, nBulk,
Rlo, Dd1, t2, aOut, bOut, kOut, dOut, Xlo1, kA11DL + A1* HExp@-t ê t1D*
pcistransDomlo@t, w, nBulk, Rlo, Dd1, t1, aIn, bIn, kIn, dIn, Xlo1, kA11DL;H*
Compliled weighted sum HfasterL of contributions for donors inside and outside domains.
*L
iDAModelNewInfComp@t_, A1_, Q1_, t1_, t2_, Dd1_, nBulk_,
aIn_, bIn_, kIn_, dIn_, aOut_, bOut_, kOut_, dOut_, Xlo1_, kA11_D :=
A1* Q1* HExp@-t ê t2D* FuncLd@t, t2, Dd1, Xlo1, Alo, Ald, StepSize, Rlo, w, kA11, aOut,
bOut, kOut, dOut, ninf, 2, TotalShellsDL + A1* HExp@-tê t1D *FuncLo@t, t1, Dd1,
Xlo1, Alo, Ald, StepSize, Rlo, w, kA11, aIn, bIn, kIn, dIn, ninf, 2, TotalShellsDL;
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H*
Hypothetical instrument response function HIRFL.
*L
Clear@LampFunction, LampDataD;
LampFunction@Hx1_L?NumericQD := Exp@-200 *x12D;
NoiseLampData = Table@8TimeStep* i, Round@Random@
PoissonDistribution@30000* LampFunction@TimeStep*i - 0.3D + 1DDD<, 8i, 1, 200<D;
NoiseLampData = Table@8TimeStep* i, If@NoiseLampData@@i, 2DD ã 0,
1, NoiseLampData@@i, 2DDD<, 8i, 1, 200<D;
maxLamp = Max@Table@NoiseLampData@@i, 2DD, 8i, 1, TotalPoints<DD;
MultiplierLamp = 30000ê maxLamp;
NoiseDataLamp =
Table@8i* TimeStep, MultiplierLamp* NoiseLampData@@i, 2DD<, 8i, 1, TotalPoints<D;
NoiseLampData = Table@8i* TimeStep, If@NoiseLampData@@i, 2DD < 1, 1,
Round@NoiseLampData@@i, 2DDDD<, 8i, 1, TotalPoints<D;
ValueDA@x1_D := If@x1 ã 0, 1, DataDA@@x1, 2DDD;
ValueD@x1_D := If@x1 ã 0, 1, DataD@@x1, 2DDD;H*
Convolute time-resolved data.
*L
Clear@ConvDataDA, ConvDataDD;
ConvDataDA = Table@8i* TimeStep,
TimeStep* Sum@NoiseLampData@@j, 2DD* ValueDA@i - jD, 8j, 1, i<D<, 8i, 1, TotalPoints<D;
ConvDataD = Table@8i *TimeStep, TimeStep* Sum@NoiseLampData@@j, 2DD* ValueD@i - jD,8j, 1, i<D<, 8i, 1, TotalPoints<D;
maxDA = Max@Table@ConvDataDA@@i, 2DD, 8i, 1, TotalPoints<DD;
maxD = Max@Table@ConvDataD@@i, 2DD, 8i, 1, TotalPoints<DD;
MultiplierDA = 30000 ê maxDA;
MultiplierD = 30000 ê maxD;
ConvDataDA = Table@8i* TimeStep, MultiplierDA *ConvDataDA@@i, 2DD<, 8i, 1, TotalPoints<D;
ConvDataD = Table@8i *TimeStep, MultiplierD* ConvDataD@@i, 2DD<, 8i, 1, TotalPoints<D;
NoiseDataDA = Table@8i* TimeStep, Random@PoissonDistribution@ConvDataDA@@i, 2DDDD<, 8i, 1, TotalPoints<D;
NoiseDataD = Table@8i* TimeStep, Random@PoissonDistribution@ConvDataD@@i, 2DDDD<,8i, 1, TotalPoints<D;
NoiseDataDA = Table@8i* TimeStep,
If@NoiseDataDA@@i, 2DD < 1, 1, Round@NoiseDataDA@@i, 2DDDD<, 8i, 1, TotalPoints<D;
NoiseDataD = Table@8i* TimeStep, If@NoiseDataD@@i, 2DD < 1, 1, Round@NoiseDataD@@i, 2DDDD<,8i, 1, TotalPoints<D;H*
Fit functions.
*L
Clear@EvalD, TempValuesDD;
EvalD@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ,Hq1_L?NumericQ, HT1_L?NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQD := TempValuesD =
Table@Ha1* Exp@-TimeStep* i ê T1D + a1* q1* Exp@-TimeStep* i ê T2DL, 8i, 0, 200, 1<D;
Clear@FitFunctionDPrint, i, jD;
FitFunctionDPrint@Ht_L?NumericQ,
, , , D :=
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Ha1_L?NumericQ, Hq1_L?NumericQ, HT1_L?NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQD :=
0 *If@Round@tê TimeStepD - SkipPts ã 1, Length@EvalD@t, a1, q1, T1, T2DD, 0D +
TimeStep* Sum@NoiseLampData@@j, 2DD*TempValuesD@@Round@tê TimeStepD - j + 1DD,8j, 1, Round@tê TimeStepD<D + If@t ã HSkipPts + 1L* TimeStep, Print@TableForm@8a1, q1, T1, T2<, TableSpacing Ø 84, 0<, TableDirections Ø 8Row, Column<DD; 0, 0D;
Clear@FitFunctionD, i, jD;
FitFunctionD@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Hq1_L?NumericQ, HT1_L?NumericQ, HT2_L?
NumericQD := 0 * If@Round@tê TimeStepD - SkipPts ã 1, Length@EvalD@t, a1, q1, T1, T2DD, 0D +
TimeStep* Sum@NoiseLampData@@j, 2DD*TempValuesD@@Round@tê TimeStepD - j + 1DD,8j, 1, Round@tê TimeStepD<D;
Clear@EvalDA, TempValuesDA, EvalDA, TempValuesDACompD;
EvalDA@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Hq1_L?NumericQ,HT1_L?NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQ, HDdpar_L?NumericQ, HkApar_L?NumericQD :=
TempValuesDA = Table@If@i == 0, Re@iDAModelNewInf@1. *10-9, a1, q1, T1, T2, Ddpar, ninf,
aIn@Abulk@ffDD, bIn@Abulk@ffDD, cIn@Abulk@ffDD, dIn@Abulk@ffDD, aOut@Abulk@ffDD,
bOut@Abulk@ffDD, cOut@Abulk@ffDD, dOut@Abulk@ffDD, Xlo@ffD, kAparDD,
Re@iDAModelNewInf@TimeStep* i, a1, q1, T1, T2, Ddpar, ninf, aIn@Abulk@ffDD,
bIn@Abulk@ffDD, cIn@Abulk@ffDD, dIn@Abulk@ffDD, aOut@Abulk@ffDD, bOut@Abulk@ffDD,
cOut@Abulk@ffDD, dOut@Abulk@ffDD, Xlo@ffD, kAparDDD, 8i, 0, 200, 1<D;
EvalDAComp@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Hq1_L?NumericQ, HT1_L?NumericQ,HT2_L?NumericQ, HDdpar_L?NumericQ, HkApar_L?NumericQD := TempValuesDAComp =
Table@If@i == 0, Re@iDAModelNewInfComp@1.* 10-9, a1, q1, T1, T2, Ddpar, ninf,
aIn@Abulk@ffDD, bIn@Abulk@ffDD, cIn@Abulk@ffDD, dIn@Abulk@ffDD, aOut@Abulk@ffDD,
bOut@Abulk@ffDD, cOut@Abulk@ffDD, dOut@Abulk@ffDD, Xlo@ffD, kAparDD,
Re@iDAModelNewInfComp@TimeStep* i, a1, q1, T1, T2, Ddpar, ninf, aIn@Abulk@ffDD,
bIn@Abulk@ffDD, cIn@Abulk@ffDD, dIn@Abulk@ffDD, aOut@Abulk@ffDD, bOut@Abulk@ffDD,
cOut@Abulk@ffDD, dOut@Abulk@ffDD, Xlo@ffD, kAparDDD, 8i, 0, 200, 1<D;
Clear@FitFunctionDAPrint, i, jD;
FitFunctionDAPrint@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Hq1_L?NumericQ,HT1_L?NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQ, HDdpar_L?NumericQ, HkApar_L?NumericQD :=
0 *If@Round@tê TimeStepD - SkipPts ã 1, Length@EvalDA@t, a1, q1, T1, T2, Ddpar, kAparDD,
0D + TimeStep* Sum@NoiseLampData@@j, 2DD* TempValuesDA@@Round@tê TimeStepD - j + 1DD,8j, 1, Round@tê TimeStepD<D +
If@t ã HSkipPts + 1L* TimeStep, Print@TableForm@8a1, q1, T1, T2, Ddpar, kApar<,
TableSpacing Ø 84, 0<, TableDirections Ø 8Row, Column<DD; 0, 0D;
Clear@FitFunctionDA, i, jD;
FitFunctionDA@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Hq1_L?NumericQ,HT1_L?NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQ, HDdpar_L?NumericQ, HkApar_L?NumericQD :=
0 *If@Round@tê TimeStepD - SkipPts ã 1 && Ha1 != a1Past »» T1 != T1Past »»
T2 != T2Past »» Ddpar != DdparPastL, a1Past = a1; T1Past = T1; T2Past = T2;
DdparPast = Ddpar; Length@EvalDA@t, a1, q1, T1, T2, Ddpar, kAparDD, 0D +
TimeStep* Sum@NoiseLampData@@j, 2DD*TempValuesDA@@Round@tê TimeStepD - j + 1DD,8j, 1, Round@tê TimeStepD<D;
Clear@FitFunctionDAComp, i, jD;
FitFunctionDAComp@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Hq1_L?NumericQ,HT1_L?NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQ, HDdpar_L?NumericQ, HkApar_L?NumericQD :=
0 *If@Round@tê TimeStepD - SkipPts ã 1 && Ha1 != a1Past »» T1 != T1Past »»
T2 != T2Past »» Ddpar != DdparPastL, a1Past = a1; T1Past = T1; T2Past = T2;
DdparPast = Ddpar; Length@EvalDAComp@t, a1, q1, T1, T2, Ddpar, kAparDD, 0D +
TimeStep* Sum@NoiseLampData@@j, 2DD*TempValuesDAComp@@Round@tê TimeStepD - j + 1DD,8j, 1, Round@tê TimeStepD<D;
Plo =
kD@bbD Xlo@ffD
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
1 - Xlo@ffD + kD@bbD Xlo@ffD ;
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lD = LogListPlot@NoiseDataD, PlotRange Ø 880, 5<, 80.5, 50000<<,
DisplayFunction Ø Identity, PlotStyle Ø PointSize@0.004DD;
lDA = LogListPlot@NoiseDataDA, PlotRange Ø 880, 5<, 80.5, 50000<<,
DisplayFunction Ø Identity, PlotStyle Ø PointSize@0.004DD;
lLamp = LogListPlot@NoiseLampData, PlotRange Ø 880, 5<, 80.5, 50000<<,
DisplayFunction Ø Identity, PlotStyle Ø PointSize@0.004DD;
BothData = Join@Table@8i* TimeStep, 0, NoiseDataDA@@i, 2DD<, 8i, 1 + SkipPts, TotalPoints<D,
Table@8i* TimeStep, 1, NoiseDataD@@i, 2DD<, 8i, 1 + SkipPts, TotalPoints<DD;
DistSpread = 0.2;
T1rand = Random@NormalDistribution@1.32, DistSpread *1.32 ê 2DD;
T2rand = Random@NormalDistribution@0.8, DistSpread* 0.8 ê2DD;
kDrand = Random@NormalDistribution@kD@bbD, DistSpread* kD@bbDDD;
kArand = Random@NormalDistribution@kA@eeD, DistSpread* kA@eeDDD;
Ddrand =
Random@NormalDistribution@DomainDiameter@aaD, DistSpread * DomainDiameter@aaDê 4DD;
Print@TableForm@8" tlo ", " tld ", " kD ", " kA "<,
TableSpacing Ø 84, 0<, TableDirections Ø 8Row, Column<DD;
Print@TableForm@8T1rand, T2rand, kDrand, kArand<, TableSpacing Ø 84, 0<,
TableDirections Ø 8Row, Column<DD;
Clear@T1Past, T2Past, a1Past, DdparPastD;
T1Past = 1.;
T2Past = 1.;
a1Past = 1.;
DdparPast = 1.;H*
Non-linear least squares fit function.
*L
PastDate = AbsoluteTime@D;
GlobalFitSoln = NonlinearRegressABothData, IfAx2 ã 0, FitFunctionDACompAx1,
A1,
1 - Xlo@ffD
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Abs@kDrandD*Xlo@ffD , Abs@t1D, Abs@t2D, Abs@Dd1D, Abs@kArandDE, 0E +
IfAx2 ã 1, FitFunctionDAx1, A2, 1 - Xlo@ffDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Abs@kDrandD * Xlo@ffD , Abs@t1D, Abs@t2DE, 0E,8x1, x2<, 88A1, A1guess<, 8A2, A2guess<, 8t1, T1rand<, 8t2, T2rand<, 8Dd1, Ddrand<<,
MaxIterations Ø 200, RegressionReport Ø 8BestFitParameters, StartingParameters,
FitResiduals<, Method Ø LevenbergMarquardt, Weights Ø HH#L-1 &LE;
Print@BestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnD;
A1soln = A1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnL;
A2soln = A2 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnL;
A1guess = A1soln;
A2guess = A2soln;
Q1soln = Q1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnL;
kAsoln = kA1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnL;
T1soln = Abs@t1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
T2soln = Abs@t2 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
Ddsoln = Abs@Dd1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
DdFit@Xlo@ffD, kD@bbD, DomainDiameter@aaD, Poly@ggDD = Ddsoln;H*
Plot solutions: fit versus actual data.
*L
ListDataD = TableA9 , FitFunctionDA , A2soln,
, T1soln, T2solnE=, E;
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ListDataD = TableA9i *TimeStep, FitFunctionDAi* TimeStep, A2soln,
1 - Xlo@ffD
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Abs@kDrandD* Xlo@ffD , T1soln, T2solnE=, 8i, 1 + SkipPts, TotalPoints<E;
ListDataDA = TableA9i* TimeStep, FitFunctionDACompAi* TimeStep,
A1soln,
1 - Xlo@ffD
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Abs@kDrandD * Xlo@ffD , T1soln, T2soln, Ddsoln,
Abs@kArandDE=, 8i, 1 + SkipPts, TotalPoints<E;
pD = LogListPlot@ListDataD, PlotJoined Ø True,
PlotRange Ø 880, 5<, 81, 50000<<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
pDA = LogListPlot@ListDataDA, PlotJoined Ø True, PlotRange Ø 880, 5<, 81, 50000<<,
DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
fitplots = Show@lD, pD, lDA, pDA, lLampD;
fitresids = FitResiduals ê. GlobalFitSoln;
Clear@lresidDA, lresidDD;
Resids = HfitresidsL ë TableAè!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!BothData@@i, 3DD , 8i, 1, 2 * HTotalPoints - SkipPtsL<E;
WresidDA = Table@8i* TimeStep, Resids@@i - SkipPtsDD<, 8i, 1 + SkipPts, TotalPoints<D;
lresidDA = ListPlot@WresidDA, PlotJoined Ø True, PlotRange Ø 880, 5<, 8-4, 4<<,
DisplayFunction Ø Identity, AspectRatio Ø 0.25, Ticks Ø 8None, 8-4, 0, 4<<D;
WresidD = Table@8Hi - TotalPointsL* TimeStep, Resids@@i - 2 * SkipPtsDD<,8i, 1 + SkipPts + TotalPoints, 2* HTotalPointsL<D;
lresidD = ListPlot@WresidD, PlotJoined Ø True, PlotRange Ø 880, 5<, 8-4, 4<<,
DisplayFunction Ø Identity, AspectRatio Ø 0.25, Ticks Ø 8None, 8-4, 0, 4<<D;
s2 = Show@GraphicsArray@88lresidDA<, 8lresidD<<,
DisplayFunction Ø Identity, GraphicsSpacing Ø 80.0, 0.4<DD;
Show@GraphicsArray@88fitplots<, 8s2<<D, DisplayFunction Ø $DisplayFunctionD;
Print@D;
GlobalChi = Total@HFitResiduals ê. GlobalFitSolnL2 ê Join@
Table@NoiseDataDA@@i, 2DD, 8i, 1 + SkipPts, TotalPoints<D, Table@NoiseDataD@@i, 2DD,8i, 1 + SkipPts, TotalPoints<DDDê H2* HTotalPoints - SkipPtsL - 5L;
Print@"Chi Squared HGlobalL: ", GlobalChiD;
Write@ChiFile, TableForm@8DomainDiameter@aaD, DdFit@Xlo@ffD, kD@bbD, DomainDiameter@aaD,
Poly@ggDD, kDrand, kArand, T1soln, T2soln, A1soln, A2soln, GlobalChi, outside<,
TableSpacing Ø 84, 0<, TableDirections Ø 8Row, Column<DD;
Print@"Finished in: ", HAbsoluteTime@D - PastDateL ê 60, " min ü ", Date@DD;
Label@SkipFitD;
Clear@pointsDA, pointsDD;
zz++;E;E;E;E;E;E;
;
;
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Close@DataFileD;
Close@DataFileHexD;E;
Close@ChiFileD;
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Appendix C: Mathematica Program for Fitting Experimental Data
This appendix contains the computer code, produced using Mathematica 5.2 (Wolfram Research,
Champaign, IL), for fitting real experimental data. The user can modify the code to either fit the
probe partitioning and lifetime-weighted quantum yields, or used fixed values based on results of
other experiments. As shown, the code uses lifetime-weighted quantum yield data as a function of
liquid-ordered mole fraction, Xlo, to fit the probe partitioning (for explanation of the partition fitting
equation, see (62)). Generally, fits seem better when good estimates of the probe partitioning allow
the user to fix those parameters rather than fit them. The same may be true of the lifetime-weighted
quantum yields.
The code includes real-world fitting parameters such as the color shift, period shift, instrument
background, and decay background. The color shift occurs because of wavelength dependence of
the experimental setup (i.e., difference between IRF measurement and decay measurement). The
period shift is only useful if the entire decay is not captured (the decay is allowed to go to zero
before the next laser pulse); it corrects for the tail-end of the decay appearing prior to laser pulses in
such scenarios. The background is a simple subtraction of noise, or dark counts, in the instrument
and decay profiles. The backgrounds of the two signals often differs because decays are typically
measured over longer time intervals when compared to the instrument response function (IRF).
As set up, the code reads in a string of numbers without the time signature (only counts) and the
user inputs the time step (channel width). The data input can be easily modified to suit individual
user needs.
† Setup
<< Statistics`NormalDistribution`
<< Statistics`NonlinearFit`
<< Graphics`Graphics`
<< Statistics`DiscreteDistributions`
Off@General::spell1D;
Off@General::spellD;
Off@InterpolatingFunction::"dmval"D;
Off@Graphics::"gptn"D;H* TURN OFF COMPILE ERROR... Occurs when shells exceed 33 *L
Off@CompiledFunction::"cfn"D;H* Compiler Performance gain is lost if
TotalShells exceeds 33 although this is equivalent to only ~ 2.5 R0 *L
† Change directory towhatever youwant your workingdirectory to be.
SetDirectory@"êUsersêkbt22ê"D
† Input variables HglobalL
TotalShells = 33;
zz = 1;
† The lifetime-weightedquantum yield is obtained from the experimental donor decay profiles. Fitting of this
quantity provides estimates for the ordered anddisordered lifetimes and the donor partition coeffiecient.
tbar = 880.0, 9.14<, 80.1, 9.59<, 80.2, 9.72<,80.3, 10.10<, 80.5, 10.66<, 80.75, 10.22<, 81.0, 11.11<<;
tbar = 880.0, 9.14<, 80.1, 9.59<, 80.2, 9.72<, 80.3, 10.10<, 80.5, 10.66<, 81.0, 11.11<<;
tbarfit@tlo_, tld_, Kp_, Xlo_D := tld *H1 - XloL + tlo* Kp* XloÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
1 + Xlo HKp - 1L ;
f1 = FindFit@tbar, tbarfit@t1, t2, KD, Xlo1D, 88t1, 11.<, 8t2, 9.<, 8KD, 1.<<, Xlo1D
l1 = ListPlot@tbar, PlotRange Ø 880, 1<, 89., 11.25<<,
PlotStyle Ø PointSize@0.025D, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
p1 = Plot@tbarfit@t1, t2, KD, xD ê. f1, 8x, 0, 1<,
PlotRange Ø 880, 1<, 89., 11.25<<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
Show@l1, p1, DisplayFunction Ø $DisplayFunctionD;
TbarLO = t1 ê. f1;
TbarLD = t2 ê. f1;
KpD = KD ê. f1;
† Various initial guesses for fitting.
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T1Gguess = 1.4;
T2Gguess = 0.75;
A1guessD = 3.;
A2guessD = 2.;
A3guessD = 0.2;
T1guessD = 1.4;
T2guessD = 0.75;
BGguessD = 10.;
irfBGguessD = 2.;
irfDguessD = 0.07;
A1guessDA = 1.8;
A2guessDA = 2.;
A3guessDA = 1.;
T1guessDA = 1.35;
T2guessDA = 0.75;
BGguessDA = 10.;
irfBGguessDA = 2.;
irfDguessDA = 0.075;
† Various experimental parameters. Totalpoints is the number of data channels,
or bins. TimeStep is the channelwidth in nanoseconds,
and IRFTimeStep is the IRF channelwidth. StartFitTime is the earliest
data timeused for fitting Hall times prior are ignored for fittingL. EndFitTime is the
latest data time used for fitting Hall times after are ignored for fittingL.
TotalPoints = 1024;
TimeStep = 0.048959659;
IRFTimeStep = 0.048915736;
StartFitTime = 2.0;
EndFitTime = 46.0;
SkipPtsBegin = IntegerPart@StartFitTimeêTimeStepD;
SkipPtsEnd = TotalPoints - IntegerPart@EndFitTimeêTimeStepD;
FitPoints = TotalPoints - HSkipPtsBegin + SkipPtsEndL;
Print@"Begin Time: ", HSkipPtsBegin + 1L* TimeStepD;
Print@"End Time : ", HTotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd - 1L* TimeStepD;
Print@2* FitPointsD;
† NumberOfCycles is the number of times to run themain loop for each set of input parameters.
NumberOfCycles = 2;
† PolyDisp is thepolydispersity of the systemdefined as one standarddeviation equal to
PolyDisp times themean diameter. This is left from the loop, but in actuality it is not needed.
PolySteps = 1;
Poly@1D = 0.2;
Poly@2D = 0.1;
Poly@3D = 0.001;
Poly@4D = 0.0001;
Ald = 60.1;
Alo = 48.8;
† Xlo is the experimentalmole fractionof liquid orderedphase.
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Xlo@1D = 0.1;
AbulkSteps = 1;
ForAi = 1, i <= AbulkSteps, i++,
Abulk@iD = Xlo@iD AloÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Xlo@iD Alo + Ald - Xlo@iD Ald ;E;
† Since theRDFwere calculated in 5 percent intervals , the nearest value is usedas theRDF for fitting.
AbulkApprox = 0.05* RoundA Abulk@1DÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅ
0.05
E;
XloSteps = AbulkSteps;
Print@TableForm@Table@Xlo@iD, 8i, AbulkSteps<D,
TableDirections Ø 8Row, Column<, TableSpacing Ø 84, 0<DD;
† w is themembrane thickness, R is the Forster distance,
tau is the lifetime-weightedquantum yield in eachphase,
andDmin is theminimumvan derWaals separationof the two fluorophores.
wlo = 39.0;
wld = 39.0;
Rlo = 60.5;
Rld = 60.5;
tlo = 11.;
tld = 9.;
w = wlo;
ForsterRadius@1D = Rlo;
ForsterRadius@2D = Rld;
DonorLifetime@1D = tlo;
DonorLifetime@2D = tld;
IntegratedTime = 106;
BilayerThickness = 39.0;
h = BilayerThickness;
CholDiameter = 7.0;
PhosDiameter = 9.4;
AverageDiameter =
CholDiameter + PhosDiameter
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
;
Dmin = AverageDiameter;
† Acceptor to Lipid ratio HALRL,
ormole fraction of acceptor in simulation. Themole fraction of donor is set to be equal to this later.
ALRSteps = 1;
ALR@1D = 0.005;
ALR@2D = 0.003;
ALR@3D = 0.002;
† Partition coefficients for donor HkDL and acceptor HkAL
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kDSteps = 1;
kD@1D = 1.1;
kD@2D = 2.0;
kD@3D = 1.5;
kASteps = 1;
kA@1D = 0.3;
kA@2D = 0.5;
† Domain diameters in angstroms.
DomainDiameterSteps = 1;
DomainDiameter@1D = 50.;
DomainDiameter@2D = 75.;
DomainDiameter@3D = 100.;
DomainDiameter@4D = 150.;
DomainDiameter@5D = 200.;
DomainDiameter@6D = 300.;
DomainDiameter@7D = 400.;
DomainDiameter@8D = 500.;
† Compiled functions formodel equations.
Clear@FuncLo, FuncLdD;
FuncLo = CompileA8td, td, Ddd, Xlod, Alo, Ald, StepSize,
R0d, wd, kAd, ad, bd, kd, dd, ninf, 8nMin, _Integer<, 8nMax, _Integer<<,
ModuleA8t, i<, t = 1.; i = nMin; DoAt *= ExpAReA 1ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
3 Alo H1 + H-1 + kAdL XlodL  i
kjjjjjjjjjninf p ikjjjjjj3 ikjjj1 - ‰- R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅi6 StepSize6 td y{zzz i2 StepSize2 - 3 ikjjj1 - ‰- R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅH1+iL6 StepSize6 td y{zzz H1 + iL2 StepSize2 +Hi2 StepSize2 + wd2L ikjjjjjj3 + ikjjjjj R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHi2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td y{zzzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 E -ikjjjjj R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHi2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td y{zzzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 , R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHi2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td Ey{zzzzzz -HH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L ikjjjjjj3 + ikjjjjj R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td y{zzzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 E -ikjjjjj R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td y{zzzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 , R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td Ey{zzzzzz -
3 R0d2 ikjj tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅtd y{zz1ê3 GammaA 2ÅÅÅÅ3 , 0, R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅi6 StepSize6 td E + 3 R0d2 ikjj tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅtd y{zz1ê3
GammaA 2ÅÅÅÅ
3
, 0,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅH1 + iL6 StepSize6 td Ey{zzzzzz ikjjjjjjjjjAlo H1 + H-1 + kAdL XlodL +
‰
ikjjjjjj J 1ÅÅÅÅ2 +iN StepSizeÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDdd y{zzzzzzbd ad HAlo - Ald kAdL H-1 + XlodL CosAdd + H 1ÅÅÅ2 + iL StepSize kdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Ddd
E Sec@ddDy{zzzzzzzzz
y
{zzzzzzzzzEE;
i++, 8nMax<E; tE, 99GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ
3
,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHi2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td E, _Complex=,
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9GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ
3
,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td E,
_Complex=,9GammaA 2ÅÅÅÅ
3
, 0,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅ
i6 StepSize6 td
E,
_Complex=,9GammaA 2ÅÅÅÅ
3
, 0,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅH1 + iL6 StepSize6 td E, _Complex==E;
FuncLd = CompileA8td, td, Ddd, Xlod, Alo, Ald, StepSize,
R0d, wd, kAd, ad, bd, kd, dd, ninf, 8nMin, _Integer<, 8nMax, _Integer<<,
ModuleA8t, i<, t = 1.; i = nMin; DoAt *= ExpAReA 1ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
3 Ald H1 + H-1 + kAdL XlodL  i
kjjjjjjjjjninf p ikjjjjjj3 ikjjj1 - ‰- R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅi6 StepSize6 td y{zzz i2 StepSize2 - 3 ikjjj1 - ‰- R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅH1+iL6 StepSize6 td y{zzz H1 + iL2 StepSize2 +Hi2 StepSize2 + wd2L ikjjjjjj3 + ikjjjjj R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHi2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td y{zzzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 E -ikjjjjj R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHi2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td y{zzzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 , R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHi2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td Ey{zzzzzz -HH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L ikjjjjjj3 + ikjjjjj R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td y{zzzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 E -ikjjjjj R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td y{zzzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 , R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td Ey{zzzzzz -
3 R0d2 ikjj tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅtd y{zz1ê3 GammaA 2ÅÅÅÅ3 , 0, R0d6 tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅi6 StepSize6 td E + 3 R0d2 ikjj tdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅtd y{zz1ê3
GammaA 2ÅÅÅÅ
3
, 0,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅH1 + iL6 StepSize6 td Ey{zzzzzz ikjjjjjjjjjAld H1 + H-1 + kAdL XlodL +
‰
ikjjjjjj J 1ÅÅÅÅ2 +iN StepSizeÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDdd y{zzzzzzbd ad HAlo - Ald kAdL Xlod CosAdd + H 1ÅÅÅ2 + iL StepSize kdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Ddd
E Sec@ddDy{zzzzzzzzz
y
{zzzzzzzzzEE;
i++, 8nMax<E; tE, 99GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ
3
,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHi2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td E, _Complex=,9GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ
3
,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHH1 + iL2 StepSize2 + wd2L3 td E,
_Complex=,9GammaA 2ÅÅÅÅ
3
, 0,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅ
i6 StepSize6 td
E, _Complex=,
9GammaA 2ÅÅÅÅ
3
, 0,
R0d6 td
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅH1 + iL6 StepSize6 td E,
_Complex==E;
† Read in numerical RDF fits.
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InputFile = OpenRead@"FRETêPdomêPdomFinal"D;
TotalLayers = 100;
TotalSteps = 10;
ForAAinfSteps = 1, AinfSteps § TotalSteps, AinfSteps++,
Ainf@AinfStepsD = Read@InputFile, NumberD;
aOutDummy@AinfStepsD = Read@InputFile, NumberD;
bOutDummy@AinfStepsD = Read@InputFile, NumberD;
cOutDummy@AinfStepsD = Read@InputFile, NumberD;
For@i = 1, i § TotalLayers, i++,
DataOut@AinfSteps, iD = Read@InputFile, 8Number, Number<D;D;
DimDataOut@AinfStepsD = Table@DataOut@AinfSteps, iD, 8i, 1, TotalLayers<D;
GROut@AinfStepsD = TableA9DimDataOut@AinfStepsD@@i, 1DD, ikjj DimDataOut@AinfStepsD@@i, 2DDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅAinf@AinfStepsD y{zz=, 8i, 1, TotalLayers<E;
GROut@AinfStepsD = TableA9DimDataOut@AinfStepsD@@i, 1DD,ikjj DimDataOut@AinfStepsD@@i, 2DDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅAinf@AinfStepsD y{zz=, 8i, 1, 40<E;
lOut@AinfStepsD = ListPlot@DimDataOut@AinfStepsD,
PlotRange Ø 880, 2.5<, 80, 1<<, PlotStyle Ø 8Red<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
lgOut@AinfStepsD = ListPlot@GROut@AinfStepsD, PlotRange Ø 880, 2.5<, 80.8, 1.25<<,
PlotStyle Ø 8Red<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
Clear@a1, b1, c1, d1D;
eqn = 1 -
Exp@a1 *rb1D * Cos@c1 * r + d1D
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Cos@d1D ;
fitOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = FindFit@GROut@AinfStepsD,
eqn, 88a1, 0.1, 1.0<, 8b1, 0.1, 1.0<, 8c1, 0.1, 1.0<, 8d1, 0.1, 1.0<<, rD;
aOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = a1 ê. fitOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD;
bOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = b1 ê. fitOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD;
cOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = c1 ê. fitOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD;
dOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = d1 ê. fitOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD;
aInDummy@AinfStepsD = Read@InputFile, NumberD;
bInDummy@AinfStepsD = Read@InputFile, NumberD;
cInDummy@AinfStepsD = Read@InputFile, NumberD;
For@i = 1, i § TotalLayers, i++,
DataIn@AinfSteps, iD = Read@InputFile, 8Number, Number<D;D;
DimDataIn@AinfStepsD = Table@DataIn@AinfSteps, iD, 8i, 1, TotalLayers<D;
GRIn@AinfStepsD = TableA9DimDataIn@AinfStepsD@@i, 1DD, ikjj 1 - DimDataIn@AinfStepsD@@i, 2DDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅH1 - Ainf@AinfStepsDL y{zz=, 8i, 1, TotalLayers<E;
GRIn@AinfStepsD = TableA9DimDataIn@AinfStepsD@@i, 1DD,ikjj 1 - DimDataIn@AinfStepsD@@i, 2DDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅH1 - Ainf@AinfStepsDL y{zz=, 8i, 1, 40<E;
lIn@AinfStepsD = ListPlot@DimDataIn@AinfStepsD,
PlotRange Ø 880, 2.5<, 80, 1<<, PlotStyle Ø 8Blue<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
;
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lgIn@AinfStepsD = ListPlot@GRIn@AinfStepsD, PlotRange Ø 880, 2.5<, 80.8, 1.25<<,
PlotStyle Ø 8Blue<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
Clear@a1, b1, c1, d1D;
eqn = 1 -
Exp@a1 *rb1D * Cos@c1 * r + d1D
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Cos@d1D ;
fitIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = FindFit@GRIn@AinfStepsD,
eqn, 88a1, 0.1, 1.0<, 8b1, 0.1, 1.0<, 8c1, 0.1, 1.0<, 8d1, 0.1, 1.0<<, rD;
aIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = a1 ê. fitIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD;
bIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = b1 ê. fitIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD;
cIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = c1 ê. fitIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD;
dIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD = d1 ê. fitIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD;E;
Print@D;
PrintA"RDF Fit Parameters for Donors Outside Domains",
TableFormAPrependATable@8Ainf@AinfStepsD, aOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD,
bOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD, cOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD, dOut@Ainf@AinfStepsDD<,8AinfSteps, 1, TotalSteps<D, 9" s¶ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ", " aOutÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ", " bOutÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ", " cOutÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ", " dOutÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ "=EEE;
Print@D;
PrintA"RDF Fit Parameters for Donors Inside Domains",
TableFormAPrependATable@8Ainf@AinfStepsD, aIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD,
bIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD, cIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD, dIn@Ainf@AinfStepsDD<,8AinfSteps, 1, TotalSteps<D, 9" s¶ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ", " aInÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ", " bInÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ", " cInÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ", " dInÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ"=EEE;
Close@InputFileD;
RDF Fit Parameters for Donors Outside Domains
s¶ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ aOutÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ bOutÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ cOutÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ dOutÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
0.05 -1.01576 1.02477 1.46432 0.158225
0.1 -1.41144 0.911666 1.93284 -0.239747
0.15 -1.429 0.926226 1.95323 -0.212038
0.2 -1.35927 0.896775 2.01169 -0.192327
0.25 -1.19148 0.954508 1.77505 0.069582
0.3 -1.50052 0.855631 2.2912 -0.21591
0.35 -1.47035 0.868538 2.20641 -0.123704
0.4 -1.49431 0.920202 2.22925 -0.0389427
0.45 -1.51295 0.904731 2.22623 0.0433958
0.5 -1.75595 0.860784 2.43555 0.0165915
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RDF Fit Parameters for Donors Inside Domains
s¶ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ aInÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ bInÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ cInÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ dInÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
0.05 -1.43593 0.904288 2.00846 -0.283391
0.1 -1.30587 0.926241 1.88873 -0.104562
0.15 -1.42458 0.889107 2.13719 -0.199168
0.2 -1.39708 0.901299 2.12359 -0.103782
0.25 -1.41814 0.904682 2.23258 -0.0825369
0.3 -1.52142 0.888568 2.5212 -0.154357
0.35 -1.52623 0.88643 2.55298 -0.0774023
0.4 -1.59049 0.862547 2.75122 -0.0755813
0.45 -1.53267 0.877338 2.60399 0.105307
0.5 -1.66666 0.85665 2.72816 0.12722
† Main fitting loop. Laps is the number of repeated fits for the entire range of input parameters. For example,
with Laps = 1, every set of parameters is fit once; with Laps = 2, every set is fit twice.
ForALaps = 1, Laps § 4, Laps++,H*
Read
files: read time-resolved data for donor He.g., NBDL and acceptor He.g., RhL. For the case shown here,
there were two runs of each data set Hdonor only and donor in the presence of acc eptorL
*L
Clear@DataFileDA, DataFileDA2, DataFileD, DataFileD2D;
DataFileDA = OpenRead@"FRETêExperimentalê10RH_FitFile1"D;
DataFileDA2 = OpenRead@"FRETêExperimentalê10RH_FitFile2"D;
DataFileD = OpenRead@"FRETêExperimentalê10NBD_FitFile1"D;
DataFileD2 = OpenRead@"FRETêExperimentalê10NBD_FitFile2"D;
DataFileIRF = OpenRead@"FRETêExperimentalêIRF_File1"D;
PastDate = AbsoluteTime@D;H* --- BEGIN DATA LOOPS ----*L
ForAee = 1, ee § kASteps, ee++,
ForAbb = 1, bb § kDSteps, bb++,
ForAff = 1, ff § XloSteps, ff++,
ForAaa = 1, aa § DomainDiameterSteps, aa++,
ForAgg = 1, gg § PolySteps, gg++,
ForAcc = 1, cc § ALRSteps, cc++,
For@cycles = 1, cycles § NumberOfCycles, cycles++,
pointsDA@cyclesD = If@cycles ã 2, Read@DataFileDA2, Table@8Number<, 8i, 1,
TotalPoints<DD, Read@DataFileDA, Table@8Number<, 8i, 1, TotalPoints<DDD;
pointsD@cyclesD = If@cycles ã 2, Read@DataFileD2, Table@8Number<,8i, 1, TotalPoints<DD, Read@DataFileD, Table@8Number<, 8i, 1, TotalPoints<DDD;D;H*
Read in IRF.
*L
IRFData = Read@DataFileIRF, Table@8Number<, 8i, 1, TotalPoints<DD;
Clear@DataDA1, DataD1, DataDA2, DataD2D;
DataDA1 = pointsDA@1D;
;
;
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DataDA2 = pointsDA@2D;
DataD1 = pointsD@1D;
DataD2 = pointsD@2D;H*
This is a manipulation of the read D and DA data because they originally contained
only the count number in sequential order without the time signature.
*L
For@abc = 1, abc § TotalPoints, abc++,
DataDA1 = Insert@DataDA1, abc* TimeStep, 8abc, 1<D;
DataD1 = Insert@DataD1, abc* TimeStep, 8abc, 1<D;
DataDA2 = Insert@DataDA2, abc* TimeStep, 8abc, 1<D;
DataD2 = Insert@DataD2, abc* TimeStep, 8abc, 1<D;
IRFData = Insert@IRFData, abc* IRFTimeStep, 8abc, 1<D;D;
lIRFBefore = LogListPlot@Table@8i* TimeStep, IRFData@@i, 2DD<,8i, 1, TotalPoints<D, PlotRange Ø 885, 10<, 81, 12000<<,
PlotStyle Ø PointSize@0.003D, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;H*
This is an interpolating function to shift to correct the IRF if it has
different channel width from the measured decays. Often an IRF can be
measured quickly with more accuracy by using a smaller channel width.
*L
Clear@IRFaligndata, d, IRF, dataAlignD;
IRFaligndata = Function@8IRF, d<,
dataAlign = Interpolation@IRF + Table@8d, 0<, 8i, 1, Length@IRFD<DD;
avgBCG = Mean@
Table@IRF@@j, 2DD, 8j, Round@0.6* TotalPointsD, Round@0.8* TotalPointsD<DD;
Join@Table@8i* TimeStep, If@dataAlign@i*TimeStepD < 0, 0, dataAlign@
i * TimeStepDD<, 8i, 1, TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D, Table@8Hi + TotalPoints -
SkipPtsEndL *TimeStep, 1.0* avgBCG<, 8i, 1, 2 * TotalPoints + SkipPtsEnd<DDD;
IRFData = IRFaligndata@IRFData, 0.0D;
lIRFAfter =
LogListPlot@Table@8i* TimeStep, IRFData@@i, 2DD<, 8i, 1, TotalPoints<D, PlotRange Ø885, 10<, 81, 12000<<, PlotStyle Ø 8Hue@0.8D<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
Show@8lIRFBefore, lIRFAfter<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
l1 = LogListPlot@DataDA1, PlotRange Ø 880, 50<, 81, 12000<<,
PlotStyle Ø PointSize@0.002D, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
l2 = LogListPlot@DataD1, PlotRange Ø 880, 50<, 81, 12000<<, PlotStyle Ø
PointSize@0.002D, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
Show@8l1, l2<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;H*
Stepsize is shell thickness and Totali is the number of shells.
*L
Clear@Dd, t, A1D;
MinStep = 2;
StepSize =
AverageDiameter
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
MinStep
;
Totali = IntegerPartA5* RloÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
StepSize
E;
H*
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Choose the appropriate RDF for fitting.
*L
Clear@a1, b1, c1, d1D;
aOut@AbulkApproxD = a1 ê. fitOut@AbulkApproxD;
bOut@AbulkApproxD = b1 ê. fitOut@AbulkApproxD;
cOut@AbulkApproxD = c1 ê. fitOut@AbulkApproxD;
dOut@AbulkApproxD = d1 ê. fitOut@AbulkApproxD;
aIn@AbulkApproxD = a1 ê. fitIn@AbulkApproxD;
bIn@AbulkApproxD = b1 ê. fitIn@AbulkApproxD;
cIn@AbulkApproxD = c1 ê. fitIn@AbulkApproxD;
dIn@AbulkApproxD = d1 ê. fitIn@AbulkApproxD;
Clear@Gr, AreaFraclo, nlo, nld, nguessld, nguessloD;H*
Bulk acceptor density.
*L
ninf =
ALR@ccD
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Alo* Xlo@ffD + Ald H1 - Xlo@ffDL ;H*
RDF fit equation.
*L
Gr@r1_, a1_, b1_, c1_, d1_D := 1 - Exp@a1 * r1b1D * Cos@c1* r1 + d1DÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Cos@d1D ;
AreaFraclo@Xlo1_D := Alo* Xlo1ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Alo * Xlo1 + Ald H1 - Xlo1L ;H*
Functions for acceptor
density for a given acceptor partitioning and domain mole fraction.
*L
nlo@Xlo1_, kA1_D := kA1* HAld H1 - Xlo1L + Alo* Xlo1LÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Alo H1 - Xlo1 H1 - kA1LL ;
nld@Xlo1_, kA1_D := HAld H1 - Xlo1L + Alo * Xlo1LÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Ald H1 - Xlo1L + Ald *Xlo1 * kA1 ;H*
Acceptor density as a function of distance and RDF fit parameters.
*L
nguessld@Xlo2_, r2_, Dd2_, a2_, b2_, c2_, d2_, kA2_D :=ikjjAreaFraclo@Xlo2D * GrA r2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDd2 , a2, b2, c2, d2Ey{zz * nlo@Xlo2, kA2D +ikjj1 - AreaFraclo@Xlo2D * GrA r2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDd2 , a2, b2, c2, d2Ey{zz * nld@Xlo2, kA2D;
nguesslo@Xlo2_, r2_, Dd2_, a2_, b2_, c2_, d2_, kA2_D :=ikjj1 - H1 - AreaFraclo@Xlo2DL* GrA r2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDd2 , a2, b2, c2, d2Ey{zz * nlo@Xlo2, kA2D +ikjj1 - ikjj1 - H1 - AreaFraclo@Xlo2DL* GrA r2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅDd2 , a2, b2, c2, d2Ey{zzy{zz * nld@Xlo2, kA2D;
Clear@pcistrans, pcistransDomlo, pcistransDomld, iDAModelNewInf, iDAModelInfD;H*
cis and trans FRET transfer.
*L
pcistrans@t_, w_, n_, R0_, RE_, t_D :=
Exp@-p * R02 * n *Gamma@2ê 3, 0, Htê tL* HR0ê REL6D * HtêtL1ê3 +D * ExpA n p
E;
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p * RE2 * n * H1 - Exp@-Htê tL* HR0ê REL6DLD* ExpA 1ÅÅÅÅ
3
n p HRE2 + w2Likjjjjj3 + ikjjjj R06 tÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHRE2 + w2L3 t y{zzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 E - ikjjjj R06 tÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHRE2 + w2L3 t y{zzzz1ê3 GammaA- 1ÅÅÅÅ3 , R06 tÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅHRE2 + w2L3 t Ey{zzzzzE;H*
Sum over shells for donors inside domains HloL.
*L
pcistransDomlo@td_, wd_, ninf_, R0d_, Ddd_, td_, ad_, bd_, kd_, dd_, Xlod_, kAd_D :=ikjjjjj ‰i=MinStepTotali pcistrans@td, wd, ninf * nguesslo@Xlod, Hi + 1 ê 2L* StepSize, Ddd, ad, bd,
kd, dd, kAdD, R0d, i * StepSize, tdD ê pcistrans@td, wd, ninf* nguesslo@Xlod,Hi + 1 ê 2L* StepSize, Ddd, ad, bd, kd, dd, kAdD, R0d, Hi + 1L* StepSize, tdDy{zzzzz;H*
Sum over shells for donors outside domains HldL.
*L
pcistransDomld@td_, wd_, ninf_, R0d_, Ddd_, td_, ad_, bd_, kd_, dd_, Xlod_, kAd_D :=ikjjjjj ‰i=MinStepTotali pcistrans@td, wd, ninf * nguessld@Xlod, Hi + 1 ê 2L* StepSize, Ddd, ad, bd,
kd, dd, kAdD, R0d, i * StepSize, tdD ê pcistrans@td, wd, ninf* nguessld@Xlod,Hi + 1 ê 2L* StepSize, Ddd, ad, bd, kd, dd, kAdD, R0d, Hi + 1L* StepSize, tdDy{zzzzz;H*
Weighted sum of contributions for donors inside and outside domains.
*L
iDAModelNewInf@t_, A1_, Q1_, t1_, t2_, Dd1_, nBulk_, aIn_, bIn_, kIn_, dIn_, aOut_,
bOut_, kOut_, dOut_, Xlo1_, kA11_D := A1* Q1* HExp@-t ê t2D* pcistransDomld@t, w,
nBulk, Rlo, Dd1, t2, aOut, bOut, kOut, dOut, Xlo1, kA11DL + A1* HExp@-t ê t1D*
pcistransDomlo@t, w, nBulk, Rlo, Dd1, t1, aIn, bIn, kIn, dIn, Xlo1, kA11DL;H*
Compliled weighted sum HfasterL of contributions for donors inside and outside domains.
*L
iDAModelNewInfComp@t_, A1_, Q1_, t1_, t2_, Dd1_, nBulk_, aIn_, bIn_, kIn_,
dIn_, aOut_, bOut_, kOut_, dOut_, Xlo1_, kA11_D := A1* Q1* HExp@-t ê t2D*
FuncLd@t, t2, Dd1, Xlo1, Alo, Ald, StepSize, Rlo, w, kA11, aOut, bOut, kOut,
dOut, ninf, 2, TotalShellsDL + A1* HExp@-tê t1D *FuncLo@t, t1, Dd1, Xlo1, Alo,
Ald, StepSize, Rlo, w, kA11, aIn, bIn, kIn, dIn, ninf, 2, TotalShellsDL;H*
This is an interpolating function to shift the IRF in time.
The "color shift" in experimental data sets is a common fitting parameter due
to the wavelength dependence of the various experimental components.
*L
Clear@IRFshift, d, IRF, dataIntD;
IRFshift = Function@8IRF, d<,
dataInt = Interpolation@IRF + Table@8d, 0<, 8i, 1, Length@IRFD<DD;
avgBCG = Mean@
Table@IRF@@j, 2DD, 8j, Round@0.6* TotalPointsD, Round@0.8* TotalPointsD<DD;
Join@Table@dataInt@i* TimeStepD, 8i, 1, TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D,
Table@avgBCG, 8i, 1, 2 * TotalPoints + SkipPtsEnd<DDD;H*
The period shift is only needed if the decay is not allowed to approach the
background level before another pulse occurs. This results in decay overlap,
where the tail-end of the decay can actually show up prior to the laser pulse. This
requires an additional fitting parameter called the "period shift." In practice,
it is best to capture the entire decay and allow it to fade into the background
counts. Thus, in most cases, the "period shift" fitting parameter is not needed.
*L
;
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*L
Clear@PeriodShift, Decay, DpD;
PeriodShift = Function@8Decay, Dp<,
inData = Table@8i* TimeStep, Decay@@iDD<, 8i, 1, Length@DecayD - 1<D;
dataPerInt = Interpolation@inData - Table@8Dp, 0<, 8i, 1, Length@DecayD - 1<DD;
Table@dataPerInt@i* TimeStepD, 8i, 1, TotalPoints<DD;
DecayIRFSum =
Compile@88irf, _Real, 1<, 8dec, _Real, 1<, 8i, _Integer<<, Module@8sumD, j, k<,
sumD = 0.; j = 1; k = i; Do@sumD += irf@@jDD* dec@@kDD; j++; k--, 8i<D; sumDDD;H*
Several functions are defined in a way to "trick" Mathematica. These funcitons speed up
computations by not redundantly calculating functions for each data point. Thus,
temporary values are stored for the entire data set when the first data
point is evaluated by the Nonlinear fit function. TempValuesIRF,
TempValuesD, TempValuesPeriod, etc. all represent such storing.
*L
Clear@EvalIRFshift, TempValuesIRFD;
EvalIRFshift@HirfBG_L?NumericQ, Hd1_L?NumericQD :=
TempValuesIRF = IRFshift@IRFData, d1D - Table@irfBG, 8i, 1, 3 * TotalPoints<D;
Clear@EvalD, TempValuesDD;
EvalD@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Ha2_L?
NumericQ, Ha3_L?NumericQ, HT1_L?NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQD :=
TempValuesD = Table@Ha1* Exp@-TimeStep* i ê T1D + a2* Exp@-TimeStep* i ê T2D +
a3 *Exp@-TimeStep* iê 0.001DL, 8i, 0, 3 * TotalPoints, 1<D;
Clear@EvalIRFSumPeriod, TempValuesIRFPeriodD;
EvalIRFSumPeriod@Hp1_L?NumericQD := TempValuesIRFPeriod = Table@
TimeStep* DecayIRFSum@TempValuesIRF, TempValuesD, iD, 8i, 1, 3 * TotalPoints<D;
Clear@EvalPeriodshift, TempValuesPeriodD;
EvalPeriodshift@Hp1_L?NumericQD :=
TempValuesPeriod = PeriodShift@TempValuesIRFPeriod, p1D;H*
The functions with print in the name are copies of the fit function but with
the additional benefit of producing output lines at each fit step to show
the parameter values. In this way, the user can monitor the fit progress.
*L
Clear@FitFunctionDPrint, i, jD;
FitFunctionDPrint@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Ha2_L?NumericQ, HT1_L?
NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQ, HirfBG_L?NumericQ, Hd1_L?NumericQD :=
0 * If@Round@tê TimeStepD - SkipPtsBegin ã 1, Length@EvalD@t, a1, a2, T1, T2DD,
0D + 0 * If@Round@t êTimeStepD - SkipPtsBegin ã 1,
Length@EvalIRFshift@irfBG, d1DD, 0D + TimeStep*
Sum@HIf@TempValuesIRF@@j, 2DD - irfBG < 1, 0, TempValuesIRF@@j, 2DD - irfBGDL*HTempValuesD@@Round@tê TimeStepD - j + 1DDL, 8j, 1, Round@tê TimeStepD<D + If@
t ã HSkipPtsBegin + 1L* TimeStep, Print@TableForm@8a1, a2, T1, T2, irfBG, d1<,
TableSpacing Ø 84, 0<, TableDirections Ø 8Row, Column<DD; 0, 0D;H*
The Length@D function is used to call the function
contained within Length@D to store the Temp values of various functions.
FitFunctionD is the fitting function for the donor decay using reconvolution.
*L
Clear@FitFunctionD, i, jD;
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FitFunctionD@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Ha2_L?NumericQ, HT1_L?
NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQ, HirfBG_L?NumericQ, Hd1_L?NumericQD :=
0 * If@Round@tê TimeStepD - SkipPtsBegin ã 1, Length@EvalD@t, a1, a2, T1, T2DD,
0D + 0 * If@Round@t êTimeStepD - SkipPtsBegin ã 1,
Length@EvalIRFshift@irfBG, d1DD, 0D + TimeStep* Sum@HIf@TempValuesIRF@@j, 2DD - irfBG < 1, 0, TempValuesIRF@@j, 2DD - irfBGDL*HTempValuesD@@Round@tê TimeStepD - j + 1DDL, 8j, 1, Round@tê TimeStepD<D;H*
This is the compiled donor fit function.
*L
Clear@FitFunctionDComp, i, jD;
FitFunctionDComp@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Ha2_L?NumericQ, Ha3_L?
NumericQ, HT1_L?NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQ, HirfBG_L?NumericQ, Hd1_L?
NumericQ, Hp1_L?NumericQD := 0 * If@Round@tê TimeStepD - SkipPtsBegin ã 1,
Length@EvalD@t, a1, a2, a3, T1, T2DD + Length@EvalIRFshift@irfBG, d1DD +
Length@EvalIRFSumPeriod@p1DD + Length@EvalPeriodshift@p1DD,
0D + If@TempValuesIRFPeriod@@Round@tê TimeStepDDD < 0, 0,
TempValuesIRFPeriod@@Round@tê TimeStepDDDD + If@TempValuesPeriod@@Round@
t ê TimeStepDDD < 0, 0, TempValuesPeriod@@Round@tê TimeStepDDDD;
Clear@FitFunctionDCompPrint, i, jD;
FitFunctionDCompPrint@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Ha2_L?NumericQ, Ha3_L?
NumericQ, HT1_L?NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQ, HirfBG_L?NumericQ, Hd1_L?NumericQ,Hp1_L?NumericQ, HBG1_L?NumericQD := 0 * If@Round@tê TimeStepD - SkipPtsBegin ã 1,
Length@EvalD@t, a1, a2, a3, T1, T2DD + Length@EvalIRFshift@irfBG, d1DD +
Length@EvalIRFSumPeriod@p1DD + Length@EvalPeriodshift@p1DD, 0D + If@
TempValuesIRFPeriod@@Round@tê TimeStepDDD < 0, 0, TempValuesIRFPeriod@@Round@
t êTimeStepDDDD + If@TempValuesPeriod@@Round@tê TimeStepDDD < 0, 0,
TempValuesPeriod@@Round@tê TimeStepDDDD + 0 * If@t ã HSkipPtsBegin + 1L* TimeStep,
Print@TableForm@8a1, a2, a3, T1, T2, irfBG, d1, p1, BG1<,
TableSpacing Ø 84, 0<, TableDirections Ø 8Row, Column<DD; 0, 0D;H*
EvalDA is the decay predicted by theory for the donor-acceptor HDAL decay.
*L
Clear@EvalDA, TempValuesDA, EvalDA, TempValuesDAComp, EvalDAD;
EvalDA@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Hq1_L?NumericQ, HT1_L?
NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQ, HDdpar_L?NumericQ, HkApar_L?NumericQD :=
TempValuesDA = Table@If@i == 0, Re@iDAModelNewInf@1.*10-9, a1, q1, T1,
T2, Ddpar, ninf, aIn@AbulkApproxD, bIn@AbulkApproxD, cIn@AbulkApproxD,
dIn@AbulkApproxD, aOut@AbulkApproxD, bOut@AbulkApproxD, cOut@AbulkApproxD,
dOut@AbulkApproxD, Xlo@ffD, kAparDD, Re@iDAModelNewInf@TimeStep* i, a1, q1,
T1, T2, Ddpar, ninf, aIn@AbulkApproxD, bIn@AbulkApproxD, cIn@AbulkApproxD,
dIn@AbulkApproxD, aOut@AbulkApproxD, bOut@AbulkApproxD, cOut@AbulkApproxD,
dOut@AbulkApproxD, Xlo@ffD, kAparDDD, 8i, 0, TotalPoints, 1<D;
EvalDA2@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Hq1_L?NumericQ, HT1_L?
NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQ, HDdpar_L?NumericQ, HkApar_L?NumericQD :=
Re@iDAModelNewInfComp@t, a1, q1, T1, T2, Ddpar, ninf, aIn@AbulkApproxD,
bIn@AbulkApproxD, cIn@AbulkApproxD, dIn@AbulkApproxD, aOut@AbulkApproxD,
bOut@AbulkApproxD, cOut@AbulkApproxD, dOut@AbulkApproxD, Xlo@ffD,
kAparDD + If@t ã -1, Print@TableForm@8a1, q1, T1, T2, Ddpar, kApar<,
TableSpacing Ø 84, 0<, TableDirections Ø 8Row, Column<DD; 0, 0D;H*
EvalDAComp is the compiled version of
the decay predicted by theory for the donor-acceptor HDAL decay.
*L
EvalDAComp@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Hq1_L?NumericQ, Ha3_L?NumericQ, HT1_L?
NumericQ, , , D :=
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NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQ, HDdpar_L?NumericQ, HkApar_L?NumericQD :=
TempValuesDAComp = Table@If@i == 0, Re@iDAModelNewInfComp@1.* 10-9, a1,
q1, T1, T2, Ddpar, ninf, aIn@AbulkApproxD, bIn@AbulkApproxD,
cIn@AbulkApproxD, dIn@AbulkApproxD, aOut@AbulkApproxD, bOut@AbulkApproxD,
cOut@AbulkApproxD, dOut@AbulkApproxD, Xlo@ffD, kAparDD, Re@
iDAModelNewInfComp@TimeStep* i, a1, q1, T1, T2, Ddpar, ninf, aIn@AbulkApproxD,
bIn@AbulkApproxD, cIn@AbulkApproxD, dIn@AbulkApproxD, aOut@AbulkApproxD,
bOut@AbulkApproxD, cOut@AbulkApproxD, dOut@AbulkApproxD, Xlo@ffD, kAparDDD +
a3* Exp@-HTimeStep* iLê0.001D, 8i, 0, 2 * TotalPoints, 1<D;
Clear@EvalIRFSumPeriodDA, TempValuesIRFPeriodDAD;
EvalIRFSumPeriodDA@Hp1_L?NumericQD := TempValuesIRFPeriodDA = Table@TimeStep*
DecayIRFSum@TempValuesIRF, TempValuesDAComp, iD, 8i, 1, 2* TotalPoints<D;
Clear@EvalPeriodshiftDA, TempValuesPeriodDAD;
EvalPeriodshiftDA@Hp1_L?NumericQD :=
TempValuesPeriodDA = PeriodShift@TempValuesIRFPeriodDA, p1D;H*
FitFunctionDA are the various forms of the donor-acceptor reconvolution.
*L
Clear@FitFunctionDAPrint, i, jD;
FitFunctionDAPrint@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Hq1_L?NumericQ, HT1_L?
NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQ, HDdpar_L?NumericQ, HkApar_L?NumericQD :=
0 * If@Round@tê TimeStepD - SkipPtsBegin ã 1, Length@EvalDA@t, a1, q1,
T1, T2, Ddpar, kAparDD, 0D + TimeStep* Sum@IRFData@@j, 2DD*
TempValuesDA@@Round@tê TimeStepD - j + 1DD, 8j, 1, Round@tê TimeStepD<D + If@
t ã HSkipPtsBegin + 1L* TimeStep, Print@TableForm@8a1, q1, T1, T2, Ddpar, kApar<,
TableSpacing Ø 84, 0<, TableDirections Ø 8Row, Column<DD; 0, 0D;
Clear@FitFunctionDA, i, jD;
FitFunctionDA@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Hq1_L?
NumericQ, HT1_L?NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQ, HDdpar_L?NumericQ,HkApar_L?NumericQD := 0 * If@Round@tê TimeStepD - SkipPtsBegin ã 1 &&Ha1 != a1Past »» T1 != T1Past »» T2 != T2Past »» Ddpar != DdparPastL,
a1Past = a1; T1Past = T1; T2Past = T2; DdparPast = Ddpar; Length@
EvalDA@t, a1, q1, T1, T2, Ddpar, kAparDD, 0D + TimeStep* Sum@IRFData@@j, 2DD*
TempValuesDA@@Round@tê TimeStepD - j + 1DD, 8j, 1, Round@tê TimeStepD<D;
Clear@FitFunctionDAComp, i, jD;
FitFunctionDAComp@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Hq1_L?NumericQ, HT1_L?
NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQ, HDdpar_L?NumericQ, HkApar_L?NumericQD :=
0 * If@Round@tê TimeStepD - SkipPtsBegin ã 1 && Ha1 != a1Past »» T1 != T1Past »»
T2 != T2Past »» Ddpar != DdparPastL, a1Past = a1; T1Past = T1; T2Past = T2;
DdparPast = Ddpar; Length@EvalDAComp@t, a1, q1, T1, T2, Ddpar, kAparDD, 0D +
TimeStep* Sum@IRFData@@j, 2DD*TempValuesDAComp@@Round@tê TimeStepD - j + 1DD,8j, 1, Round@tê TimeStepD<D + 0 * If@t ã HSkipPtsBegin + 1L* TimeStep,
Print@TableForm@8a1, q1, T1, T2, Ddpar, kApar<,
TableSpacing Ø 84, 0<, TableDirections Ø 8Row, Column<DD; 0, 0D;
Clear@FitFunctionDACompPrint, i, jD;
FitFunctionDACompPrint@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Hq1_L?NumericQ, Ha3_L?
NumericQ, HT1_L?NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQ, HirfBG_L?NumericQ, Hd1_L?NumericQ,Hp1_L?NumericQ, HDdpar_L?NumericQ, HkApar_L?NumericQ, HBG1_L?NumericQD :=
0 * If@Round@tê TimeStepD - SkipPtsBegin ã 1, Length@EvalDAComp@t, a1,
q1, a3, T1, T2, Ddpar, kAparDD + Length@EvalIRFshift@irfBG, d1DD +
Length@EvalIRFSumPeriodDA@p1DD + Length@EvalPeriodshiftDA@p1DD,
0D + If@TempValuesIRFPeriodDA@@Round@tê TimeStepDDD < 0,
0, TempValuesIRFPeriodDA@@Round@tê TimeStepDDDD + If@
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TempValuesPeriodDA@@Round@tê TimeStepDDD < 0, 0, TempValuesPeriodDA@@Round@
t êTimeStepDDDD + 0 * If@t ã HSkipPtsBegin + 1L* TimeStep,
Print@TableForm@8a1, q1, a3, T1, T2, Ddpar, kApar, irfBG, d1, p1, BG1<,
TableSpacing Ø 84, 0<, TableDirections Ø 8Row, Column<DD; 0, 0D;
Clear@FitFunctionDAComp, i, jD;
FitFunctionDAComp@Ht_L?NumericQ, Ha1_L?NumericQ, Hq1_L?NumericQ, Ha3_L?
NumericQ, HT1_L?NumericQ, HT2_L?NumericQ, HirfBG_L?NumericQ, Hd1_L?
NumericQ, Hp1_L?NumericQ, HDdpar_L?NumericQ, HkApar_L?NumericQD :=
0 * If@Round@tê TimeStepD - SkipPtsBegin ã 1, Length@EvalDAComp@t, a1,
q1, a3, T1, T2, Ddpar, kAparDD + Length@EvalIRFshift@irfBG, d1DD +
Length@EvalIRFSumPeriodDA@p1DD + Length@EvalPeriodshiftDA@p1DD,
0D + If@TempValuesIRFPeriodDA@@Round@tê TimeStepDDD < 0, 0,
TempValuesIRFPeriodDA@@Round@tê TimeStepDDDD + If@TempValuesPeriodDA@@Round@
t ê TimeStepDDD < 0, 0, TempValuesPeriodDA@@Round@tê TimeStepDDDD;H*
Plo is the fraction of donors in the liquid-ordered phase.
*L
Plo =
kD@bbD Xlo@ffD
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅ
1 - Xlo@ffD + kD@bbD Xlo@ffD ;
lDA1 = LogListPlot@Table@8i* TimeStep, DataDA1@@i, 2DD<,8i, 1 + SkipPtsBegin, TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D, PlotRange Ø 880, 50<, 81, 20000<<,
PlotStyle Ø PointSize@0.002D, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
lD1 = LogListPlot@Table@8i*TimeStep, DataD1@@i, 2DD<, 8i, 1 + SkipPtsBegin,
TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D, PlotRange Ø 880, 50<, 81, 20000<<,
PlotStyle Ø PointSize@0.002D, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
lDA2 = LogListPlot@Table@8i* TimeStep, DataDA2@@i, 2DD<, 8i, 1 + SkipPtsBegin,
TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D, PlotRange Ø 880, 50<, 81, 20000<<,
PlotStyle Ø PointSize@0.002D, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
lD2 = LogListPlot@Table@8i*TimeStep, DataD2@@i, 2DD<, 8i, 1 + SkipPtsBegin,
TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D, PlotRange Ø 880, 50<, 81, 20000<<,
PlotStyle Ø PointSize@0.002D, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
lIRF = LogListPlot@Table@8i* TimeStep, IRFData@@i, 2DD<,8i, 1, TotalPoints<D, PlotRange Ø 880, 50<, 81, 20000<<,
PlotStyle Ø PointSize@0.003D, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
Show@8lDA1, lD1<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
Clear@T1Past, T2Past, a1Past, DdparPastD;
T1Past = 1.;
T2Past = 1.;
a1Past = 1.;
DdparPast = 1.;
PastDate = AbsoluteTime@D;H*
Uncomment to skip D1 fit.
Goto@SkipDFitD;
*L
H*
D fit data.
*L
FitDataD1 = Table@8HiL* TimeStep, 1,
DataD1@@i, 2DD<, 8i, 1 + SkipPtsBegin, TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D;
FitDataD2 = Table@8HiL* TimeStep, 2, DataD2@@i, 2DD<, 8i,
1 + SkipPtsBegin, TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D;
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H*--- FIT D1 ------*LH*--- FIT D1 ------*LH*--- FIT D1 ------*L
FitDataDBoth = FitDataD1;H*
Guess parameters.
*L
Clear@a1, a2, t1D;
A1guess = 6.;
A2guess = 2.;
A3guess = 2.;
Q1guess = 2.;
T1guess = 11.5;
T2guess = 2.5;
BGguess = 150.;
irfBGguess = 4.;
irfDguess = 0.06;
P1guess = 14.;
FixedP = 1024* TimeStep;
60. H1 - Exp@-0.1* P1DL;
Label@FitAgainDD;
Clear@A11, A12, A21, A22, BG1, BG2D;H*
Nonlinear least squares analysis.
*L
GlobalFitSoln = NonlinearRegress@FitDataDBoth, FitFunctionDCompPrint@t1, Abs@A11D,
Abs@A12D, Abs@A13D, 11.02, 2.14, irfBG1, irfD1, FixedP + P1, BG1D +
Abs@BG1D, 8t1, x1<, 88A11, A1guess<, 8A12, A2guess<, 8A13, A3guess<,8P1, 0.0<, 8irfD1, irfDguess<, 8BG1, BGguess<, 8irfBG1, irfBGguess<<,
MaxIterations Ø 2000, AccuracyGoal Ø 1. *10-10, PrecisionGoal Ø 1. *10-10,
RegressionReport Ø 8BestFitParameters, StartingParameters, FitResiduals<,
Method Ø LevenbergMarquardt, Weights Ø HH#L-1 &LD;H*
GlobalFitSoln=NonlinearRegress@FitDataDBoth,FitFunctionDCompPrint@t1,Abs@A11D,
Abs@A12D,Abs@A13D,Abs@t1D,Abs@t2D,irfBG1,irfD1,FixedP,BG1D+Abs@BG1D,8t1,x1<,88A11,A1guess<,8A12,A2guess<,8A13,A3guess<,8t1,T1guess<,8t2,T2guess<,8BG1,BGguess<,8irfBG1,irfBGguess<,8irfD1,irfDguess<<,
MaxIterationsØ2000,AccuracyGoalØ1.*10-10,PrecisionGoalØ1.*10-10,
RegressionReportØ8BestFitParameters,StartingParameters,FitResiduals<,
MethodØLevenbergMarquardt,WeightsØHH#L-1&LD;
GlobalFitSoln=NonlinearRegress@FitDataDBoth,
FitFunctionDComp@t1,Abs@A11D,Abs@A12D,Abs@A13D,Abs@t1D,
Abs@t2D,irfBG1,irfD1,60. H1-Exp@-0.1*P1DLD+Abs@BG1D,8t1,x1<,88A11,A1guess<,8A12,A2guess<,8A13,A3guess<,8t1,T1guess<,8t2,T2guess<,8BG1,BGguess<,8irfBG1,irfBGguess<,8irfD1,irfDguess<,8P1,P1guess<<,
MaxIterationsØ2000,AccuracyGoalØ1.*10-12,PrecisionGoalØ1.*10-12,
RegressionReportØ8BestFitParameters,StartingParameters,FitResiduals<,
MethodØLevenbergMarquardt,WeightsØHH#L-1&LD;
*L
Print@BestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnD;
A11soln = Abs@A11 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
A12soln = Abs@A12 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
A13soln = Abs@A13 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
T11soln = Abs@t1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
;
;
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T12soln = Abs@t2 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
BG1soln = Abs@BG1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
irfBGsoln1 = irfBG1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnL;
irfDsoln1 = irfD1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnL;
P11soln = P1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnL;
fitresids = FitResiduals ê. GlobalFitSoln;
Clear@lresidDA, lresidDD;
Resids = HfitresidsL ë TableAè!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!FitDataDBoth@@i, 3DD , 8i, 1, FitPoints<E;
Resids1 = Resids;
ChiD1 = Total@Resids12D ê HHFitPointsL - 9L;
Abort@D;H*--- FIT D2 ------*LH*--- FIT D2 ------*LH*--- FIT D2 ------*L
FitDataDBoth = FitDataD2;
GlobalFitSoln = NonlinearRegress@FitDataDBoth, FitFunctionDCompPrint@t1, Abs@A21D,
Abs@A22D, Abs@A23D, Abs@t1D, Abs@t2D, irfBG1, irfD1, FixedP, BG2D + Abs@BG2D,8t1, x1<, 88A21, A1guess<, 8A22, A2guess<, 8A23, A3guess<, 8t1, T1guess<,8t2, T2guess<, 8BG2, BGguess<, 8irfBG1, irfBGguess<, 8irfD1, irfDguess<<,
MaxIterations Ø 2000, AccuracyGoal Ø 1. *10-10, PrecisionGoal Ø 1. *10-10,
RegressionReport Ø 8BestFitParameters, StartingParameters, FitResiduals<,
Method Ø LevenbergMarquardt, Weights Ø HH#L-1 &LD;H*
GlobalFitSoln=NonlinearRegress@FitDataDBoth,
FitFunctionDComp@t1,Abs@A21D,Abs@A22D,Abs@A23D,Abs@t1D,Abs@t2D,
irfBG1,irfD1,60. H1-Exp@-0.1*P1DLD+Abs@BG2D,8t1,x1<,88A21,A1guess<,8A22,A2guess<,8A23,A3guess<,8t1,T1guess<,8t2,T2guess<,8BG2,BGguess<,8irfBG1,irfBGguess<,8irfD1,irfDguess<,8P1,P1guess<<,
MaxIterationsØ2000,AccuracyGoalØ1.*10-6,PrecisionGoalØ1.*10-6,
RegressionReportØ8BestFitParameters,StartingParameters,FitResiduals<,
MethodØLevenbergMarquardt,WeightsØHH#L-1&LD;
*L
Print@BestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnD;
A21soln = Abs@A21 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
A22soln = Abs@A22 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
A23soln = Abs@A23 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
T21soln = Abs@t1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
T22soln = Abs@t2 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
BG2soln = Abs@BG2 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
irfBGsoln2 = irfBG1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnL;
irfDsoln2 = irfD1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnL;
P21soln = P1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnL;
fitresids = FitResiduals ê. GlobalFitSoln;
Clear@lresidDA, lresidDD;
Resids = HfitresidsL ë TableAè!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!FitDataDBoth@@i, 3DD , 8i, 1, FitPoints<E;
Resids2 = Resids;
ChiD2 = Total@Resids22D ê HHFitPointsL - 9L;
PrintATableFormA98" a1 ", " a2 ", " t1 ", " t2 ",<,
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" tbar "<, 9 A11solnÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
A11soln + A12soln
, 1 -
A11soln
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
A11soln + A12soln
, T11soln,
T12soln,
A11soln
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
A11soln + A12soln
* T11soln + ikjj1 - A11solnÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅA11soln + A12soln y{zz * T12soln==,
TableSpacing Ø 82, 8<, TableDirections Ø 8Column, Row<EE;
Print@D;
PrintATableFormA98" a1 ", " a2 ", " t1 ", " t2 ",
" tbar "<, 9 A21solnÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
A21soln + A12soln
, 1 -
A21soln
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
A21soln + A22soln
, T21soln,
T22soln,
A21soln
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
A21soln + A12soln
* T21soln + ikjj1 - A21solnÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅA21soln + A12soln y{zz * T22soln==,
TableSpacing Ø 82, 8<, TableDirections Ø 8Column, Row<EE;
Print@D;
Print@TableForm@88" BG1 ", " BG2 ", " irfBG ", " irf D ",
"Period HnsL"<, 8BG1soln, BG2soln, irfBGsoln1, irfDsoln1, 60. H1 - Exp@-0.1 *
P11solnDL<<, TableSpacing Ø 82, 8<, TableDirections Ø 8Column, Row<DD;
Print@D;
Print@TableForm@88"Red. c1 ", "Red. c2 "<,8ChiD1, ChiD2<<, TableSpacing Ø 82, 8<, TableDirections Ø 8Column, Row<DD;
ListDataD1 = Table@8i* TimeStep, FitFunctionDComp@i* TimeStep, A11soln,
A12soln, A13soln, T11soln, T12soln, irfBGsoln1, irfDsoln1, FixedPD +
BG1soln<, 8i, 1 + SkipPtsBegin, TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D;H*
ListDataD1=Table@8i*TimeStep,FitFunctionDComp@i*TimeStep,A11soln,A12soln,
A13soln,T11soln,T12soln,irfBGsoln1,irfDsoln1,60. H1-Exp@-0.1*
P11solnDLD+BG1soln<,8i,1+SkipPtsBegin,TotalPoints-SkipPtsEnd<D;
*L
pD1 = LogListPlot@ListDataD1, PlotJoined Ø
True, PlotRange Ø 880, 50<, 81, 20000<<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
ListDataD2 = Table@8i* TimeStep, FitFunctionDComp@i* TimeStep, A21soln,
A22soln, A23soln, T21soln, T22soln, irfBGsoln2, irfDsoln2, FixedPD +
BG2soln<, 8i, 1 + SkipPtsBegin, TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D;H*
ListDataD2=Table@8i*TimeStep,FitFunctionDComp@i*TimeStep,A21soln,A22soln,
A23soln,T21soln,T22soln,irfBGsoln2,irfDsoln2,60. H1-Exp@-0.1*
P21solnDLD+BG2soln<,8i,1+SkipPtsBegin,TotalPoints-SkipPtsEnd<D;
*L
pD2 = LogListPlot@ListDataD2, PlotJoined Ø
True, PlotRange Ø 880, 50<, 81, 20000<<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;H*
Plot fits and data with residuals and autocorrelation function.
*L
fitplots1 = Show@lD1, lDA1, pD1, lIRFD;
fitplots2 = Show@lD2, lDA2, pD2, lIRFD;H* ---- Weighted Residuals D ----*L
WresidD1 = Table@8i* TimeStep,
Resids1@@i - SkipPtsBeginDD<, 8i, 1 + SkipPtsBegin, TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D;
lresidD1 = ListPlot@WresidD1, PlotJoined Ø True, PlotRange Ø 880, 50<, 8-4, 4<<,
DisplayFunction Ø Identity, AspectRatio Ø 0.25, Ticks Ø 8None, 8-4, 0, 4<<D;
WresidD2 = Table@8i* TimeStep, Resids2@@i - SkipPtsBeginDD<, 8i,
1 + SkipPtsBegin, TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D;
lresidD2 = ListPlot@WresidD2, PlotJoined Ø True, PlotRange Ø 880, 50<, 8-4, 4<<,
DisplayFunction Ø Identity, AspectRatio Ø 0.25, Ticks Ø 8None, 8-4, 0, 4<<D;
;
;
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s21 = Show@GraphicsArray@8lresidD1<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityDD;
s22 = Show@GraphicsArray@8lresidD2<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityDD;H* -- Autocorrelation Function D --*L
ForAjj = 1, jj § FitPointsÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
, jj++,
AC1@jjD = ikjj2 *SumAResids1@@kDD* Resids1@@k + jjDD, 9k, 1, FitPointsÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 =Ey{zz ì
Sum@Resids1@@kDD2, 8k, 1, FitPoints<D;
AC2@jjD = ikjj2 *SumAResids2@@kDD* Resids2@@k + jjDD, 9k, 1, FitPointsÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 =Ey{zz ì
Sum@Resids2@@kDD2, 8k, 1, FitPoints<D;E;
AutoCorr1 = Table@8Hi + SkipPtsBeginê 2L* TimeStep, AC1@iD<, 8i, 1, FitPointsê 2<D;
AutoCorr2 = Table@8Hi + SkipPtsBeginê 2L* TimeStep, AC2@iD<, 8i, 1, FitPointsê 2<D;
lAC1 = ListPlot@AutoCorr1, PlotJoined Ø True, PlotRange Ø 880, 25<, 8-0.2, 0.2<<,
DisplayFunction Ø Identity, AspectRatio Ø 0.25, Ticks Ø 8None, Automatic<D;
lAC2 = ListPlot@AutoCorr2, PlotJoined Ø True, PlotRange Ø 880, 25<, 8-0.2, 0.2<<,
DisplayFunction Ø Identity, AspectRatio Ø 0.25, Ticks Ø 8None, Automatic<D;
sAC1 = Show@GraphicsArray@8lAC1<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityDD;
sAC2 = Show@GraphicsArray@8lAC2<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityDD;
Show@GraphicsArray@88fitplots1, fitplots2<, 8s21, s22<, 8sAC1, sAC2<<D,
DisplayFunction Ø $DisplayFunction, GraphicsSpacing Ø 80.0, -0.3<D;H*------ FIT D GLOBAL ------*L
FitDataDBoth = Join@FitDataD1, FitDataD2D;
GlobalFitSoln = NonlinearRegress@FitDataDBoth, If@x1 ã 1,
FitFunctionDComp@t1, Abs@A11D, Abs@A12D, Abs@A13D, Abs@t1D, Abs@t2D, irfBG1,
irfD1, 60. H1 - Exp@-0.1* P1DLD + Abs@BG1D, FitFunctionDComp@t1, Abs@A21D,
Abs@A22D, Abs@A23D, Abs@t1D, Abs@t2D, irfBG1, irfD1, 60. H1 - Exp@-0.1* P1DLD +
Abs@BG2DD, 8t1, x1<, 88A11, A1guess<, 8A12, A2guess<, 8A13, A3guess<,8A21, A1guess<, 8A22, A2guess<, 8A23, A3guess<, 8t1, T1guess<, 8t2, T2guess<,8BG1, BGguess<, 8BG2, BGguess<, 8irfBG1, irfBGguess<, 8irfD1, irfDguess<,8P1, P1guess<<, MaxIterations Ø 2000, AccuracyGoal Ø 1.* 10-12, PrecisionGoal Ø
1.* 10-12, RegressionReport Ø 8BestFitParameters, StartingParameters,
FitResiduals<, Method Ø LevenbergMarquardt, Weights Ø HH#L-1 &LD;
A11soln = Abs@A11 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
A12soln = Abs@A12 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
A21soln = Abs@A21 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
A22soln = Abs@A22 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
A13soln = Abs@A13 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
A23soln = Abs@A23 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
T1soln = Abs@t1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
T2soln = Abs@t2 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
BG1soln = Abs@BG1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
BG2soln = Abs@BG2 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
irfBGsoln = irfBG1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnL;
irfDsoln = irfD1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnL;
P1soln = P1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnL;
fitresids = FitResiduals ê. GlobalFitSoln;
PrintATableFormA9
,
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PrintATableFormA98" a1 ", " a2 ", " t1 ", " t2 ",
" tbar "<, 9 A11solnÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
A11soln + A12soln
, 1 -
A11soln
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
A11soln + A12soln
, T1soln,
T2soln,
A11soln
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
A11soln + A12soln
* T1soln + ikjj1 - A11solnÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅA11soln + A12soln y{zz * T2soln==,
TableSpacing Ø 82, 8<, TableDirections Ø 8Column, Row<EE;
Print@D;
PrintATableFormA98" a1 ", " a2 ", " t1 ", " t2 ",
" tbar "<, 9 A21solnÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
A21soln + A12soln
, 1 -
A21soln
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
A21soln + A22soln
, T1soln,
T2soln,
A21soln
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
A21soln + A12soln
* T1soln + ikjj1 - A21solnÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅA21soln + A12soln y{zz * T2soln==,
TableSpacing Ø 82, 8<, TableDirections Ø 8Column, Row<EE;
Print@D;
Print@TableForm@88" BG1 ", " BG2 ", " irfBG ", " irf D ", "Period H
nsL"<, 8BG1soln, BG2soln, irfBGsoln, irfDsoln, 60. H1 - Exp@-0.1* P1solnDL<<,
TableSpacing Ø 82, 8<, TableDirections Ø 8Column, Row<DD;
Print@D;
fitresids = FitResiduals ê. GlobalFitSoln;
Clear@lresidDA, lresidDD;H* ---- Plot Fits for D ----*L
GlobalChi = Total@HFitResiduals ê. GlobalFitSolnL2 ê
Table@FitDataDBoth@@i, 3DD, 8i, 1, 2 * FitPoints<DDê HH2* FitPointsL - 12L;
Resids = HfitresidsL ë TableAè!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!FitDataDBoth@@i, 3DD , 8i, 1, 2* FitPoints<E;
Resids1 = Drop@Resids, -FitPointsD;
Resids2 = Drop@Resids, FitPointsD;
ChiD1 = Total@Resids12D ê HHFitPointsL - 9L;
ChiD2 = Total@Resids22D ê HHFitPointsL - 9L;
Print@TableForm@88"Red. c1 ", "Red. c2 ", "Glob. c "<, 8ChiD1, ChiD2,
GlobalChi<<, TableSpacing Ø 82, 8<, TableDirections Ø 8Column, Row<DD;
ListDataD1 = Table@8i* TimeStep, FitFunctionDComp@i* TimeStep, A11soln, A12soln,
A13soln, T1soln, T2soln, irfBGsoln, irfDsoln, 60. H1 - Exp@-0.1* P1solnDLD +
BG1soln<, 8i, 1 + SkipPtsBegin, TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D;
pD1 = LogListPlot@ListDataD1, PlotJoined Ø
True, PlotRange Ø 880, 50<, 81, 20000<<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
ListDataD2 = Table@8i* TimeStep, FitFunctionDComp@i* TimeStep, A21soln, A22soln,
A23soln, T1soln, T2soln, irfBGsoln, irfDsoln, 60. H1 - Exp@-0.1* P1solnDLD +
BG2soln<, 8i, 1 + SkipPtsBegin, TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D;
pD2 = LogListPlot@ListDataD2, PlotJoined Ø
True, PlotRange Ø 880, 50<, 81, 20000<<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
fitplots1 = Show@lD1, lDA1, pD1, lIRFD;
fitplots2 = Show@lD2, lDA2, pD2, lIRFD;H* --------- Weighted Residuals D -----------*L
WresidD1 = Table@8i* TimeStep,
Resids1@@i - SkipPtsBeginDD<, 8i, 1 + SkipPtsBegin, TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D;
lresidD1 = ListPlot@WresidD1, PlotJoined Ø True, PlotRange Ø 880, 50<, 8-4, 4<<,
DisplayFunction Ø Identity, AspectRatio Ø 0.25, Ticks Ø 8None, 8-4, 0, 4<<D;
;
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WresidD2 = Table@8i* TimeStep, Resids2@@i - SkipPtsBeginDD<, 8i,
1 + SkipPtsBegin, TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D;
lresidD2 = ListPlot@WresidD2, PlotJoined Ø True, PlotRange Ø 880, 50<, 8-4, 4<<,
DisplayFunction Ø Identity, AspectRatio Ø 0.25, Ticks Ø 8None, 8-4, 0, 4<<D;
s21 = Show@GraphicsArray@8lresidD1<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityDD;
s22 = Show@GraphicsArray@8lresidD2<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityDD;H* -- Autocorrelation Function D --*L
ForAjj = 1, jj § FitPointsÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
, jj++,
AC1@jjD = ikjj2 *SumAResids1@@kDD* Resids1@@k + jjDD, 9k, 1, FitPointsÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 =Ey{zz ì
Sum@Resids1@@kDD2, 8k, 1, FitPoints<D;
AC2@jjD = ikjj2 *SumAResids2@@kDD* Resids2@@k + jjDD, 9k, 1, FitPointsÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 =Ey{zz ì
Sum@Resids2@@kDD2, 8k, 1, FitPoints<D;E;
AutoCorr1 = Table@8Hi + SkipPtsBeginê 2L* TimeStep, AC1@iD<, 8i, 1, FitPointsê 2<D;
AutoCorr2 = Table@8Hi + SkipPtsBeginê 2L* TimeStep, AC2@iD<, 8i, 1, FitPointsê 2<D;
lAC1 = ListPlot@AutoCorr1, PlotJoined Ø True, PlotRange Ø 880, 25<, 8-0.2, 0.2<<,
DisplayFunction Ø Identity, AspectRatio Ø 0.25, Ticks Ø 8None, Automatic<D;
lAC2 = ListPlot@AutoCorr2, PlotJoined Ø True, PlotRange Ø 880, 25<, 8-0.2, 0.2<<,
DisplayFunction Ø Identity, AspectRatio Ø 0.25, Ticks Ø 8None, Automatic<D;
sAC1 = Show@GraphicsArray@8lAC1<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityDD;
sAC2 = Show@GraphicsArray@8lAC2<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityDD;
Show@GraphicsArray@88fitplots1, fitplots2<, 8s21, s22<, 8sAC1, sAC2<<D,
DisplayFunction Ø $DisplayFunction, GraphicsSpacing Ø 80.0, -0.3<D;
Label@SkipDFitD;
DAFitCount = 0;H*---- FIT DA ----*LH*---- FIT DA ----*LH*---- FIT DA ----*L
FitDataDA1 = Table@8HiL* TimeStep, 1,
DataDA1@@i, 2DD<, 8i, 1 + SkipPtsBegin, TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D;
FitDataDA2 = Table@8HiL* TimeStep, 1, DataDA2@@i, 2DD<, 8i,
1 + SkipPtsBegin, TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D;
FitDataDABoth = FitDataDA1;
Clear@T1Past, T2Past, a1Past, DdparPastD;
T1Past = 1.;
T2Past = 1.;
a1Past = 1.;
DdparPast = 1.;
Clear@a1, a2, t1D;
Ddguess = 500.;
FixedP = 50.0;
PastDate = AbsoluteTime@D;
Label@FitAgainDAD;
;
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T1guess = TbarLO;
T2guess = TbarLD;
GlobalFitSoln = NonlinearRegressAFitDataDABoth, FitFunctionDACompPrintAt1,
Abs@A11D, 1 - Xlo@ffDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
KpD* Xlo@ffD , Abs@A13D, t1, t2, irfBG1, irfD1, FixedP, Abs@Dd1D, 0.3,
BG1E + Abs@BG1D, 8t1, x1<, 88A11, A1guessDA<, 8A13, A3guessDA<, 8BG1, BGguessDA<,8irfBG1, irfBGguessDA<, 8irfD1, irfDguessDA<, 8Dd1, Ddguess<, 8t1, T1guess<,8t2, T2guess<<, MaxIterations Ø 2000, AccuracyGoal Ø 1.* 10-10, PrecisionGoal Ø
1.* 10-10, RegressionReport Ø 8BestFitParameters, StartingParameters,
FitResiduals<, Method Ø LevenbergMarquardt, Weights Ø HH#L-1 &LE;H*
GlobalFitSoln=NonlinearRegressAFitDataDABoth,FitFunctionDACompPrintAt1,
Abs@A11D, 1-Xlo@ffDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
KpD*Xlo@ffD ,Abs@A13D,TbarLO,TbarLD,irfBG1,irfD1,FixedP,
Abs@Dd1D,0.3,BG1E+Abs@BG1D,8t1,x1<,88A11,A1guessDA<,8A13,A3guessDA<,8BG1,BGguessDA<,8irfBG1,irfBGguessDA<,8irfD1,irfDguessDA<,8Dd1,Ddguess<<,
MaxIterationsØ2000,AccuracyGoalØ1.*10-10,PrecisionGoalØ1.*10-10,
RegressionReportØ8BestFitParameters,StartingParameters,FitResiduals<,
MethodØLevenbergMarquardt,WeightsØHH#L-1&LE;
*L
Print@BestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnD;
A1soln = Abs@A11 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
A3soln = Abs@A13 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
Q1soln = Abs@Q1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
T1soln = Abs@t1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
T2soln = Abs@t2 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
Ddsoln = Abs@Dd1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
kAsoln = Abs@kA1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
BG1soln = Abs@BG1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnLD;
irfBGsoln = irfBG1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnL;
irfDsoln = irfD1 ê. HBestFitParameters ê. GlobalFitSolnL;
DdSaved@zzD = 8DomainDiameter@aaD, Ddsoln<;
A1guessDA = A1soln;
A3guessDA = A3soln;
T1guessDA = T1soln;
T2guessDA = T2soln;
BGguessDA = BG1soln;
irfBGguessDA = irfBGsoln;
irfDguessDA = irfDsoln;
PrintATableFormA98" a1 ", " a2 ", " t1 ", " t2 ",
" tbar "<, 9 A1solnÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
A1soln I1 + 1-Xlo@ffDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅ
KpD*Xlo@ffD M , 1 - A1solnÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅA1soln I1 + 1-Xlo@ffDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅKpD*Xlo@ffD M , T1soln,
T2soln,
A1soln
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
A1soln I1 + 1-Xlo@ffDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
KpD*Xlo@ffD M * T1soln + ikjjjjjj1 - A1solnÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅA1soln I1 + 1-Xlo@ffDÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅKpD*Xlo@ffD M y{zzzzzz * T2soln==,
TableSpacing Ø 82, 8<, TableDirections Ø 8Column, Row<EE;
Print@D;
fitresids = FitResiduals ê. GlobalFitSoln;
Clear@lresidDA, lresidDD;H* ---- Plot Fits for DA ----*L
;
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Resids1 = HfitresidsL ë TableAè!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!FitDataDABoth@@i, 3DD , 8i, 1, FitPoints<E;
ChiDA1 = Total@Resids12D ê HHFitPointsL - 6L;
Print@TableForm@88"Red. c1 ", "Actual Dd", " Fit Dd*"<, 8ChiDA1, DomainDiameter@
aaD, Ddsoln<<, TableSpacing Ø 82, 8<, TableDirections Ø 8Column, Row<DD;
ListDataDA1 = TableA9i* TimeStep, FitFunctionDACompAi* TimeStep, A1soln,
1 - Xlo@ffD
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
KpD* Xlo@ffD , A3soln, T1soln, T2soln, irfBGsoln, irfDsoln, FixedP,
Ddsoln, 0.3E + BG1soln=, 8i, 1 + SkipPtsBegin, TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<E;
pDA1 = LogListPlot@ListDataDA1, PlotJoined Ø
True, PlotRange Ø 880, 50<, 81, 15000<<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityD;
fitplots1 = Show@lD1, lDA1, pDA1D;
H* --- Weighted Residuals DA ---*L
WresidDA1 = Table@8i* TimeStep,
Resids1@@i - SkipPtsBeginDD<, 8i, 1 + SkipPtsBegin, TotalPoints - SkipPtsEnd<D;
lresidDA1 = ListPlot@WresidDA1, PlotJoined Ø True, PlotRange Ø 880, 50<, 8-4, 4<<,
DisplayFunction Ø Identity, AspectRatio Ø 0.25, Ticks Ø 8None, 8-4, 0, 4<<D;
s21 = Show@GraphicsArray@8lresidDA1<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityDD;H* -- Autocorrelation Function DA --*L
ForAjj = 1, jj § FitPointsÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2
, jj++,
AC1@jjD = ikjj2 *SumAResids1@@kDD* Resids1@@k + jjDD, 9k, 1, FitPointsÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 =Ey{zz ì
Sum@Resids1@@kDD2, 8k, 1, FitPoints<D;E;
AutoCorr1 = Table@8Hi + SkipPtsBeginê 2L* TimeStep, AC1@iD<, 8i, 1, FitPointsê 2<D;
lAC1 = ListPlot@AutoCorr1, PlotJoined Ø True, PlotRange Ø 880, 25<, Automatic<,
DisplayFunction Ø Identity, AspectRatio Ø 0.25, Ticks Ø 8None, Automatic<D;
sAC1 = Show@GraphicsArray@8lAC1<, DisplayFunction Ø IdentityDD;
Show@GraphicsArray@88fitplots1<, 8s21<, 8sAC1<<D,
DisplayFunction Ø $DisplayFunction, GraphicsSpacing Ø 80.0, -0.3<D;
Print@"Finished in: ", HAbsoluteTime@D - PastDateL ê 60, " min ü ", Date@DD;
DAFitCount++;
FitDataDABoth = FitDataDA2;
If@DAFitCount ã 1, Goto@FitAgainDAD, 0D;
Abort@D;
Label@SkipFitD;
Clear@pointsDA, pointsDD;
zz++;E;E;E;
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E;E;E;E;E;
Close@DataFileDA1D;
Close@DataFileDA2D;
Close@DataFileD1D;
Close@DataFileD2D;
Close@DataFileIRFD;E;
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